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'6 FOR WORD.

The articles.contained in this bulletin on foreign-service training were assem-
bled nearly three years ago. They were contributed-by specialists, and deal
with subjects which should be included in a fully developed major on foreign-
service trailing for Government, business, social welfare, etc. These articles
include, in addition to brief bibliographies of textbooks ser917,1We for use in
college and .of other books that may be helpful to general readers the writers'
opinions In regard to the subject matter, the limitation and manner and pre-
,sentation of, this, subject matter, its coordination with similar_ related subjects
and amount of time that should be given tojt in college and the semestex or
semesters'with college year when it can be best offered. This bulletin is to serve
two purposes; it should assist 'colleges to plan an adequate course of instruction
on training for foreign service, and should enable university men now in the
field of business to plitn for a systematic vending contse (Cf, Reading course
in foreign trade, Reading course No. 17, Home Education, S. Bureau of Edu-
cation, prepared .3. Glen Levin Swiggett ).. Much is naturally left unsaid in
this bulletin, but what is said is for the most part brief, vithl, and to the point.

Unavoidable delays have prevented the earlier publication of this bulletin.
The publication of these articles now, however, is timely. The statistics re»
ported to this bureau for use CoMmittee of Fifteen on Educational
Preparation for Foreign Service, appointed by ithe United States Commissioner
of Education,. have registered since 1916 estendy growth in our higher institu-
tions on the. subject of educational preparation for foreign service, for commerce
in particular. In October, 1921, the bureau reported courses of study in prepa-
ration for foteign service ift 70 colleges and universities. Of the 70 higher in-
stitutions in which this special training was offered at that tune, the 10 highest
reported each more than 100 students. taking foreign trade, a total enrollment
for the 10 institutions of 2,255 students. In COmmercial Education Circular
No. 7, Bureau of FAucation, is printed a list of the 70 institutions offering
some kind of training for foreigii service. -

The tecjanique of foreign trade,--skill in the actual transaction involved in
merchandising, "(hipping, and financing should be strengthened by an under-
standing of the principles of commerce, of transportation, and banking; of
motives that determine human conduct in social relationships; of Governmental
regulations and policies. Courses -im practical exporting, therefore, should be
supplemented with ample opportunity for thErstudy of the modern languages,
the social and commercial sciences, etc.

The variety and character of instruction now being offered as preparation'for
foreign trade in our larger universities warrant the publication of a bulletin
of this character. It is the belief of the compiler that these articles will-stimu-
late still further the marked educational response_to the demands of fuilness
for a trained and informed Personnel in the conduct of our foreign service of
Government, business; etc. And this variety and higher type of instruction

4 m.
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for foreign-service training now offered In our colleges and universities is noted
with increasing satisfaction by the Advisory Council and Committee of Fifteen
on Educational Preparation for Foreign Service, In consideration of the many
angles of approach to world trade, and the high level Af intelligence, of vision
und character; of-skill and information essential to italrosooution by in indi-
vidual corporation or nation.

GLEN l.EVIN SW IGGETT,
Chairman, Cummittcc of Patecti uu Educationat

Prepurution tor Furelyn Service.
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TRAINING FOR FOREIGN SERVICE.

l'ART ECONOMICS.

COMMERCIA14., ORGANIZATION FOR FOREIGN TRADE.
By C. S. DUNCAN,

ApoiAtnot Profi4Roi of CooO4 rein: Oronleation to the School of oampmerer a$d
Adoototerattoo, Untrendtp of (7hloogo.

IntrodmiOrp.Foreign trade is dmestie triple earried beyond the national
boundaries. In all fundamental respect?' the principles are the same-for both;
In many incidental features they differ materially. In foreign trade as In
dsmstic trade there are goods on their way to market ; in both instances trade
is carried on for profit, business is on a pecuniary basis; In both there are
producers,/consumers, anti mithibanen; in both there are markets for buyers
and sellers, market prices. trade Dewitt,- advertising, xyhntiges, transportation,
warelmuSeTi, HM111(211 organization, and all other business par.aphernalia. These
M114,14 may sometimes appear in foreign trade disguised by different Utillieg,
but in nil efisc1111:11 eNtoel:. they are the same.

The differences.. Imwever. are Important. Many businesses have made the
mistake of tri ) log the fore!ga market as they treat the home market. Int

doing so they I INV overlooked the differences that often count for so much In
tulle. One of the most obvious distinctions lies in the language used; any
ext.,usive foreign trade will uecessitate the use of a foreign tongue. While
business betkeett-countries runs on a monetary standard. the units .titer in
name nod value. There is the question of tariff; of a foreign jurisdiction.
There is the matter, of bushiest' habits and customs, of Illiteracy, of purchasing
power; there are new anti important factors in the triple organization, such
us the commis:Alto house, the forwanilug agent, or the comprador of China. .

It seems logical, therefore, ti at domestic and foreign tnuht should be closely
related in every curriculum. And since the two, subjects go hand in hand so
great t: part of the way, the latter might well follow the former, as rounding
Out the trade analysis. The student will. grasp far more readily the principles
of foreign trade ithe understands thoroughly the principles of domestic trade.
The mechanism of foreign exchange w'.11 not seem so strange after the tuella-
nism for domestic financing is mastered. There is, neverthelets, 'enough mate-
rial that is distinct in the organization for transacting fortyrn business to

...constitute a special study.
.

eontent,of courses is commercial i)rganizatioa for foretell' trode.There are
` three parts to every kind of trade analysis: (1) A study of the commodity or
commodities; (2) a study of the market ; and (3) a study of the trade organiza-
tion for carrying the goods to market. .-

It must follow, therefore, that an intelligent maderstatuling of the trade
organization presupposes a knowledge of the goods and the market. Commeattai
organization, after all, is not 0 fixed, unchangrble thing; it is a way of doing

-things by men who desire to attain a result most expeditiously and economically
for themselves. However bound by tradition and custom, this economic mecha-
nism is affected constantly by the thinking and the strategy of countless alert
and 'eager minds that are seeking better ways of doing things.
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1. Surplus for export. The first problem that presents itself, then, is the
kind of commodities that are available for export. The character and quantity
of these goods will. depend upon na*ural resources and manufactuting capacity
of the country and upon the general po cy of the country as to.whether it is
willing to send out raw materials or I engaged in developing its fabricating
facilities. An understanding of this subject demands a knowledge of commercial
geography first of all. If such knowledge can be presumed, then the ground-
work is already laid for the course. It will be wise, in any case, to take up
this subject even if only in review.

2..ilarkets.If there are goods available for export, the problem immediately
arises of finding a market for them. This is the next subject for study in a
course on commercial organization for foreign trade. An analysis of foreign
markets will involve an examination of character of the people, their standards
of living, their trade habits and customs, their purchasing power, what they
produce for their own consumption, what they need from abroad. All sources
of information on these subjects should be canvassed. The needs of these
peoples for our surplus goods, both existing and prospective, will be surveyed.
There will be the question, also, of competing and supplementary goods. There
is the difficult matter of adapting our goods and our productive capacity to

rtforeign demands. A rket is after all only a chance to sell, if possible at a
profit ; it is a demand or goods backed up By purchasing power, I. e., effective
demand. This is what the merchant and manufacturer, both foreign and
domestic, are seeking.

3. Trade organization.What kind of organization haS arisen to carry these
available goods to the foreign market? The analysis of this organization should
constitute the 'backbone of the course. For convenience of discussion this
study will fall naturally into two parts: One of these will he the orgauization
within the United States and on the sea for handling goods destined for a
foreign market, the other will be the organization in the foreign country for

lying and distributing these goods. .

delliPc(ea) Methods of contact: An early step far the merchant or manufacturer
In marketing is the getting into contact with the prospective buyer: This is
just as true of foreign trade as of domestic trade. There are many ways of
doing this, some far more effective than others. One may try to make contact
with his market through the mail, either by catalogue, by advertisements, or
by sales letters, etc. If the business justifies the ekpense, either singly or
through a combined sales organization under the provisions of the Webb bill,
a salesman may be sent. Contact may be had through exhibitions or other
means of showing samples. A descriptive analysis should be made of all
methods of contact.

(P) The commission house: The foremost figure in the commercial organiza-
tion for foreign trade in the past has been lime commission house. What
economic services this middleman performs, whether his, power increases or
diMinishes, what' his elements of strength and what his weakness, are neces-
sary subjects of study.

(a) The forwarding agent: There 4s, too, the work of the forwarding agent.
He may be merely a collector of goods from many small sources into carload
lots in order to obtain lower rates. These goods may pass into the hands of a
commission house .at the port. Or the forwarding agent may do moie than
take from the manufacturer the worry and bOther of making out doetments,
securing shipping space, and collecting against documents. He may become
the foreign department of the exporter, acting in his name and identifying
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himself in all respects with the interest of his principal. This specialized
middleman should be studied in all the different attitudes that he assumes.(d.) The export department: As foreign business increases in volume, it maybecome advisable to organize a special foreat' department in the business.
Methods of organization, -training, and equipment for the management of aforeign department arc subjects for investigation. Many large businesses in
the United States have aggressive and effective foreign trade departments that
have been able to meet successfully their most powerful, adroit, and skilled
competitors.

(e) Foreign sales organization : ruder the Webb Act that became a law inApril9.1918, it is possible for American manufacturers to combine in organizing
a soles department to handle their export business. The new development in
foreign policy in the United States may have far-reaching consequences. It de-serves careful examination.

(f) Transportation: There is also the subject of transportation to be takenup. A course in foreign-trade should include a detailed study of shipping docu-
ments. The ocean bill of lading, the insurance certificate, the consular invoice,
and any other special papers that shippers are required to make out should
he actually handled by the students until they are familiar with them. The
measurement of shipping space-and the buying and selling of-space are also
pertinent subjects.

(g) Foreign distributing organization : The student should be taught some-'
thing of the commercial organization in the foreign' country. The indent mer-
chant, the comprador, the foreign jobber, the foreign retail merchant, whoever
is influential in guiding the course'of commodities into and out of foreign lands,
is a character in the story of foreftn trade.

4.. Foreign exchange.The best place to take, up the subject of foreign ex-
change is in connection with a study of foreign trade organization. In thisway It is possible to show the service performed by the bills of exchange.. These
should be studied with all the documents attached until they are no longer amystery. Then the question of exchange rates may be taken up.

5. Merchant marine.It is unavoidable to meet with the problem of a mer-chant marine in making a survey of foreign trade. In these latter days this
is so interesting a subjectethat there is no difficulty in giving it a place in the
course.

6. Tariff.The foreign trade policy is inevitably affected by the tariff policy.
This question arises in the foreign trade course, not as a political' problem, but
as a commercial problem, and should be disdussed from that angle. A new
point of view may be had by-looking at tariff walls throughout the world, and-
by observing how the flow of trade is stopped or diverted by this means.

7. Marine insurance:--Some place should be given in the course in foreign
trade to the subject of 'Darin% insurance. This survey ought, to cover both
the perils of the sea and the war-risk insurance. There is also the question
of the Government's share in the risk as compared with that of private com-
panies. The cryptic technical terms, such as "general average," "free from
particular average," etc., should be explained.

S. The future of foreign trade for United States.-The study of foreign
trade problems ought to lead to some conclusions as to the future foreign trade
of the United States. It might be well to include a detailed study of certain
possible markets. This line of investigation may be followed as far as it seems
practicable. In any case, the study will ,enable one to view more intelligently
the proper development of foreign trade, the best markets to, approach, the
best methods to use in reaching a 9arket, the best adjustment of supply to
demand. One will also inevitably learn how to find out what he wants to know.
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The next best thing to knowing facts is to know where to find them. Some
such course as has been indicated here will enable the investigator to work
more intelligently on his foreign trade problem.

REFERENCES.

Official Report's of National Foreign Trade Conventions, 1914-1921, published by Na-tional Foreign Trade Council. New York City.
Course in foreign trade, 12 vols. New York, Business Training corporation.Rough, B. Olney. Practical exporting. A handbook for manufacturers and merchants.6th ed, New York. American Exporter, 1920. 529 p. 8°.Vedder. George C. American methods in foreign trade; a guide to export selling policy.

New York, McGraw-11in Book Co., 1919. xii + 204 p.
Whelp ley. James D. 'Trade of the world. New York, Century Co., 1913. 436 p. 8°.Whitaker, Albert C, Foreign exchange. New York, Appleton & Co., 1919. xiv +646 p. °.
Wolfe, Archibald J. Men and practice of interjontional commerce. New York, Interna-tional Book Publishing Co., 1919. 548 p. 5°.

Theory and practice of international commerce. New lork, International BookPublishing Co., 1919. 548 p.

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY.

By J. AUSSELI, SMITH,
Professor of Economic Geography, Columbia University.

The place of geography in higher education is one of,the miracles of the
human mind. Our higher education is nearly always planned without any
provision for knowledge of the earth in which we are to pass our mortal days.

Land is land, water is water, and with those two stveeping facts as the
approximate total of world information, men have for centuries thrown them-
selves:away for the want of a little geographic knowledge. Colonists, traders,
missionaries, guided by ignorant faith, have planted themselves on inhospitable
shores, where the colonies have shriveled, the traders have failed, and the mis-
sionaries have dled2Za1l for the want of the simple knowledge that should ne
be given in any high school or college course in geography.

Geography as a part of education has suffered greatly because of the fact
that it led to no definite ctireer. The chemist can get a job as a chemist, so
chemistry gets quickly into our curriculum. The geographer, on the other hand,
can rarely get a position as a geographer, despite the vital importance of this
science as a part of the preparation for business, finance in the broader sense,
citizenship, and foreign trade.

The business man, the financier, the trader, and the citizen need to be
acquainted with the homeland and other lands as places in which man may
live.and.make a living. This is a-personally utilitarian value.

Geography has unappreciated cultural and social value as a part of general
education. It is doubtful If any study rivals geography In its ability to serve
as a foundation to so many other studies. History used to be the recorded
antics'of a few men. Now it is being interpreted more and more as movements,
which are often little more than the attempts of men to adjust themselves
to the factors of their geographic environment. Political economy and finance
deal largely with industries and their developments, which In turn depend
upon the resources and geographic conditions of certain parts of the earth's
surface. It is high time we reathed the end of the epoch when men will have
to find out all these things for themselves, although carefully taught about the
campaigns of Caesar, the development of medieval cities, the details' of, military
history, or the platforms of parties as they tried. to master some economic
problem that bad a geographic origin not mentioned in the chronicle.

We have now entered the era of world trade, and therefore necessarily of
world thinking. It is difficult to think about things of which we know nothing.
It Is necussary for us to know something about the world in which we live,
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as a place in which to make a living. Why is one place good, and another place
bad? Where ,are the good places and where are the bad places? What are ourrelations to these different parts of the earth?

it Is difficult to think of a kind of educated man who does not need largeblocks of knowledge in this field. Certainly the lawyer, the financier, thefactory manager, the importer, the exporter, the legislitor, the farmer needs it.Even the divinity student needs it, if the missionaries of the church hope tomake themselves effective in foreign lands, or even in other parts of theirown country.
Good courses in economic geography should, from this time forward, becomea part of the education of the man of general culture, as well as of specialtraining. They should be alongside of history, literature, and foreign language,as well as accounting, transportation, business law, and the older sciencs.
Arrangement of geography courses in a. college curriculum.A stuCeitt needstwo kinds of geographyfirst, general geography,'and second, regional geog-raphy.
1. General geography.Here he gets the tools of geographic understanding,just as the student of mathematics gets the tools of mathematical understand-

ing, namely the power to add and subtract, multiply and divide. The man towhom the world 14111111 be anything but a mysterious exterior, needs to knowmany things about climate, soil, land surface, that are applicable wherever thesethings appear. This is sometimes called systematic ge6graphy. There are twoways in which it may be taught. One, the simpl r and the drier, is to givethese tools of geography in an Introductory course tiling with heat and cold,wind and rain, hill and plain, mountain. forest, soil, d swamp, etc.2. Regional geogrepfk.Courses dealing with particular parts of the worldnaturally. follow this introduction. They may be divided somewhat as follows':United States and Canada, Latin America, Europe .and Asia, Africa andAustralia.
Any two of the last four may easily be taken sintuithneously, thus snuglyfitting into a fonr-year course.
Another way, possibly more interesting, probably more difficult, of teachingthe Same material, is to Intersperse the general geography with a regional study,as for example, the course on the United States and Canada, which !nay be madeintroductory by including nearly all of the climatic and general geographicknowledge necessary for the understanding of this region and other regions.Bibliography, general.- -After a student has had one or more .courses in com-mercial and industrial geography, lie will receive great benefit and showers ofmaterial if lie will clip the commerce reports, from the Department ofCommerce, Washington, and three or four such magazines as the Review ofReviews, World's Work, and Country Gentleman. If he develops specialties;they can be followed in Poole's Index to Periodic Literature, which covers thegeneral field, and in the magazine, Industrial Management, which covers themore technical fields, but has, largeamount of material of value to any studentof geography.
The whole field of geographic literature is ably covered in the GeographicReview, published monthly by the American Geographical Society of New York.No person really interested in the subject should miss this journal.

REFERENCES:
Chisholm, 4. Handbook of commereinI geography. New York, T.ongmans, Orren &1011. 606 p. This authoritative English book Is a mine of accurate information,with special reference to the Old World.
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Robinson, E. V. Commercial g.grapity. Chicago, Rand, McNally & 1910. 455,48 p:Smith, J. R. Commerce and industry. New York, Holt & Co., 1916. 596 p. These two
commercial geographies are of high-school grade, although occasionally used in
college.

Industrial and commeiVial geography. New York, Henry Bolt & Co.., 1913.914 p. This book is peehaps more philosophic than Chisholm, but coutains fewer
facts. It has chapters covering the leading industries, foreign trade, its routes and
organization. These books are of college and university grade.

Newspaper almanacs, such as World Almanac, contain good collections of Statistics at
much less cost than the above.

Statesman's Year Book. New York, Macmillan Co. For ready reference; for knowledge
of population, area, trade statistics, and governments of all parts of the world, lid
book has few rivals for convenience.

Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture. .leree through your Member of
'Congress. Valuable collection of statistics of agricultural production in all countries.

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC.

By (;. II. VAN Tt-yr.,
Instructor in liuttine:o Motherl: tics, Extension Teach ing, Columbia t- nircreity.

Probably not les(than 9 per cent of all mathematical operations, either in
domestic or foreign trade, come under the general head of arithmetic rather
than that of any other branch of mathematics. Accuracy and facility of
arithmetical computation are, therefore, of prime importance to one engaged
in auy coinniercial enterprise. Not only should one be accurate and facile in
handling arithmetical operations but he should have a thorough knowledge of
the subject matter of arithmetic, so that, in the interpretation of problems, he
may not only interpret correctly but he may not, at the same time, misapply
the principles of arithmetic to the solution in hand.

Emphasis should, therefore, be first placed upon accuracy of calculation, and,
second, tpon facility of calculation.

These two topics may be considered together because each reacts upon the
other, and increase in skill in either adds ability in the other.

How shall one become accurate and facile in making computations? There
are one subjective and two objective phases in the process. The subjective
phase has to do with the power of concentration. No one may hope to succeed
in work of this kind who can not bring his complete and full attention to bear
upon the work.

The objective ph es have to do with repetition, or drill, and the application
of simple, practice short methods of calculation. Other things being equal,
the fewer figures one is required to make in a given calculation,the fewer will
be the errors, and consequently the greater degree of accuracy. The'detection
and elimination of errors frequently take more time than was required for the
original calculation.

Accutacy and facility of calculation are of little value in and of themselves
if their possessor has not also the ability to interpret problems as they arise
and apply thereto correct arithmetical- principles. Hence one should be ready
and accurate in interpretation of problems. Correct interpretation depends
upon a wide general knowledge of business customs, together with an exact
and definite knowledge of the principles of arithmetic and of Mathematics. A

,

general knowledge of commercial law, accounting, and economics is most im-
portant. A thorough knowledge of algebra is valuable:

A course of study should include thorough drill in the fundamental opera-
tions involving integers .and common and decimal fractions. The efficiency of
the calculator may be greatly increased .b the application of the many short
methods of handling these operations.

A study of the relation of numbers, ory.as it is frequently expressed, of
aliquot parts, should be made. The study of aliquot parts should in no wise
he limited to those parts. whose base is 100' (that is, 100 cents to the dollar,
or to 100 per cent), The study should include aliquots of many numbers. The
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principle of aliquots may he advantageously apidied to many numbers, and to
many operations in multiplication and division. Simple interest calculations
are best made by use of this principle.

Percentage must be mastered.
From percentage on through its applications the course should include those

topics having to do directly with foreign commercial enterprise. Among the
most-important are the following:

Metric system of weights and measures and their English equivalents.
Foreign exchange, covering a knowledge of the coinage laws of the countries

one deals with. Rates of exchange and method of handling same. Gold
imports and exports. Effect of time on rates of exchange. Use, of con-
version; and interest and bill stamp tables.

Customs reguhitions of the United States and of countries dealt with.
Methods of reckoning duties.

Equation of accounts.
Cash balance, by the United States, English, and French methods.
Compound interest, and applications to investments, present values, annuities,

sinking funds, etc.
REFERENCES.

There are comparatively few hooks on the market that are worthy of serious
consideration in work of this kind. The following are among the best.
Edgerton. Edward T. Business mathematics. New York, Ronntd Press Co., 1921. no5 p.Finney, and Brown, J. C.. Modern businesit arithmetic. New York, Henry HoltA Co.. 1916. 488 p.
Moore. John Henry. New commercial arlirnetic. New York, American Book Co 1904and Miner, George,W. Practical- sinesa arithmetic. Boston, Ginn & Co., 1906'ackard. S._S. New commercial arithmetic. New York, S. S. Packard.Smith, -.. Arithmetic of business. New York, Lyons & Carnahnt...TVan uyl, George Henry. Complete business arithmetic. New York, American Book Co.,1911. 415 p.
Walton, Seymour, and Finney, H. A. Mathematics, of accounting and finance. NewYork. Ronald Press Co., 1922. 274 p.

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS.

\... By C. W. W ASSAM, .

Assistaat Professor of Commerce, University of Iowa.
A course which has received little attention on the part of the universities

nd colleges of the country, but one which should certainly now occupy ap ominent place in our teaching of foreign trade is commercial products.
I'Factically all of the textbooks upon the subject of commercial geography
,give some place 'to a special study of the product, but not as much as the
importance of the subject warrants.

There are several .very definite advantages in making the product the basis
of your study, instead of the country or the region. In the first place, you
get a world view of the subject, and it is much easier to secure it proper con-
cept of the product when you are thinking of it in every country and the
conditions necessary for its growth or manufacture, instead of Making the
country or the State, or the region, the basis, and thinking only of the product
as secondary..

It is rather difficult to remember that In a certain part of the study of a
certain country there was something important stated about a certain product,'
but` if you make the product the basis of your study then all places having

.,similar conditions will be able to produce the same things.
Another very important reason for making the product the basis of the

study is that, with increased commerce of the future and the gradual breaking
dtwn of trade barriers, the student should be led to see that the country best
adapted for. the production of a given product should produce that thing. It
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is no longer an important question that the United States produces wheat, but
what is the place of the United States in the world's production of wheat
and in Just what way can our production be changed to tit into-, the commerce
of the world:

The study of forestry In the United States has become important in recent
years, anti the conservation of our forest supply is extremely necessary: but a
more important question for the student of commerce is to have a world vision
of forestry, and to know what Canada, Russia. Sweden, and other countries
could do to meet any deficiency that we may have in our country 'in the future.

There is also a pedagogical reason for a course in commercial products. It
is match easier to keep the attention of the student centered upon some con-
crete product and from this bring in other important factors than it is to have
a country or a region for your basis of study. In the country or region yoUr
concept is so large and so complient-d that it is difficult for the ordinary
student to grasp it and to understand all the important relations. Take the
question of climate as an illustration. If you simply teach climate as a part
of the general knowledge that one should have of a country, as is often done,
the student does not become' very much interested, but if you are studying the
question of sugar and the student is kaiiing for.a suitable climate for the
production of sugar cane. you immedintely have a concrete motive for knowing
about the climate of that certain country. a excellent method used to show
the relation between climate and the pr is to have the student take an
outline Map of-the world and shade all the Countries that have a similar
climate, then with another map .sintde the countries that produce a certain
product and the similarity will be apparent at a glance.

At the University of Iowa the writer has found the commercial museum a
great help in teaching commercial products. An attempt has been made to
'collect in the museum samples of the different products in all the different
stages of their manufacture or growth. By this concrete method of instruction,
the students get a very definite idea of the particular product which is being
studied. With this definite idea in mind it is easy to bring into the study..
many other important facts, such as transportation, marketing, conditions
necessary for growth or manufacture, and other similar facts.

Some of the more important points which should he considered in the study
of an articles of commerce are: History of the product; conditions necessary
for growth'br manufacture, like climate, soil,' raw materials, labor supply,
capital, etc.; total world's production, and production by separate states or
countries; importance in comparison with similar articles; international trade;
methods used in marketing; by-products; and future of the industry.
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BUSINESS ENGLISH.

Ily ilEORGE BURTON HOIVIIRIRS.
Professor of Deafness English in New York University.

Only recently has the subject of business English begun to be recognized as
a proper part of school and university training for foreign trade and other
fields of business. it is making headway rapidly, however, because the usual
course in English composition has not paid much attention to letters, reports,
and the other kinds of messages commonly used In business. Some special
study of these forms, with piactiCe in their use, is obviously desirable during
the period of educational preparation, and the business man rightly expects it
of those who enter ills employ. c

Although the subject. of business English Is too new to be standardized, there
is nt least an agreement that its requirements differ from those of literary
English cot position sufficiently to warrant a separate place in the curriculum.
There is also a general agreement as to the fundamental differences and the
method of treatment needed.

Business English Is distinctly a utilitarian art, practiced for profit. Its
Ideals are the strictly business ideals of efficiencymaximum results at mini-
mum expenditure. Unfortunately, this has too often meant simply an attempt
to reduce production costs, There is a growing tendency now tq consider the
letter tZS a producer rather than a product, and to give more attention to the
task of increasing its resultfulness. Resultfulness, too, is being regdrded not
merely as direct response, but the more indefinite but invaluable good will
Of the reader. Business English is more than businesslike English; it is
business-building English.

On this simple conception, simpler perhaps in theory than in practice, the
whole structure of business English is built. The study itself properly includes
three main divisionsprinciples, technique, and methods.

The first and most essential principle is that business English is less a matter
of good expression than of good impression; hence should be written from the
reader's viewpoint. Economy of his time and energy is necessary. This in-
volves proper adaptation of the substance and style of the message to the
reader's viewpoint, character; and mood. This requirement, to be sure, is not
peculiar to business English, but in business English the requirement is more
important and more apparent than elsewhere. It assumes special importance
In correspondence with foreign firms, whose ideas and ideals sometimes differ
radically.from those of American business men.

The second main divisiontechniqueincludes a careful examination of all
structural details, including paragraphs, sentences, And words. these are
matters requiring constant revision, even with those whose early training has
been thorough. They should be studied as means to an end, rather than as
rules to be followed. Business English has also certain differences in require-.
ments, notably in such matters.as length of paragraphs and sentences, and in
vocabulary.
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In the third diviSionmethodsthe student really enters the study of business
transactions. Business English is literally one-half business. There is nothing
more fruitless than to write for Ms sake of writing. Training in business
English. therefore, must give some understanding of the ordinary business
situations that require letters, and some knowledge of the suitable method of
procedure. Right substance is in business English a preliminary to good style.
It has been found in teaching the subject that if the student secures a fair
knowledge of the methods that are best adapted to.the accomplishment of his
purpose, and has the right viewpoint toward his reader, development of good
style conies naturally and easily.

A large amount of practice is absolutely essential in a business English
course. Such practice should be in the form of solving business problems rather
than merely writing letters. The problem states a typical situation which must
be handled in such h way as to win the favorable response of the reader and
at the same time maintain or restore his good will. There is some advantage
in requiring that a part of this practice work.be done in the classroom within
a limited time. In actual business, writing must often be done under pressbre,
and it has proved helpful to apply that pressure during the period of training.

The degree of success in training students in business English depends not a
little upon the kind cat criticism given by the instructor. This should not over-
emphasize details of form to the neglect of the more vital considerations of
substance, attitude, and tone. Wherever possible, criticism should be construc-
tive and accompanied by specific examples that show the student bow a much
better impression could have been secured by different handling. The Oral
practice of dictating letters aloud is valuable, not only for the confidence it
gives, but also for the opportunity it affords to develop speaking ability.

There are certain handicaps to the teaching of business English. In the first
place, most of the instructors at the present time have to be taken from the
ranks of the academically trained. Their traditions have usually not been the
traditions of the business man, either in aims and methods, or in standards.
Before they can teach effectively, it is necessary for them to discover how busi-
ness men actually use English. Nor can they rest content with that. The
average business letter is not more than 50 per cent efficient. and the teacher
can not safely take arTandom letters even from good business houses as fairly
representative of the Ideals to he sought. Re must analyze, weigh, and com-
pare letters, and also get figures about results. In point of fact, business men
themselves have been eagerly searching for ways io improve the quality of their
letters and those of their employees. Thousands of them are to-day studying
business English through the use of textbooks and extension and correspondence
courses.

At the present time the list of textbooks available in the field is somewhat
limited, and the majority of these were written primarily for high school rather
than university and college purposes. SOme of them, however, are equally
suitable for the higher schools, and the list will no doubt be rapidly extended.

Another handicap is the difficulty of putting in the hands of students an
adequate body of specimens of good letters and reports. Specimen books of
exposition, narration, and the like are of well-kecognized value in the teaching
of college composition. Specimen books in business English will no doubt make
their appearance in the near future and prove of equal assistance.

Following is a bibliography of the books and other material in the field which
are available at the present time:
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ADVERTISING AND SALESMANSHIP.

Outline of Practice Work in Technique of Business Courses at Columbia
University.

By nt's- RICH .t141) HI*1111ART,

Lecturer on Adrcrtising, Columbia University.

Courses in advertising and salesmanship have been established at Columbia
University for several years. They are given in the school of business and thedivision of extension teaching.

Aim and purpoae.-From the start the pm/Clary aim has been to give students
a firm grounding in the fundamentals of advertising And selling; and practice

82186°-22L--2
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in the application of principles to definite wee and advertising problems. 'A
secondary aim has been to give students an accurate viewpoint regarding the
use and value of advertising and selling as factors in the distribution of goods.

In accortlanee with the above alias a method of instruction has been developed
which takes into account the special needs of three types of students; Those
with no acquaintanee with business, The purely academic student ; those who
have. had experience in other than the Stdvertising or sake department of a
business house ; those who are employed its Juniors in the advert king or states
departments.

scope awl nielhod.Instruction Includes the study of merchandising, to give
the student a definite understanding of goods; advertising, to enable him to tell
the story of the goods he has to distribute; salesmanship, to ground hip in the
value of selling principles and methods; sales management, to give him a firm
grasp of the methods of organizing and managing forces of salesmen. Instruc-
tion in advertisinasroverS all phaseLof national. trade, technical, and specialty
advertising; instruction in salesmanship covers all phases of retail, wholesale,
and specialty. selling. A third of the iliac Involved in instryCtion is yievoted to
the presentation of sound theory ; a third is devoted to the study of principles
and their direct application to specified probleRs in selling and advertising; a
third is devoted to actual practice, In so far as this is psisible in an academic
environment, and to special lectures on certain broad phases of business practice.

Special value of traising.Business Hien are awakening to the pressing need
of better selling, More efficient personal effort on the part of Individual members.
of the sales force, because efficient selling meaus more productive selling at the
same or lees cost.

Increased efficiency must have its basis in elementary training which embodies
the spirit as much as the principle of modern business practice. It is here that
academic training can heat benefit the future employer of young women and
men, especially if the instruction and training are given by men of broad prac-
tical experience who are-in business and who are not out of touch with youth.

It costs the average business house as much to train a man for a position
requiring creative and constrnctive ability as the first year's salary is worth;
and that means preliminary, training, the training requisite for holding a pool-

.. lien merely, to Ray nothing of mettsuripg up to its requirements.
University courses in, business really tit men for the beginning of their future

growth and usefulness In business activities. The training is of much greater
value than an equal number of years of apprenticeship minus the academic
training, except, of course, in purely mechanical pursuits. The theory, once
held by kcertain type of employer, that four years of practical work, is better
for a salesman than an equal amount of special training under capable instruc-
tors is frayed out. This. because, practical training alone gives only practice,
while practice plus broadened outlook andaccurate viewpoint, such as only
specialized training gives, is what makes the young worker in business efficient
in the real sense.

This point of view is kept constantly In the foreground in the instruction
given at Columbia University in the courses in merchandising, adVertising, sales-
manship, and sales 'management,

Textbooks 'are deed sparingly, but reference works by the leading business
Writers are nsed.to supplement lecture, and practice .work.

A nationa/ tad. -- Educators would do well to encourage the popular presenta-
tion of accredited courses in business practice through the pages of newspapers,
much in the same way that courses. in domestic science, physical culture, and
comic features are exploited.. This would do much to impress the average bus!-
nevi &au with the value of special training, and it would put before the future
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applicant for bnainetot positions the need fOr thorough training ac a prepara-
tion for practical work. Ten years ago such a thing would have been im-
practicable, dime to the lack cf sound methods of [nstrocrion. To-day it is as
Tensible as It is practical, In view of the fact that universities, colleges, and even
business institutions of a progressive type have dfvelpeel capable men and
014%41 methods of unquestioned merit.a

ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Br E. L. BOG ART.

Professor of ct,nclosies. roltero4ty of flifooia.

The subject "Euonomic history of the United States- is_ prescribed for those
students who bike the course. in foreign eommetiv at the University of Illinois'
This indieltet4 in part. the importance which Is here attributed to this subject.
Personally. I regard such a subject as fundamental in preparation for general
business or more specifically for foreign trade and foreign service of the liov-
ernment. The neeessary background of fact anti of historical development in
the growth of the Nation's industries, commerce, agriculture, and other fields
of enterprise are here secured. Especially valuable In such a training is the
gaining of proper sense of historical perspective, which enables the student to
discriminate between events of ephemeral amid those of permanent importance,
to place things in their proper relations to each other, and to 111,41411 the direc-
tion of present-day movements. .An analysis of trade conditions would gain
immensely in alne if it were based upon a thorough knowledge of the past;
1111100d, if the writer lacked this knowledge he might easily draw erroneous
inferences and make an incorrect analysis. For the American student of
foreign commerce not merely is on aequointance with the history of commerce
in the narrow sense desirable, but also a thorough comprehension of the growth
and Ilevelopment of our agriculture, mining, forestry, and fisheries, of our
manufactures, tariff legislation. transportation, and banking, and of the organi-
zation of capital and labor. The economic history of the rniteri States is not
an isolated phenomenon, but throws valuable light upon the march of events
in countries, like those In South America, which are now passing through
similar stages of industrial development.

In the University of Illinois the course in economic history or the United
States is given in the second semester of the freshman year, It is preceded
by a course on eeenomic resources and is followed in the sophomore year by the
usual course in principles of economics. does not seem desirable toiet nrat-
year students take the lust -named mulled, but those who register for the busi-
ness or commercial curricula are eager to have some economics from the
beginning. In the course in economic hisiOry we feel that they seeure a desir-
able combination of fact and theory, of induction and deduction. The historical
background which they obtain is of great service to them in their further
study of economic principles and problems. One semester only is given to this
course, but they are subsequently given .opportunities to elect further courses
in the economic history of England and.of-modern Europe, as Well as a more
advanced course in that of the United States.

The manner of presentation Is oral quizzes based upon a textbook and a
book of collateral readings. Lectures have been given up in order to perm!t
all the time to be used for class discussion. The course Is by no means regarded
as merely informational, but rather as affording training in accurate presenta-
tion of facts, in correct inductive reasoning, and in causal relationshipa
Written exereises are used in varhnta ways. The writer has even poatedpa lint
of historical novels dealing with different phases ofour economic development in At
order to vivify the subject matter but the reading of these is entirely optional.
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While the subject is taught -by members of the department of economics and
119 treate4L as an economic discipline, eery effort is made to relate it to the
other courses in the curriculum *tasty prevent duplication, and also to the other
social sciences, especially the regular courses in American history. For many
of the other eCtinitinic courses economic history is regarded as an introduction.
The hIstoricat framework is here provided Into which inter other courses may.
be Otte() which shall elaberat some special subject. The course In economic
history seems the one best to nerve as the general introduction which
shall link together the rcst of the work of the student in the college of com-
merce and business administration.
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TRYON? ROLLA M., ROPORNIOLD MANUFACTURES IN THE UNITED STATER,
184 -1811112 A Study La Industrial Riatory. Chicago, Uolvorsitg of Chicago
Prim. MT.. Pp. all, 418.

By the publication Of this volume Prof. Tryon has filled a gap in the Indus-
trial history of the United States and especially in the history of manufac-
tures. The field which he essays to cover had hitherto' been neglected, the
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writers on manufactures usually interpreting that Word in the popular rather
titan in theetymologIcal meaning. The phrase " household mains factures ",Iss Prof.
Tryon's hook Is defined to !Windt' only those articles made in the home or on
the plantation by members of the family or plantation from raw material pro-
duced largely on the farm where the manufacturing was done. It does not
include articles prsluced under the handicraft shop, mill, or factory systems,
each of which marks a subsetplent stage in the developnagat of manufactures
In the United' States:

A to the importance ritof this subject dutin,the period covered there can be
up question. The following quotation does not overstate IN claims for con-
sideration:

It is certainly no exaggeration t y that civilization could not have been
maintained in sections of the New :ngland and Middle States during the
colonial period, and on the frontier e%erywhere for several years after the
appearance of the first settlement, without the system of household manu-factures;

The task of collecting and winnowing the material, and of assembling and
Interpreting it, has been well done by the author. A clear picture Is given of
the characteristics of hotniehold manufactures, their place In the domestic
economy, and their value In supplying the needs of the people. During the
colonial period they %veny pursued from necessity and were local in scope.
After MI5 they were definitely and purposely developed as it method of resist-
ance to England's colonial policy. This development continued throughout the
Revolution, sotTerett a sharp decline' after the declaration of peace, but was
revisal again about 171$), and cantinuell until our industrifil independence was
assured and the household manafacture.s.were supplanted by the factory system.

The study is a careful, able, and scholarly piece of work, which supplements
admirably the recent "history of Manufactures," by Victor S. Clark. The
further work to lie done In this field. must now consist of more Intensive studies
of particular Industries, of which there'exIst already a few excellent ones, or
of particular localities and periods.

Valuable historical and statistical material can also be found In the Census
Reports, especially those for 1800. 1880, and 1900, and In the Reports of the
J oepartments of Agriculture, of Cs mmeree, and of Labor. The occasional reports
of various tepontry (1)1111111SKI411114 should 11184 hi' consulted for Special data, as
those of the Industrial, Monetary, Immiglation, Federal Trade, and similar
commissions.

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

By (Wows It. ROOIRBACII.

Professor of Poreigo Trade, School of Business Administration, Harvard Voirt,roity.

One of thce fundamental MUMPS to be ttn.I ersta ken in, connect Wn with the
subject of foreign trade is Included In economic geography. To plan for the
development of trade in any part of the world requires an intimate knowledge
of the land and people with which trade Is to be carried on. This study will
include a consideration of the position of the countries in respect to other lands
and to trade routes; the physical features, climate, and natural resources as
they deterniine or-influence the industries, life, and trade of the people; a
description and 'explanation of the present economic.condltlorat as determined
by the facts of geography, history, and peoples; and an attempt to interpret
the possible future development of the country and its trade as indicated by
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an examination of thelinderlying pllysleal, racial,. and economic: eouditions of
the present,

At the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, of the University of Penn-
sylvania, the work in economic or commercial geography has been p aimed as
follows: During the freshman year, all students are required to tali a course
in " Econoirkie resoueces:" This considers during the first semester tefunda-
mental natural economic resources, their importance, uses, locution. and the
question of their conservation as it is related to -the industrial community.
During the second semester, type regions are studied as examples of the way
the fundamental physical factors of location, climate, surface features. and
resources affect the economic development of different parts of the world.
Such widely divergent regions as England. Spain, China, Col-ambia, and Cali-
fornia are studied in a general way.i

In the sophomore year. the student may elect either a three-hour per week
course in "Manufnernrinc., industries of the United States," which is a detailed
study of the United Sts from the industrial point of view, or a three-hour
co Arse on "Industrial districts of the United States," which makes him familiar
with the vnnns sections of our own country. 'During the sophomore year,
also, the stagent may begin the actual detailed study of foreign countries;
and continue this study, If he so desires, during the last two years of his
college course.-

is
There are three suc' courses offered, each requiring two hours per week for

the entire year. These courses are: 1. "The economic and political geography
of Europe and Africa ;" 2. "The economic and political geography of,Asia (In-
cluding Australia) ;" S. "The resources and industries of South and Central
America." The general method of presentation Is the same In all three, exctpt
that more attention is .given to political affairs in Europe and Asia than in
the South American. court*. In each case, the general facts concerning physical
features, climate end resources or 'the respective continents are outlined In
relation to their effects upon industries, commerce, and peoples. Then, in
more detail, each of the political divisions is studied. Emphasis of course,
put upon present, and the probable future, 'commercial relations of the (mintries
aft :idled with the United States. The impeding of information concerning
foreigh countries is not the chief aim, although this is important. The attempt
is made to give such an interpretation of the country that the student will hnee
an understanding knowledge of the land and its people in ordee/that he can
form his own Judgments concerning its economic and commercial possibilities
and needs. Be his interests in the country, commercial, financial, industrial
or political, the student Will then at :least have a background that fitiould
help him in the formation of sound decisions and the planning of wise policies
when the occasion arises.
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1 This statement was prepared at the time the writer was assistant professor of geog-
raphy at the University of Pennsylvania.
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FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MARKETS AND TRADE.

fly EDWARD. D: 1019108,

Professor of ,Business AdmintstratiOn, University of Midsigan.

Onr problem at the University of Michigan, in giving specialized economics
cotirses, is to adapt them to the requirements of updergraduate students. Our
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students are taking a regular college course, and are electing programs of
courses in economics.as a semiprofessional element which must be adjusted to
the other requiremeptsiif a general college course. Otir work is given in the
college of literature, science and the arts, and not in a separate school or
department of commerce and business administration. This limits us mate-
rially in the development of the technical aspects of subjects connected with
special occupations. In a course on foreign trade conducted last semester,
probably not one of the 55 students would ever have any direct afarimmediate
connection with foreign trade. Our inland location, and our non-professional
character, indicate a different conception of a course from that which would
be appropriate for a commercial school in a seaboard city.

Nevertheless, since this course was offered for the first time, and since so
much has been said in the discussions of the nationid, foreign trade conventions
about Courses of study with teeth in them, it was decided to devote one -half
of the time to technical questions, and one-half to general foreign trade policies.

There were presented, therefore, in the first haler of the semester, such sub-
jects as the present 'situation of American/ manufacturing industry with refer-
ence to outlets, the ,probiible advantage of American industry in international
competition, the method of making a systematic analysis of a foreign market,
advertising in foreign 'trade, the training and handling of foreign salesmen,
the use and protection of trade-marks, the organization of a foreign sales II*
paement, the arguments pro and contra with reference to allowing combi-
naelons in foreign trade, the technique of a sale (including terms, weights and
Measures, moneys, guarantees, etc.), Transportation and shipping (including
a adescription of. all the documents required), credit and finance (bank credits,
book accounts, drafts, etc.). To this was attached a discussion of branch banks
as competitive lgencies. This section of the subject was closed up by study-
ing the effect of foreign investments, the various forms of Government aid
available to the American expCorter, the various \types of tariff in existence,
and the general character of the network of commercial treaties in existence.
The functions performed by the various classes of agencies were also con-
sidered; such as manufacturers' export agents, export commission merchants,
etc:, available to aid the American manufacturer. All of these matters were
handled very briefly. Use was made of Mr. E. W. Zimmerman's Foreign Trade
and Shipping, supplementing it liberally with B; 0. Hough's Practical Ex-
porting, readings selected from the Proceedings of the National Foreign Trade
Convention and the Exporter's Encyclopedia. A few, problems in thi. part of
the semester were elso used. When we finished we had merely glance d at the
economics of ocean freight rates, had done nothing with foreign eXcharm, and
were convinced that four or five times as much effort would be required to get
the technique so that it would be of any material and lasting advantage to a
young 'man who might be going into a foreign sales department. Such a

, thorough and adequate course, as intimated at the beginning is not thought to
be justified in a Middle-West State university at present.

We then turned to the study pf the general economic conditions of the chief
supplying and receiving countries in international trade, and to foreign economic
policies. This study we amplified by dividing the world into a few economic
types, and considering the probleMs which arise from the increasing Ihipinge-
ment of type upon type. We studied the problems of the British Empire, of
Germany, of the new countries (Australasia, Argentina, etc.); of the Far East
(China and Japan), of the LeVaiit, and of the Tropics. For this work we were
compelled to resort to readings chosen, from many sources, for illustration ;
Bryce, ItelatiOn of Advanced and BackiVard Races; Ross, Foundations of SOCI-
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Mop' ; Shadwell, Industrial Efficiency ; Dawson, Modern Industrial Germany;
Smith, Chinese Characteristics ; Bell and Woodhead, The China Yearbook ; Kidd,The Control of the Tropics, etc.

In this section of the course use was made of a great many problems. Asmall working collection of perhaps 25 volumes was put in the department
library, including such works as Fullerton, Problems of Power ; Naumann, Cen-
tral Europe; Hauser, Germany's Commercial, Grip on the World; Hornbeck,
Contemporary Politics in the Far East ; Coolidge, The United States as a World
Power ; Seymour, The Diplomatic Background of the War ; and Calderon, Latin
America. This literature the class worked with, in response to definite problemsset them. This is illustrated by a problem chosen at random; giving the prob-
lem and the answer briefed out, as prepared in notes for the quiz section: r

SAMPLE PROBLEM WORK.

Problem : How did the diplomats attempt to solve the problem of Morocco by
the Algeciras act? What brought about their failure?

Reference: Walter Lippman, " The States of Diplomacy," Ch. X, Algeciras: A Land-mark, pp. 145-149. Univ. of Mich. Library call number 851 L77.

Answer (briefed) :
Convention at Madrid, 1SSO.

All agreed to integrity of Morocco.
Equal trade privileges for all nation.s.
Plan did not work out.
Emperor William's visit to Tangiers.

Convention at Algeciras. 1005. The act.
Police under Sultan.

French and Spanish officers (48-60) to aid him for 5 years.
Inspector-general to he a Swiss, 5 years. Report to Morocco.
File copies of reports with powers concerned.

Morocco State Bank.
Spanish money to he legal tender.
French corporation law applied.
Censors appointed by German Imperial Bank, Bank of England, Bankof Spain, Bank of France.
Mutter of taxes, acquisition of property, customs duties, navigation

laws, public works, etc., settled between the Mtiorish Government andthe diplomats.
Fraud and smuggling controlled by customs valuation commission.
Public contracts to he by bid, without respect to nationality.This an attempt to form a sort of international control ; a " DependencyOf a World State."

Causes of Failure.
Intrigues.
National rivalries.
Bargains.
Plan "calls for a loyalty larger than the patriotism to which men areaccustomed."
Historical precedent. " When we think how difficult a task it was to bringabout Italian, German, and American union, we need not be surprised

that the experiment with a world state to control'Morocco should haveended in disastrous failure,"

Four or five such problems were given out at a time, each one to a small see-
tion of the class, so that hooks would be available. The class appeired.to enjoy
this study very much, regretting the time which had been spent on technique:
The readings and the problems were held together by lectures, which aimed to
give in outline the industrial characteristics of the sections of the world being
studied.
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FOREIGN MARKETS AND TRADE PROBLEMS.

By PALM. T. enERINGTON,

Secretary National Association Wool Manufacturers, 1160m Mass.

Manufactures have figured conspicuously in the export trade of the rutted
States since about the year 1593. Before that time a large number of manu-
facturers were doing a thriving export business, and several American merchant
houses were selling in foreign countries large quantities of American nianufac-
titre(' -products. The statistical iapasure of the value of American exports
indicates, however, that about that time the increase in the exports of refined
petroleum, bar copper, steel, agricultural implements, and a few other lines of
manufactures, marked the beginning of what was really a new stage in Ameri-
can export historya stage in which manufactured products became conspicu-
ous in Our exports as compared with agricultural products.

It is well to keep in mind the fact that our exports of manufactures, large
as they became, did not materially surpass in value our exports of raw cotton
alone for more than 10 years after this increase in file exports of manufactures
actually began.

Vigorous and in the main well-conducted agitations In favor of increving
the exports of manufactured products have been conducted in this country for
about 20 years. Notwithstanding all of these agitations,' however, the per-
centage of the total ntiniber of manufacturing concerns In the country which
are intelligently conducting a successful and profit.able _expert business is still
small. It seems to V a fact that even now, notwithstanding all the interest of
foreign affairs which may be expected to follow the war, the number of con-
cerns which will he willing tO pay the price.for an intelligent development of
expbrt business will be small compared with the total number of concerns
doing business in this country which might be said to be in/a position to actually
undertak some kind of foreign business.

This !redaction is not based on any assumption of lack of astuteness ou the
part of American manufacturers. On the contrary, it is based upon the
assumption tha most of them have well-developed skill in recognizing places
in which they n. t sell their goods and the methods which they can most
profitably employ. Most American manufacturers are not prepared for con-
ducting foreign business, and they have the good sense to know it. Those who
are prepared either temperaniOntally oik by training,.or who are willing to invest
the necessary time and effort in securing preparation, probably will represent a
very small percentage of the total number of American manufacturers for years
to come. 1

Perhaps the most chitracteristic feature of the American business man is the
consistency with which, at least in his commercial operations at home, he may
be counted on to take a wise and profitable course without being able to tell

eaceurately why he did it. As long as he had the largest free-trade area in the
world in which to operate, and as long as this area was expanding in its pur-
chasing capacity every year fast enough to take care of the most vigorous new
competition, this dependency on "native wit" was satisfactory. There has
been a growing conviction, however, during the past few years that these con-
ditions were In process of change and that this intuitive ability was going to
require snpplementing with an increasing amount of inquiry into the underlying
reasons for economic phenomena; The rapid rise of training for business of
college grade and of the professional school type is perhaps the best evidence
Of the spreading acceptance of this idea.

What has been true of domestic business in regard to this changeoin the atti-.
tude)toward educational preparation is at least equally true in foreign business.
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In the case of foreign business, however, the educational facilities are hamperedby the' greater complexity of the problems offered, by the more profound lackof elementary instructions thethe underlying principles, and by the spread of anumber of misconceptions. All of these make the problems of educat'on in_foreign trade more serious than they otherWise would he.
11 The question is often raised why the American manufacturer who displayssuch a high degree of ability In developing his domestic business has made such-a pitiable record in many instances when he has undertaken to do foreigntrading. The fact that such cases have occurred is beyond dispute. Thereis. nevertheless, a distinct increase year by year in the number of concernswhich are approaching export trade in the spirit which assures success. Theyhave -no illusions, and they are tilled with neither the spirit of the pioneer northat of the commercial missionary. They are attacking export blilness withthe same good sense they have used in attacking corresponding problems indomestic! business. The point I want to make clear in connection with all ofthis is that certain American manufacturers-and merchant houses "discoveredthe world " several years ago and those who have attacked the task of develop-ing an export busThess in the same spirit in which they would have attackethitat home have made remarkable successes. At the same time the great companyof concerns which have attacked the problem in a false spirit of.adventure-and

with their minds obscured by complex misconceptions have uniformly met witha greater or smaller degree of failure.
No matter what postwar arrangement is entered into for the supervision

of control over international commerce, it Is reasonable to assume that compe-
tition for trade will he of the very keenest sort. Notwithstanding internationalagreements, it is safe to assume that the element of scramble will be very large
and that natiosal lines will be emphasized more than ever even tinder the old
tonditions. One of the rudest Mocks experienced by most American exporting
manufacturers was the discovery that there was no such thing on the planet
as an. " unoccupied market " which was worth having. Americans who hadbuilt up their business In this country under the sharpest king of competition
between American producers, anal who were in many cases operating. behind
a °tariff barrier, thought they knew somethingltbout competition. Their id s;tohowever, had to be revised when they unilertook to sell goods in competition tonly against foreign manufacturers but also against American manufacturers
and merchants. They came to realize then that the sort of competition which
they encounter. in any one of these " unoccupied markets" is of the sort they
could expect to encounter in tl y irthe volume of trade here were sub-
stantially diminished and e tariff barrier removed.

With this conception of what a " market" is and of the conditions of rivalry
which may he expected to develop. 11 becomes clear that American nmnufac-
turers and merchants can, no longer depend safely on the "depressed brain mar-ket" of other 'countries for their supply of oung men to conduct their exportbusiness. Those markets for brains no longer are depressed by an oversupply

.'of suitable men nor by the lack of opportunity for these men to.serve their ownfellow country. lgoreover, it is evident that the American young men who,.must now be depended on to develop American export business must have notmerely the right spirit and the right natural equipment, but they must have atype of training not hitherto generally available in this country.
Care should be taken not to leap at once to the idea that flit type of trainingcalled for in the preparation of these young men should necessarily be .thesame type which has been employed successfully in training young men ofother countries. The indications are that young men for export business inthis country will have to be partly a precluded the educational system WA
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partly a product of the merchandising mechanism which has been developed
in this country and which has many points of too great value to he sacrificed.

The educational system of the country is going to find itself taxed to the
utmost to develop a satisfactory systeni of training in international ideas
and sales technique in economics and in the other underlying principles which
will. give to young men a conception of international commerce which, while
strictly in accord with the facts, will at the same time be groutided on sound
underlying principles..

Sales methods and traditions which have been developed in this country
congtitute perhaps the most valuable single resource with which the United
States can hope to meet competition in foreign markets. In many respects
the technique of salesmanship has been 'developed in this country more satis-
factorily than it has any ere else. The best elements of this develobment
must be preserved am net»orated in any attempt to spread American com-
merce. In this work e educational system will require the close cooperation
of business men.

The great task before the United States in the preparation for the expansion
foreign business is not the imitation of the methods of other countries but

_ the adaptation of American methods to foreign conditions.
In summary- It may be said that the problems before the United States in

developing foreign business and particularly export trade involve a wide
variety of apparently divergent undertakings, all of which must be made to
work together toward the tkccomplishment of a single end. Perhaps chief
among all of these is the prervation of American skill in selling technique,
and its adaptation to new conditions. It will be a serious mistake, however,
to treat this independently of the great host of other problems which must
be worked out together. The development of an adequate financial system,
the development of an adequate mechani m for delivery of merchandise and
commyntcation, the working out of a c nsistent national commercial policy
and the training of men for foreign trail as a serious and exacting business,
are simply a few of the problems which the fostering of American export bust-
ness involves.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY COURSES ON FOREIGN I RADE.,

The following 'paragraphs describe the courses at Harvard University on
foreign trade and foreign trade methods:

The war has had two marked effects on American foreign trade. The first
is the serious alteration of its volume and character, growing out of the
disturbance of econonte conditions here and in,Europe. It, is probable that
the export trade in American manufactures will assume a permanently in-
creased importance.

A second effect of the war upon American foreign trade is the curtailment
of the supply of young Englishmen and Germans who formerly were avaAliihe
on favorable terms as recruits in the service of American concerns engaged
in either importing or exporting.

These conditions have turned the attention of American houses in the
foreign trade to the question of securPng youneAmericans for this work. The
foreign trade field therefore is more attractive as an opening for the. American
college man than it eve; was before.

Our forei trade involves many difficult problems, the solution of which
requires famil rity with business conditions in foreign countries as well as

1 This a tement was prepared at thjm time the writer was a member of the faculty of
the !larva Graduate School of Business Administration. .
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in our own and with international trading metho.ls. In the import trade,direct 'foreign purchasing, by manufacturers, import houses, and departmentstores, for example, calla for a wide knowledge of the sources whence the goodsare to he obtained, of the agencies by which the trade is carried on, and ofother features of the commercial mechanism. This is distinctly more urgentthan was the case when the trade was handled more largely by commissionhouses.

Some American manufacturers and some American merchant houses already
had made remarkable 'records of success even before the war conditions
developed. But as a whole, American- manufacturers and merchants have notput fortop the serious and consistent efforts necessary for building up an exporttrade in manufactured goodsX It is becoming increasingly clear, however, thatforeign markets for manufactured products can not be secured lirtnllowing
the policies of the exporters of raw materials. Manufactured wares mustnot only he offered for sale; they must be pushed and pushed intelligently withdue reference to distributing methods and the marketing conditions. Merchan-
dising methods are, in some lines, quite different in the United States andforeign countries.

Bat import and export trades are studied in these courses. But theer emphasis is laid on means of placing goods in foreign markets, the
competition which is likely to be encountered, the probable demand for various
Products, and how these products are actually to be distributed to the foreignconsumers. Opportunities for capital investment in foreign countries arealso considered. The courses are informative in that they describe the
geographical, social, and industrial conditions which form the.easential back-
ground of international commerce. They are analytical in their search for
the reasons why particular methods are used and why special developments
are taking place in special trades.

The analogies and contrasts with the merchandising methods in the domestic
trade of the United States make such study profitable even to_ students who
do not plan to enter the import or export trade.

FOREIGN TRADE METHODS.

The central question in this course is: How is American foreign trade
carried on? In import trade, for instance, the ground covered includes suchmatters as the selection of sources, establishment of connections, internal
organization, and the development of markets; and in the export trade, the
selection of markets, the selection of exporting methods, the determination of

" export price policies, relations with commission houses and agents, and prob-lems of order execution, such as packing, shipping, insurance, forWarding,
exchange, credits, and collections.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF COMMERCE.

By J. .1AmEs,

Professar of ehroni.try, Carnegie In.titatc of Technology.

1. TIlE

To the chemist, in the last analysis. the expressNn " chemistry of commeece"
means exact13' the same as industrial c'emistry. Everything that is manufac-
tured, into wit" chemistry enters at all, would be included under the term
chemistry of commerce, since, of course, all manufactured goods enter into the
commercial life of the notion and of the world. Chemistry has to do with a
great range of articles of manufacture which are not ordinarily regarded as
chemical. One yiould, for example, hardly place rubber manufacture in the
group of chemical industries, but to -day rubber manufacture is absolutely de-
pendent on the chemist. In fact there. are more Industries not commonly called
chemical than there are that produce for the markets of the world the products
ordinarily called chemical, such as acids, alkalies, salts, explosives, dyestuffs,
synthetic drug-8, photographic chemicals, etc. The group of industries not
ordinarily called chemical yet in .which chemistry is essential would Include
as the more important members pulp and paper manufacture, rubber manufac-
ture, paint manufacture, pottery manufacture, the dyeing anti bleaching in-
dustries, the manufacture of food products, soap manufacture, the fermentation
industries, the petroleum industries, coal and fuel gases, artificial silk manufac-
ture, artificial leather manufacture, -artificial plastics, casein K0(111(113, the
manufacture of primary batteries, storage batteries, the electroplating indus-
tries, etc.

All our manufactures involving chemical operations have reached their
present stage of development through one of two channels. In the older group,
including glass, ceramics, paints and varnishes, soaps, leather, the fermentation
Industries, rubber, and some heasy chemicals, the manufacturing practice was
built up from practical observations entirely, with no knowledge or thought as
to the fundamental chemical principles underlying the whole, such procedure
being commonly known in engineering circles as " the rule of thumb." Having
attained a certain proficiency in these lines by empirical methods alone, there
manufacturers have naturally been rather conservative In their adoption of
improved methods and processes, until forced to do no by the success, of com-
petitors who evidence more progressiveness in calling in the aid of scientifically
trained men. The other group of manufacturers includes all those that have
been the direct product of scientific research; the se-called coal-tar colors, syn-
thetic essential-oils, synthetic drugs, synthetic food products, all electrochemical
and electrothermal products, such as calcium carbide, carborunduni, artificial
graphite, electrolytic alkali and chlorine, electrolytic chlorates, etc. Each of
these industries, instead of evolving by methods of nlind experimentation- along
ruletof-thumb lines, .were in almost every case worked out with scientific
thoroughness by men. ot fine technical training who utilized their knowledge
of chemical' science and engineering to bring the races, to a point where the
industrial exploitation was a success because t e chemical principles under,
lying the operations were thoroughly underst
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The almost fabulous success of these newer chemical processes has had theeffect of stirring to greater activity those aflanufacturers of the older groupnoted above, and the improvements effected by the employment of trainedscientific men in these lines have in many cases been quite as remarkable asthe development of the newer processes themeetves.

2. FOTtail DEVELOPMENT IN INDUATRIAL CIIEMI$TET.
It is Interesting to note the relative advancement of the various sciences atvarlotiftmes. It is well known licit there were more epoch-making discov-eries in physics in the nineteenth century than in chemistry. However, thescience of physics was further advanced at the beginning of that century thanchemistry, which had, as a matter of fact, really Just attained standing as ascience a few years previously by the work of favoisier and others. Ilsforethat period, included in the'closing years of the eighteenth century and the

beginning of the nineteenth, chemistry was hampered by the vagaries of the
phiogistouists, and earlier still obscured by the mysticism and fraud of thealchemists; so that the real development of chemical science took place ii thelast century. What 100 years in development in chemical selence has done,for moder;s civilization is evident to the most casual observer.

Dining this time the scientific study of the behavior of matter has laid wellthe foundations for future progress. With the momentum thus acquired, dyehave really only begun in the development of chemical science and the chemicalindustries. When it is considered that it-is impossible now for an educated
chemist, working all the time, to even read the results of all the chemical
research that is being carried out. some idea can be gained of the enormous
additions that are being made to chemical knowledge and the impetus that
industrial chemistry is sure to receive froni such work.

A few of the lines of industrial chemical development may be indiCated inthe following'processes, each of which is either under way beyond the experi-mental stage or in the experimental stage with correct theoretical grounds forcertain success:
The manufacture of all nitrates from nitrogen of the ails.The recovery of potash from feldspar.
The manufacture of 41PW products from denatured alcohol.The manufacture of acetylene from new sources.
The utilization of natural gas as a source of new chemical products.
The use of electric current in preparation of inarganic as well as organiccompounds.
The utilization of the hydrocarbons,of petroleum as sources of new productsvaluable commercially.
Theproduction of substances of great industrial value from cellulose.The synthesis of India rubber on n industrial scale.
The production of compounds of dustrial value from coal without &struts/tire distillation.
The manufacture of a substitute for linseed oil in the paint industry.The preparation of artificial products to replace varnish gums, the supply ofwhich is decreasing rapidly.
The discovery otah efficient preservative coating for iron and steel structures.

a CONTENT or A COURSE IR THE CHEMISTRY OF COMMERCE.

It is evident from the foregoing that our subject covers a very broad field,
However, here we have a good example of one of the benefits of scientific de-
telopment; a student well grounded in the fundamentals of chemical sciefice
can In a short time master the manufacturing details of any process which
involyes chemical reactiont Chemistry as a science in now so well worked
out that it hen become the handmaid of manufactures,
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To properly train a student then for modern commercial life, a (*Mill
amount of chemistry should certainly be included in his training. While the
chemist would say, "let him take a course in chemistry," it is evident on second
thought that the commercial student must devote a considerable part of his
time to subjects needed for the business side of his future work.

First of all, a good course in general chemistry should be given. This may
correspond closely to that given 'wally of our technical schools in the freshman
year. The lectures and quizzes should amount to approximately three hours per
week for a year, while the labOratory work to-accompany this should be about
three hours per week for a like period.

At this point, educators will differ. The writer has through 15 years of teach-
ing 'experience consistently held to the idea that the student who does not intend
to follow chemistry as a profession, but needs chemical knowledge as a part
of his preparation for the business end of manufacturing and trade, should not
be required tb take up any analytical chemistry whatever. Admitting that
qualitative annlys:s, for example, gives a fine training in manipulation and fixes
firmly in the student's mind certain chemical principles yet for the student
under discussion it is hardly a profitable subject for him to spend time on.

It would appear that the freshman course above should he followed by a
--:course in organic chemistry. This should be scheduled for two lectures per

week for a half year, with three hours per week laboratory work for the same
time. While such a course is very much abbreviated, and would not do at all
for a chemist's training, it will give the commercial student a sufficient amount
of knowledge concerning this very important field to take up the next course.

The final course in the chemical group that the writer would propose for
commercial students he tfiat of industrial chemistry. In this course not only
should the chemical principles .1avolved 'in each process studied be emphasized,
but the source, cost, and purity of each substance entering into the operation
should'be brought out in eat% case. This course should occupy two or three
hours per week for a year. The writet has found that a good plan is to teach
industrial chemistry by the seminar system; each student is assigned certain
processeS; such as sulphuric acid manufacture, the manufacture of byproduct
coke, the manufacture of glass, etc, One hour, and sometimes more, is given
to the discussion of one topic, the student himself being the' lecturer for that
day. He must come to the classroom prepared with charts, lantern slides, and
sketches to illustrate his topic. In this way, what niight otherwise be a rather
dreary routine of lectures or recitations becomes one of the most interesting
parts of the student's school work.

The writer realizes that the foregoing grouping does not includeas Much as
could be profitably used by the strident in his later career, but in tbits as in all
other course arrangements educators are and probably shall always be compelled
to compromise between what b,would like to do and what circumstances com-
pel him to do.

As to the correlated subjects that should accompany the °foregoing group
,mathematies through analytical geometry, general physics, preferably the
physics given to engineers in'our technical schools.

The time of the chemical subjects listed above should be approximately as
follows: General chendstry, freshman year; organic chemistry, either sopho-
more or junior year; industrial 'chemistry, either junior or senior year (after
organic chemistry is completed).
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TROPICAL RESOURCES AND HYGIENE.
By Il.tuAsu Ittr As, .

Prufessor of Parini 6logy, Unterrstfy of Praneyironio.
,

While in general it may be said that the wealth of a c:mntry is judged by
the natural resources it possesses, In a more concrete sense the development of
such resources has in reality a more direct bearing upon that index. The vast
resources of the Tropics, for instance. are almost inexhattatibie; and yet it Is
common knowledge that they have remained fori.nerations practically unused
a nd only recently have been but merely touched this being due in part to the
prevalence of diseases which make those regions almost uninhabitable.

In the discussion of this subject %brief outline will be given first concerning
the resources of the Tropics, and secondly the sanitation of those regions
with special refernee to the intimate relationship which the one bears to the
of her.

.

It is beyond the scope of this article to deal In any great detail with the re=
sources of the Tropics. A general and brief !tam& however, drawn tom the
references given at the end will answer the purpose. For the same-reason the

.discussion will be limited to the resources ofktropical America, with which the-
writer is better nequainted, although what nOplies to tropical America may be
said to apply more or less to other tropical countries.

TaoPICAL-RESOURCES.

In'tropical America are found almost all the minerals, from coal and iron to
silver, gob!, and precious stones, anti also the diamond.- The world bawdy.,
depends upon South America for the supply of bismuth. Bolivia produced
about 51.X) tons aunually, with the mines of Brazil still utiexploited. Chile pro-
duced over 40,000 tons of copper in 1914, and Peru over 33,000 in the same year.

lirmil pssesses the largest known Iron ore territory in the world, with a
rest' roe 4of .7-,000,000,000 tons,. and Chile has an annual output of almost
2,000,000 tons. The same country produced about 2,500,000' toes of niter.

Brazil produced about $450,000 of gold and silver in 1914, lonibla .overC
p7.000,000, 11nd MeXleo over $18,000,000 In the sante year, whir is/not in
proportion to their large resources.

The almost inexhaustible oil resources of Mexieo may be. appreciated by the
rapid development which this industry has reached in a few years: From
220,000 barrels of oil produced in 1904, the production was over 8,000,000 in'
1910, and over 21,000,000in 1914; with a total output of 90,000.000 barrels from
1904 to 1914. As to other countries, Peru, produced 47,000 barrels in" 1890;
it reached 1100,000 in 1906 and over 1,000,000.barrels in 1914, with a total output
of 14.000,000 from 18913 to 1914.

82186°-22-7-4
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Qil la produced in most tropical American countries, and In this eonnITilon
mention may be made of the enormous resource of asphalt of Venezuela, which
is still to be developed.

Some idea as to the agricultural resources, one of the most important sources
of wealth of_ tropical America. may be obtained from the following figures:
In 1913 Brazil produced 30110,000 head of cattle, 7,000000 hors.. 3.000,000
mules and donkeys, 10.000mon wtts, 10P00,000 sheep. and 18,(101,MIX1 hogs, with
a total of obi-Mt SOMOAKel heal! for the year or four head per capita. This
branch of agriculture is also developed in other !atilt-American eanntriea

The east production of coffee by Brazil and tropical America is well known;
as upon this the coffee supply of the world lamely depends; and the same is
true of rubber, etc.

The forest resources of tropical Americo, and the potential wealth of these
countries, may Is' illustrated by the number of Amon. miles of forest in Smith
America: Argentina has 2S1,00ti; Brazil, 11%00.000; Bolivia, 284,000; chile,
59,000; Colombia, 240.00n; Ecuador, 14,000; Guiana, 6-1,tion; Paraguay, 8-1.00;
Peru, 1715,000; end Venezuela, 180.000; .which makes a total of about 3,000,000
square miles of for at 41{VItleil -as follows: Tropical hardwood. of which cedar
is the most important, 1.1113,1100; Parana pine, 300.410n; suntrinleni hardwood,
259.000; greealteart more forest, 241.000; tutthos.reny, 84,000; Chilean pine.
96,000; and quebracho, 404M00.

Very little is known concerning The ennenercilii valise of these \list foreets,
but_the presence of utilisable woods in tropical forests, In addition to the rare
woods, such as mahogany, dyewoods, etc., and the present permity of lumber
make it very probable that the world may the obliged to depend largely upon
the tropical forest for the common timber supply.

The above of the natural reassures of the Tropics, the greater
part of which still remains undeveloped, clearly shows She potentiality .of
wealth of these countries. Taking Brasil, for instance, with an urea of
8,1524,770 square kilometers, a little more thou the aroa of the United, /4tatel.
of America excluding Alaska.it has a A11+104111 of only one fifth of that
rountry, or about 20.toon.00ti inhabitants,. This naturally leaves vast areas of

' undeveloped laud the price of which a few years ago Vtilrlt41 from 25 cents to $2
per acre, and the stained:'; true otother tropical countries.

TROPICAL HYGIENE.

Various have been the views advanced from time to time RA to the cause of
neglect by which for generationb the resources of tropical AillerIeN have
remained undeveloped. But why make theoretical twerulations when a more
simple and logical one is evident, namely otthealthfulness.

That healthfulness Is the Met potent factor in determining the development
of a country or a continent, and that upon it depends the achievement of any
enterprise, admits of no doubt. We need only to mention the failure of the
French Government to build the Panama Canal, because of the prevalence of
disease in that zone, contrasted with the rapid and marvelous accomplishment
of the Governmeut of the United States of America after the eauitatiou of that
region.

Hoftithrulnesq in fact has determined the development and molded the
tleetifiy of the human race and has been the real determining and limiting
factor HI the building of empires. The (Mk-10e% C0111111011 to the Orient were
an insurmountable barrier to Alexander and to the Crusaders. Cholera snot
other diseases of India have been the chief obstacles In the development and
settlement of that country by Europeans, and the same is true of sleeping sick-
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newt, malaria, etc., of central Africa: For the same reason the Anglo. Sewn
4111(1 other raevs of norlierti Europe have made rvermaneet setelemeet in North
America. as well as (be Latin race of southern Europe, of tropical and sub-
tropical America; in tither words.ttelt rare has followed the natural channels
of emigration to similar or nearly tsrrespondIng surrounditige. But above all,
if Europe as a whole conquered America and made pertuttueet settlement of
this continent. It %VHS bet1111S Air Watt Brined with the west powerful weapn of
(grouse, the diwease she imported, which rapidly spread among the natives with
fatal consequences.

Smallixtx In 1507 exterminates! whole tribes in the West Indies,, a few years
Later deopolated Sail I kettle° itud destneed 3,rotio,00ti people in Mexico

), and the same happened in other countries. .This was true also of other
inftegious and bat-tortel diseases. but the.protaeonist in this evolutional tragedy
was tubercle bacillus. Most bacterial eiteeliaS leave a certain deft** of
immunity, Whirl* Is not the ease with tuberculosis.

The Caribee of the West Indies are nearly e>.tlnet. The Indians of North
America are rapidly disappearing, as err also the -aborigines of cold and
temperate South America. The Indians could not in a few generations undergo
such an evolution as to Require an immunity against tuberculosis which the
European has accomplished by natural selection. In thousands of years. This
clearly shows 111111 diereses and not the sword have bees the read deciding
factors In the building of empires.

But the era of bacteria as decisive of empires, as admirably deseried by
Reid, Is past. The time of discovering new continents and lands, of great (110.
quests, Is closing, and dieeasea have spreud all over the world. -bacteriology
and parmiltelogY have not only discovered the causes of diseases, but also the
means of their prevention. Speellic treatments have Neel diseo..tred even for
diseases of mill unknown etiology and hygiene and sanitation in general note
censtItute an exact *4Imre.

Of the eenuttee dist-usets of the Tropics, pinch ate leproey, dysentery. Mimeo-
eentinsie, enkylostontiasis,*(g., and the most Important of all, nedarte,
the Mee, mode of tientoieslon. retention, and treatment are known. It Is

(+mitten knowledge that these diseases are prevalent In those countries
where hygienic and sanitary efill(1111ons are unfavorable. It is known, too, that
disease Is an ItistIrlitolltithlile harrier to the tleVe1,111111elll of the vast roe-emote
of tropical America and the progress of the Latin-Ateerlean countries.

With the interementality of modern hygiene and sanitation at our disposal
for the prevention end enelicatahr of those diseases, It is !beyond any reaeouable
understnnding why the sanitation of the Tropics IMP not received *kW attention.
The Rockefeller Foundation has done much in that direction, it is true, but
much more is needed. namely, the earliest cooperation of the re epeetive
Illelltf*of those emettries, The reason why they have not cooperated is oititeet.
hat is Iteyond tile sisqle of this article for discussion.

The probletti.of sanitation of trepieal Anterielt will be aided toy large extent
by the fact that the greater part of the inhabitants of 1-heave ceuntrioe. the
LatinAmericans, rePresent a race admirably adapted to stand the unfavorable
climatic conditions of those regions. The people are very healthy by nature
end to a large extent immune or resistant against certain diseases. as may be
shown by the components of its evolutional development.

The present inhabitants of the American continent, it is true, represent alineet
all the races of the world, but roughly, the greater part may be amid to consist
of the follOwing extractions:
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1. The Anglo-Saxons, derived chiefly from England, and northern Europe.
2. The Negroes, imported from Africa.
8. The Latind, derived from Spain, France, Portugal, Italy and some other

countries of Southern Europe.
4. The Indians, whatever their origin may have_ been, wilether Asiatic or

Phoenician, etc., at the time of the discovery of America, were found to have
undergone sufficient evolutional development to constitute a separate and dis-
tinct race, erroneously called Indians because of the belief of Columbus that
he had discovered a new route to India and not a new continent, America. The
Indians in an exact sense are Americans in the same sense that the Negroes are
Africans, or the Europeans, Caucasians.

5. The Latin-Americans, derived from the intermarriage of the Latins with
the native Americans, may properly be regarded as a distinct type and as the
youngest of the human races, represented at present perhaps by no irs than
100,600,000 people of tropical and subtropical America. To regard the Latin-
Americans as Europeans or Latins would be as erroneous as to regard them as
Americans or Indians, because they really represent an amalgamation of the
Latins and Americans in the same sense as the Anglo-Saxons represent an
amalgamation.

The anthropological and biological importance in the evolutional development
of the Latin-American race from a medical point of view is that, by having
derived from the Latins more or Jess resistance or natural immunity against
tuberculosis and other European diseases, and from the native American More
or less resistance or natural immunity against malaria and other tropical dis-
eases, the race has inherited the strong characteristics of the two and conse-
quently is better fitted to stand unfavorable climatic and sanitary conditions.
The Latin-Americans therefore by nature are more resistant to diseases in
general, a fact which undoubtedly will greatly aid in the sanitation of tropical
and subtropical America, where the greater part of this population is found.

Proof of this natural resistance is found in the fact that the Latin-Americans
have survived and propagated in the Tropics under unfavorable sanitary condi-
tions, and are likewise adaptable to the life in the cold and temperate regions.
In contrast to this we know how susceptible the native Americans still are to
tuberculosis when living in association with Europeans, as are the.Europeans to
the diseases of the Tropics.

But this does not imply that life for the inhabitant of northern regions Is an
Impossibility in the Tropics; not in the least, because this would -amOtint to
saying that the Africans can not live in northern climates, which is not the
case, as over 10,000,000 of them are in North America alone. The advancement
in modern sanitation has rendered the earth safe to live in, whatever region
man may choose. What is still lacking is sufficient sanitation and appropriate
training and better knowledge among the laity in general concerning the causes
of diseases, their modes of transmission and how to prevent them.

It is the neglect of these underlying principlesignorance, in other words
which is responsible for the sad consequences too often seen and ivhich could
easily be avoided among the inhabitants. .of. northern regions who carelessly
hazard their future in tropical countries. -

In this connection it is of prijnary importance that those who desire to settle
lit the Tropics, or undertake some enterprise in those countries, should first
receive appropriate instruction in bacteriology, 'hygiene and sanitation, para-

' sitology and tropical medicine, and also in Spanish or Portuguese.
This instruction may .be taken in one or two semesters in any of our univer-

sities that offer such courses.. The courses should consist of didactic lectures
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and demonstration in the laboratory. The student should become proficient
in the underlying principles of hygiene and sanitation before receiving a cer-
tificate or diploma, and only then should be regarded as a candidate for a
position, of whatever kind it may be, in the Tropics.

At the same time the writer believes it is fin imperative necessity and of vital
importance that the same instruction should be given not only in all unversi-
ties and colleges, but also in the schools throughout tropical and subtropical
America. The respective governments of these countries should awake to
present-day requirements by directing their efforts toward the sanitation of the
Tropics. " Health first," and only then can the almost inexhaustible resources
of the Tropics be developed, and with it the progress and prosperity of tropical
and subtropical America and of the Americans as a whole.
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BUSINESS MATHEMATICS.

By CHARLES C. GROVE,.
.48nistantProfessor of Mathematics, Columbia UniecrAii.v..

This statement is to serve the two purposes of assisting colleges to plan an
adequate course of instruction in training for foreign trade and. the foreign
service of the Government and of enabling university men now it the field
of business to plan for a systematic reading course relating to buSiness, "'lathe-
matics.

Although the curriculum of the school of business of Columbia University
consists of a two-year series of courses based on two years of collegiate study in
an approved college, this statement relates to a four-year collegiate course in
business.

It is .further especially desired to make perfectly clear that education as dis-
tinguished froin training is in mind. Education is the general 'development of
all the potentialities and powers/of a man. It leads him to understand the
comparatively few fundamental principles of rerum natura, of physics, me-
chanles, chemistry, economics, etc., and to ,form fixed habits of clear, Inds-
,pendent thinking and intelligent action based on those principles ash they recur
in most ef,our everyday problems. Education is generar; training is particular.
The educational course should pat the student in possession of the basic princi-
ples of the subjects studiedas, for example, of accountingso that he, in
'practice, may readily adapt himself to any form' to be followed. .

These thoughts have been allowed to intrude becatise of two observations:
FfrEd.' There is still too much training not based on a sure foundation of edu.:.

cation.
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Second. Almost all the expert arbitragists in foreign,exchange are of foreign
origin and training. It is hightime that we raise up iu this and other highly
Specialized departments a generation of American young men with as good educa-
tion and technical training.

THE SUBJECT MATTER.

For creme years the author has been accustomed to speak, loosely and briefly,
of static and of kistematie mathematics in order to bring into hold relief two
phases of our mathematical considerations or two points of view of the quan-
tities under consideration. From fhe first point of view, quantities are at least
thought of as of fixed and determined value, with no idea of approximation or
variation. From the other viewpoint, quantities are, recognized as varying
continuously according to a stated law, as in analytic geometry ; or variation
and approxintation are recognied as the rule and not the exception in prac-
tical life. The endeavor is then to.ascertain the true nikasure of the quantities
or to formulate a law according to which they seem to vary, at least within
a limited range. This conception of quantity has led to the introduction of the
statistical method into the mathematics of business to a rapidly increasing
extent. The topics of the courses are accordingly :

I. STATIC MATHEMATICS.

A. Advanced' arithmetic, logarithms.
1. Review of methods to ilevelop speed and accuracy in addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, with short cuts that arise from an understanding of
the nature of the operations and somewhat of the theory of numbers.

Arithmetical complement and arithmetical supplement.
The object is to bring the student into the atmosphere of number and of

numerical r ationships, realizing that for the clerical worker such an appre-
elation is o undamentai importance. Read A treatise on computation, by
E. M. Langley, New York ; Longmans, Green & Co., 1895.

2. Fractions and their decimal equivalentsterminating, repeating, or cir-
culating noting the distinction between rational and irrational numbers. Per
cents of i s. d., etc.

8. Proportion, simple compound,, conjoined (in arbitrage), and even alligation,
if desired, simply enough tt acquaint the student with it, because of its useful-
ness in 'chemistry in " balancing equations," because it provides an easy solu-
tion to some problems that would otherwise involve indeterminate equations,
and as it completes the systematic development of the subject of proportion.

4. The method of cancellation. .

5. The elements of the theory and use of logarithms. Slide rules. The busl;
ness man should no longer be afraid of the word logarithm. An extensive
treatment, obtainable only in libraries, is in Appendix 12, Ann. Rep., -1890, of
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, under the title " Logarithms, their Nature,
Computation, and Uses;" by W. W. Duffield, Superintendent. With it are 10
tables.

6. The use and making 9f other tables, such as.
Interest, simple and compound.
Discount, simple and compound:

Annuity, amount of,.present value, to amortize,' etc. q
Bond tables.'

*This topic is mentiont.d here for convenience, but the actual use and making of the
tables iyould occur when each iB needed.
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B. The alpebra of discrete quantities.
1. Rational integral functions.
2. Relationships between coefficients and roots.
3. Multiplication and division with detached coefficients.
4. Binomial coefficient s----Pascal's triangle.
5. l'ennutations anti combinations, distributiqns and derangements.
G. Intmductiou to probabilities.
7. Finite number series.

Progressions, arithmetic and geometric.
Series whose law may be determined.
Introduction to finite differences.
Introduction to interpolation, extrapolation, summation.

S. Undetermined coefficients, applica.tions.
. Mathematical induction.

10. infinite series:
Ceono exponential. logarithmic.
C011vt.rgenee, divergence, tests.

C. The solution of equations
Of any degree, growing out of a study of the theory of equations.
Of quadraJc.
lientainder theorem, factor theorem.
Transformations, algebraic and geometric views of.
Pescartes's rule of signs.
Rational roots (by Synthetic division).
Approximation of irrational roots.

REFERENCES.
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Btirnside., W.. and Penton, A. W. The theory of equations. New York, Longmans,
Green & CO., 1004..

(7brvstal, (lens e. Teitthoolt of algebra. Edinburgh, A. and C. Black, 1886-89. 2 vols.
Ila U. S. and Knight. S. R. Selected topics from higher algebra. New York, London,

Macmillan Co., 1!)0R.
Some recent hooks on the subject artb:

Sell lauch.W. S. Cononercial.algebro. Book 11. Boston. Clan & Co., 1918.
Skinner. E. B. College algebra. New York, Macmillan Co., 1917. Chap. XIV. 263 p.
Yonne, S. W. and Morgan, F. M. Elementary mathematical analysis. New York, MSc-

millan Co., 1917. 548 p. (Chapters VIII and IX.)

It will be observed that the subject of permutations and combinations has
green introduced early. That is for two reasons:

1. The subject above all others enforces, compels corrbct interpretation, con-
centration, cleat thinking, definite statements. This will lead to the formation
of the habits. of thought which is the most important object of education to
develop.

2. The Rtudonts, for some years to come, will vary considerably in the kind
of preparation for the word of these collegiate schools of business. Mattre,
experienced men, for whom in part these schools exist, will be in class with
young men fresh from the exattinations of the College Entrance BOard. The
subject of permutations and eon3binations Fill be new, fresh, Interesting to,
end within the understanding of, all members of the class alike, and will force
upon the consciousness it all the cardinal purpose of the educational course.

The examples and exercises throughout shall be froth practical business of
to-day. It shall be their object to illustrate and illumine the topic under con-
sideration and to reveal its applicability where that had not been apparent.

The foregoing covers the theoretical preparation for a text like The Mathe-
matical Theory.of investment, by Prof. E. B. Skinner (Ginn.& co., 1913), which
may be used during the second half of the year,
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Among the topics considered near thq close of the first half year and in pre.
paration for which the outside reading may be done is that of foreign exchange
and trade acceptances, which will rapidly come into general u' in both
domestic and foreign trade. The following are books that may be assigned for
reading and report :

REFERENCES.

Clare, George. The A, B, C of foreign exchange. New York, Macmillan Co., 18b.,Goschen George J. The theory of foreign exchanges. New York, Charles Scribner's Sons.hlargraff, Anthony W. International exchange. New York, Anthony W. Margret,1912. 229 D.
Schar, J. F. Technik des Bankgeschilftes. (Gives the accountancy, too.)Spalding, Wm. F. Foreign exchange and foreign bills. New York, ,sir Isaac Pitluan& Sons. 1915. 216 p.
Swoboda, Otto, and Furst, Max. Die Arbitrage, Berlin. ilande and Spener, 1909,Withers, Bartley. International finance. New fork, E. P. Dutton & Co., 1916. 183 p.

Money changing. New York, E. P. Dutton & Co.. 1913. 183 p,
Stocks and shares. New York. E. P. Dutton & Co.. 1910. 37Z p.The business of finance. New York, E. P. Dutton & Co., 1918. 204 p.
The meaning of money. New York. E. P. Dutton & Co., 1918. 307
War and bombard street. New York. E. P. Dutton & Co.. 1915. 171 p.
and Palgrave, Sir 11. II. The English banking system. Washington, D. C.. Suptof Documents, 1910.

The 'brochures published by many large banking houses as., In New York, by The
National City Bank, Guaranty Trust Co., The American Exchange National Bank, andothers.

II. KINEMATIC MATHEMATICS.

The ideas of function, change, continuity, and continuous change, of variation
and approxiniation.

The graph of rational integral functions of common and familiar occurrence,
of other functions that arise, as cost, interest, annuity, present value,
charts for wages, for exchange and arbitrage.

The principles of analytic geometry. The equation of a locus, the locus of
an equation, the discussion of an equation.

rnPlotting functions as Sn= a a an= 1 (1 i+i)-11, considering in turn

two of the quantities as variable and the others as constant or as a
parameter.

Developing functions whose graphs shall 1w of type forms for use later in
statistical work.

Elements of analytic geometry In three dimensions.
liFi()ND yumt.

Elements of the differential and integral calculus.
Elements of the calculus of finite differences.
The theory of probability.
The method of least squares.
Fitting simpler curves to data.
Statistical measures.
Correlation.

THIRD AND FOTRTII YEAlk,

The mathenenatical theory of statistics.
An elective and graduate courseSeminar. on Biometrika and present

writers.
An advanced matheinatical theory of interest and Life contingencies.

A graduate course following the Institute of Actuaries' text book. Parts
and II.

REFERENCES.
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Brunt, David. The cambiDaticln of observations. New York, 1. P. Putnam's 'Bone,
w1917. 219 p.

Csuber, B. Wahraeheinlighkeitsrechnnng, I, ant II, Sheipzig, B. G. Teubner, 1903..
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, Elderton, W. Frequency curves and correlation. Chicago, Spectator Co.Fisher, Arne. The mathematical theory of probabilities. New York, Macmillan Co.,1915. 171 p. (Reissue, with new chapters, 1922.)

Gitlin, Sir Robert. Statistics. New Cork, Macmillan Co., 1913. 483 p.Quetelet, L. A. Letters on the theory of probabilities. London. C. & E. Layton, 1849.Metz, H. L., Crathorne, A. R., and Rietz, J. C. Mathematics of finance. New. York, Holt& Co., 1921. 280 + xiii p.Rugg, H. 0. Statistics) methods applied to education. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co.,1917. 410 + xvill p.
Runge, C. Graphical no thods. New York, Columbia University Press, 1912.
Walton. Seymour, Mathematics of accounting and flcance. New York, Ronald Press Co.,1921. .274 p.
Wright. T. W., and Hayford, J. F. Adjustment of observations. Nevi,' York, D. VanNostand Co., 7900.
Yule. G. Priny. An introduction to the theory of statistics. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincolt ('o., 1917. 3241 p. (Rev. ed., 11)19. 398 p.)211ek. Franz,,orld Persons, W. M,' Statistleal averages. New York, Henry Holt & Co.,1913. 392 p. -

BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY AND ETHICS.

By JAMES E. Lorcri.
Professor. of Experimental Psychology and Method, School of Peipogy, New York

University.
The study of psychology arid ethics is rapidly gaining recognition as funda-

mental or basic work for, everyone who is preparing to enter business as a
profession. Psychology is the science of the mind, its attributes, limitations,
development, springs of action, and control. The psychology of the business
man may be a crude " rule of thumb " psychology. based largely upon inac-

\ curate, and frequently prejudiced, observation of a limited gro of cases, or
derived from popular magazines and Sunday newspapers, or he may possess
a knowledge of psychology that has, been established upon genera aws scien-
tifically developed by means of extended study and investigation.

Business psychology comprises a group of psychological problems that can
he applied directly or indirectly to business operations. The fundamental,
principles are in -Ro way different from the principles of general psychology.
Illustrative material, however, comes from the domain of business operations,
and emphasis is placed on the somewhat limited group of laws that- obviously
fall into business operations. In many institutions the course in 'business N
psychology is based upon the study of standard or general textbooksof psychol-
ol.v. In such cases the student will find it necessary to .make his own applica-tins. He will also find it desirable to touch lightly upon, or to omit altogether,
man'y topics that hae a remote bearing on business, as for example, localiza-
tion of functions, details of sense organs, and space perception.

The introductory course in 'business psychology should he a general course,
that is it should include psychological problems that apply to a wide range of
busidess activities. Following this first course, and based upon it, the student
may consider special groups of problems, as for example, the psychology of
salesmanship, psychology of advertising, mental rating otemployees, vocational
guidance and placement, and the psychology of factory management.

The following topics should be included in the first or general course in
business psychology:

I. fell-analysis.;--A study of the mental traits generally called for in busi-
nessobservation, concentration, memory, imaginatiOn, reason, knowledge,
ambition, confidence,. loyalty, enthusiasm, cheerfulness, reliability, energy,
persi'stence,' initiative, self-control. Self- analysis should enable the student
to realize which of his traits are strong and dependable and which. are weak
and undeveloped. He .should also be able, as the result of his study, to make
a more accurate estimate as to the mental traits of others.

II. Mental detelopm-ent.An analysis of the content and processes involved
in each trait mentioned in I, in order to determine methods of strengthening
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traits that show undesirable weakness. This applies in the first place to self-
development, but. also carries with it the methods to be followed in developing
these same traits in others.

III. The application of the principles of habit formation to traits,
to the traits involved in disposition and action, those forming the basis ot
character.

IV. Springs of actfoe.The natural (instinctive) and the acquired impulses
and inhibitions. The snd development of the instincts, conscious and
unconscious imitation, the influence of health, sex; age, race, and social environ-
ment in modifying original springs of action and methods of evaluating springs
of action, and effect of substt Won of motives.

V. Types of decision and a thuds of 'eontrol.These should be studied in the
first place by special reference to one's self and may then he applied in order
to effect decisions in others. In this section should also be included topics on
suggestion and obedience.

On completing the topics enumerated above the stmient should be ready to
take up special problems in the psychology of business:

VI. Psychology of advertising.
VIL Psychology of saloonanship.
VIII. Psychology of management.
IX. Scietitifie vocational guidance on seleetion, of employees.
X. Fatigue and recreation as factors in efficiency.
XL Acquisition of skill.
XII. Working witkothers.=-Cooperation, rivalry, helping and hindering, the

development of morale. .
REFERENCES.
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KAMM ETILICS.

Burliness silica must be founded on the tundathental proposition that the
standard of conduct, duties, and obligations, must be maintained in business
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coons as well as in non-business activities. There is no special dispensa-
morality for the business world. The great problem in business ethics

e illa awaken students to the realization that a single code of ethics must
be followk. The topics to be included in the study of business ethics are there-
fore not different in any essential from the topics treated in any standard
course in general ethics. Illustrative material, however, must be drawn from
business activities rather than from social life.

The following topics should be included bi the course: L Evolution of moral-
i ; II. Origin of social morality; III. The theory of morality; IV. The mean-t
in of duty; V. The consideration of special problems of social and business
p ctieeself,conseiousness iimi altruism, loyalty, patriotism, cooperation, in-
dustrial duties, social and industrial alleviadon. 4
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THE STUDY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZA-
TION.

In Preparation for Foreign Trade.

Ily Aimrua SY:ANSON,
]trauma Oftliefe Co., Chicago, In., Industrial Engfai era.

Occasionally the term " business administration is used in a broad sense
to include all the functions of a business. It is then virtually synonymous
with the term " business." More frequently, however, it is, used to denote the
strictly executive, functions in the management of business. In, discussing
the place that a study of administration and organization should occupy in a
course of training for foreign trade, the term "business. administration " is
used in this latter sense.

Business organization is also used in, a twofold way. People speak, for
Instance, of organizing a company and refer then to the steps flint must be
taken in order to incorporate_ Again they speak of their business as being Nvell
organized and refet then to the manner in which the functions of their busi-
ness are facilitated by the Wsjna of personnel, equipment, and processes.
It is in this latter sense that the term " organization " is used here.

The study of business administration and organization in preparation for
foreign trade should include a course in the elements of administration and
organization with general application to business of Any character and a
special course in the administration and organization of businesses or depart-
ments of such engaged in foreign trade.

It is particularly desirable that the student precede his special study of
the administration and organization of businesses engaged in foreign trade by
a general coarse in business 'administration an Organization, because the
student is then made to realize that there Is no sharp line of demarcation

A
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between foreign and domestic business, but that foreign business differs from
domestic mainly in that business is conducted under very different conditions.

The.general course in the elements of administration or organization should
include a treatment of such factors 'as the adjustment of the organization
and administration to the purposes of the business and the conditions of opera-
tion; the delegation of authority, including such factors as departmentization,
centralization, and decentralization ; the control of delegated authority by
means of reports, conferences, and personal relations; the relation of authority
to responsibility; functional specialization as it relates to both the delegation
of authority and the efficiency of the personnel; the correlation of departnients
and processes so that.Weiactivity of each person or unit contributes effectively
to the activity of the who and so that a balance is maintained ; the standardiza-
tion of materials, equipment, and processes; the utilization and preparation of
repOrts; discipline; employee t ; training; wage policy, and relation of busi
ness to such external agencies as the /Cational Government and State govern-
ments, public opinion, competition, etc.

In such a course in the elements of administration and organization the
object should be to bring out for the student the significaitce of these factors
In business. It would not be possible, nor would it be desirable, to give him
In such a course a detailed knowledge of all these factors. Taking, for instnnce,
the utilization and preparation of reports, it would not be the purpose of the
course to train the student in the preparation of complicated reports for which
an accounting training is essential. The purpose would be to show the value
of such reports in the managtenent of a business and to show how their prepa-
ration is controlled by their utilization for administrating purposes.

A considerable amount of illustrative material should be introduced in the
courseits each factor is taken up for discussion. In Tart this can be supplied
by eivirig the student detailed descriptions of the organization and the admin-
istration of typical businesses." In part it can be accomplished by inspection
reports. Neither of these methods is very satisfactory. The laboratory method
is the most effective, but it can be used with difficulty aril only in a linffted way
except for advanced students.

The special course in administration and organization as it applies to
businesses engaged in foreign trade should comprise a study of the orgnniettion
and administration of the different. business institutions engaged in foreign
trade with a view to understanding not only how they are organized and
administered but why they must he organized and administered in a srkial
way. It is particularly interesting and instructive to,. the student to show
bow the factors difcussed in the elements of the business administration and
organization are present in foreign as well as domestic business.

The business institutions to be studied will. include the export commission
house, the export merchant, the export forwarder, the manufacturer's agent,
the export departments of businesses selling direct, export brancluhouses,
advertising agencies that place advertising in foreign countries, foreign credit
agencies, and trade assoelations.

It is important that the student taking such a course be acquainted, with the
marketing, credit and financing functions of an exporting business, because, as
previously stated, the organization and administration of a business is in a
large measure determined by the functions of a business and the conditions
under which it. is operated. The course might Well he so arranged as to provide
for the special treatment of the organization and management of such depart-
ments as purchasing, `sales, advertising, credits, finance, shipping, Invoicing,
and accounting. r

"t-
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The courses should preferably be semester courses and should be takeh as

late in the course of training as practicable,
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ACCOUNTING APPLIED TO FOREIGN TRADE.

By 'JOHN RAYMOND WILDMAN,
Head Professor of Accounting, School of Commerce, Account's, and Finance, New York

University.

The parties to foreign trade are the importer, the exporter, the transporter,
the warehouseman, and the hanker. Accounting applied to foreign trade must
therefore he considered from the respective points of view of the parties.

The accounting relating to the importing and exporting of merchandise does,
not differ from other accounting except that it emphasizes the expenses Inci-
dent to customhouse clearance, warehousing, ocean as well as land transporta-
tion, and requires a slight knowledge of foreign exchange.

The accounting relatieg to transportation and warehousing as industries
must he differentiated from that which arises out-of the relations between these
parties and the importer and exporter, respectively. In no case is the account-
ing out of the ordinary except that of the ocean transportation company where
the company Is required to collect from foreign shippers in foreign currency.

The accounting for the banker must take cognizance not only `of the usual
.bankindoperation but of the somewhat complicated foreign exchange feature.

A university course .in "Accounting applied to foreign trade" must needs
take Into consideration the extent to which " background courses such as the
history of commerce, foreign trade and transportation, and theory of foreign
exchange, are available and prerequisite. In the ideal curriculum they would
be both available and prerequisite, In the majority of instances in which the
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suggestions which follow way be of nse, It is probable that such courses will be
lacking,. hence the course in - accounting should lay the foundation in history,
economics, and finance, and perhapa take on more of a composite natur`a than
would be usual in the ideal curriculum.

AR outlined below, it should be offered two one-hour periods a week-for two
semesters. Stripped of the material other than that which is strictly account-
lug, one semester would probably suffice. In either case it should follow the
course in general accounting. It should be presented as a eembined lecture aud".
laboratory course with liberal assignmeuts of collateral reading.

OUTLINE.

Historical background leading up to the status of the United States prior to
the World War. Effect of the World War on the commercial and !Mancini
relations of the united States. The Federal Reserve Act as a factor in deVelop-
lag the foreign trade of the United States. Outlook for the future of the for-
eign trade of the United States. The Webb Aet.

The materials of foreign trade. The commodity needs of the United States:
Imports for past five years. Foreign markets and opportunities. Exports for
past five years. General and special charatteristics of export commodities.
The question of packing. Warehouse, port, and shipping facilities,

The agencies for the conduct of foreign trade. The exporter, as principal,
as agent, the forwarder. The (Unctions, relations, and charges ofthe dray-
man ; the warehouseman p the Government in the exercise of supervision and
restrictions; the insurer; the ocean transportation company. The documents
and shipping papers; bills of lading; consular invoices; shipper's export
declaration; invoices of the drayman and the insurance company. The
importer and his relation to the ocean transportation company ; to the customs
department of the Government ; to the customhouse broker; the wareJmusetuan
the local transportation company. The documents for imports; incoming hills
of lading; customhouse entry blank; declaration ; duty deposit : appraiser's re-
port ; release; duty adjustment; marine insurance; inward freight ; and cartage.

Expenses cheracteristic of the exporter: Outward esrtnge (depository to the
steamship pier) ; consular invoices; ocean freight; marine insurance; ware-
house charges; forWarder's commission. Characteristic expenses of the im-
porter: Ocean freight and marine insurance (usually included in purchase
invoice) ; customhouse broker; duty; inward cartage.

Principle of thtdraft. Two-party drafts. Three-party drafts. Bookkeeping
for drafts. The trade acceptance.

Specimen transactions illustrating purchases and sales of merellantlitte with
importing end exporting expenses; drawbacks; packing costs and their relation
to claims for goods damaged in transit; owned goods and consigned goo it;
goods sold on open account; draft ; trade acceptance; conversion of invoices
from English, French, German, Dutch, and South American currencies to United
States efirrency. Statements of facts and problems correlating the above and
Introducing statements requiring conversion to and from branch offices and
foreign agenciee. Standard rates for conversion of accounts current. Ittei-

'dental profit on exchange. ....:

Theory of foreign exchange. Function of the foreign-exchange banker; ex-
change parities; conversions. International banking. Sources of exchange.
Demands for exchange. The gold phints. }Impasses incident to the shipment of
gold. The various kinds of exchange; bankers' long bills, short hills, cable
'treaders, commercial clean long, clean short, documentary long, documentary
short, documents on aceeptande, iloeuments on payment:
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The foreign-exchange department; organization, function, records, relation
to general organization of the bank. The foreign-exchange controlling account
in the general books.

Operation of the books of the foreign-exchange department. The foreign-
emitange ledger, with supporting books. Long ilad short bills purchased. Long
and sl:Jrt bills sold. Bank acceptances. Trade ateceptatteea. Lettrs -of credit..
Travelers' cheviot.. Foreign money bought and sold. Arbitrage transactions.
Iteconci nation of foreign hank accounts, showing profit to each account. Suite-
naill of profit and loss for foreign-exchange department.
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STATISTICS AS APPLIED TO BUSINESS.
By 11011AC.E Skean',

Pro/reel of Rootionifm and .13faH04oa,Northwroterts Nefreraily.

Whatever motives 'may prompt one to enter business, the peenniarY one Is
undoubtedly potent. Business success is measured in terms of realized profits'.
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and to determine these accurate accounting Is necessary. Accounting and sta
tittles may be said to be the universal languages of business. Accounting, as
a business tool, has been developed during the last lozen years and is now being
used to determine costs in all their different phases. Statistics, as a method
in business and as a companion to accounting, has had even .ft more recent but
no less important development... Both have grown in spite of business distrusts
and lethargy. The prejudice against statistics is to be sought more in their
abuse than in their use, and this fact the business man is coming to see. No
longer can business be conducted suecessftilly by a rule-of-themb method nor
accounts and statistics he ignored- Markets must be an,lyz'ed and production
costs scrutinized. The facts of industry must be used awe basis for the determi-
netion of business policy.

Statistics in business may be used in the solution of two tyees of problems
first, those associated with internal, and, second, those associated with external
conditions. Internal problems of production, of the supply and control of
labor, of organization, etc., lend themselves to statistical treatment. In the
Same way problems beyond the sphere of individual businesses due to competi-
tion, relationship with the State, may alio be studied and measured station-
catty. It isprobably this latter side of business to which maybe traced the
increased use of statistics as a means of forestalling the consequences of keen
competition and of measuring time !waits of State activity upon business.

What are statistics? Statistics may be defined, briefly, as numerical aggref
gates, enumerated or estimated according to reasonable standards of accuracy,
collected in a systematic manner for a predetermined purpose, and placed in
relationship to each other. Statistical methods may be defined so as to Include
all methods of Tiudysis and synthesis by means of which statistics may be
collected and used to describe or explain phenomena in their individuaror
related capacities. The-goal of statistical studies is comparison, and this may
relat to time, to place, and to-condition.

The business man desires to compare his business with that of his competitor;
to compare this year's operation with last year's; to compare one department
with another, etc. To do so by means of statistics necessitates the use of

'aggregates or numerical facts in terms of standardized units of measurement.
lniperfect measurements'and crude units will not suffice. The unit of measure-
ment in business,'as In all science, is fundamental. In,the phySical sciences
it is definite and standardized. In the business world, however, units ate far
less detlhite and their meaning dependent upon, the purpose for. which they are,
used. Comparisoos are valid or invalid largely in propokion to the degree of

' accuracy and homogeneity which characterizes the units employed.
The statistical methods most commonly used by business melt are tabulation

and graphics. Tabulation serves the purpose of putting in lines and columns,
under stub and cuptlon headings, data classified according to relationships
which are significant for the purpose in mind. Tabulation, grows out of analysis
and registers the-relations between facts whih _are thought to be significant.
Tables may be simple or complex, depending upon the amount of data which
they. contain and the complexity of the relations which they. register. As a
statistical device for classifying business facts, they gre fundatnental,,but their
appearance and complexity are oftentimes forbidding. ,

Graphics, on the other hand, at once arrest attention. They may divided ..

7Into. two main groupsdiagrams, in whith lines, surfaces, and vol mes are
employed; and graphic roper, which consist of graphs and curves. praphic
devices are valuable behuse of theirappeal to The eye. It is their 'tower of

...4.4160.410n..ivhleh Is important and at the same time, dangerous. A
.
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drawn out of scale, or a graph dissociated from the concrete data which it,
depicts, may be _highly deceptive. Roth may illustrate faulty data and in
themselves never reveal the fact. Gnmplica rarely add new meaning to sta-
tistical facts. What they do is to throw into-bold outline relationships which
may lie concealed in tables. Their appeal Is to the. eye and not necessarily
to the intellect, and they should be used with caution and circumspection. In
busineS., Where data are accurate and the desire to deeelve lacking graphic
device's may be suceessfilliy employed, not only to give to executives. and
others vivid impressions of operating efficiency In the past but likewise to
suggest or to forecast the future. Graphie deyices are annesi of infinite variety
and may be used in almost all of the different phases of Wetness activity. It
is to be remembered, however, that they are secondary to lhe anolysts which
Is required- for the preparation of the material which is to be illustrated.

. An example of the use to which statistical methods in business are put may
be helpful. The business man is constantly in need of a barometer and fore-
caster of trade conditions. If he can know what the future will bring, If he
can gauge his productive activity in line with industrial and financial con-
ditions, his business will be stabilized and his methods made more profitable.
lie is therefore seeking to interpret the meaning of statistical facts growing
out of trade relations., banking and finance., manufacturing conditions, stock
and bond transactionlifetc. In response to his needs, certain organizations
have prepared and are marketing so-called "statistical services." the aim of
widen is to Interilret fundamental business and industrial statistics. Until
recently, little if any science has characterir.ed such services.

Within the last two years, however,both a business barometer and a bad-
ness forecaster have been wotked out on scientific principles. The method of
correlation,' developed by Sir Francis Calton and perfected by Karl Pearson,
bus definitely been adapted to hitsiness data_ To -day, not only is this method
used by statisticians in the interpretation of business facts but also by psychol-
ogists in'choosing and grading men, by agriculturalists in selecting farm prod-
ucts and farm animals, by breeders and others in improving animal stock In
this and other countries. Probably no more promising field of statistical. in-
(miry, so far as the interests of the business man are concerned, has been
developed in the last decade than time application of the method of correlation"
to the development of business barometers.

Business, to be successful, must be scientific. Businds men are coming
keenly to realize this fact. ,A scientific tool which is available and may be
of inestimable service toward the development -of business, as a science, is
the method of statistics.

Statistical studies should come relatively late in the student's work, since
they are technical, presuppose a knowledge of business conditions. and for their
successful perusal, require a certain degree of intellectual maturity. At least
one-half year of four to five hours a week is neeessary for an introductory
course. A large portion of this time should be devoted to laboratory, problems
illustratike of the principles discussed in the text. It is well to duplicate In
this. part of the course, so far as can be done, actual statistical wcrk.

ItErlifitiONCES.

The following is a selected bibliography of books covering an introduction to the tub!ject. The starred () references are designed Ss textbook&
.Babson, Roger. nusineas barometers. 10th ed. Wellesier Rills, Maw. Baboon's titatiyAirganisatioii. 11)17. 425 p. .Balk . B.. and Cummings, John. Statistics. Chicago, A. C. McClurg £ Co., 191T.

Boliley, I L. Elementary manual of statistics. New York, Charles Beribaer's Boas,1914. 215 p.
- Elements of statistics. New York. Charles Scribner's. Soso, 1901.
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Benton, Willard C. Graphic methods for presenting facts. New fork, Engineering
Magazine, 1914. 871 p.

Copeland, Melvin T., ed. Business statistics. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University
Press. 1917. 696 p.

Elderton, W., and E. M. Primer of statistics. New York, Macmillan Co., 1910. 86 p.
King, W. I. Elements of statistical method. New York, Nlactuillan Co, 1912. 250 p.
Seeriat, Horace. An Introduction to statistical methods. A textbook for college* stu-

dents, a manual for statisticians and business executives. New York, MacMillan
Co.,.1920. 482 p.

Readings and problems in statistical methods. New York, Macmillan Co.,
1920. 427 .

Statist tics in business. New York. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1020. 137 p.
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FOREIGN TRADE AND TARIFFS.

By F. W., TAUSSIG,
Professor of Economics, Harvard University. Former chairman of United States Tariff

Commission.

A course of study looking to preparation on, these subjects is best carved on
in connection With a general college course, that course being arranged with a
view to giving not only a general education, but special training and informa-
tion on the particular subjects here mentioned.

It is not advisable to prescribe or recommend a rigid schedule or to indicate
in detail at what stage and with what degree of intensive application individual
topics are to he taken up. There should be training in such general fields as
natural science, philosophy,tliterature, and esiiecially English. In the field of
natural science, chemistry is the most important subject. The main elements
of a general education should not be neglected.

The,subjects which relate more particularly to foreign tra"nd tariffs are:
Modern languages, especially French, Spanish, German: Government (political
science and international law) ; the principles of. economics; commercial geog-
raphy, commercial arithmetic, and economic history ; money and banking, trans-
portation, corporate organization and combinations, and like subjects in applied
economies; the theory and practice of statistics; international trade; tariffs and
tariff history ; foreign exchange.

In general, the order In which these subjects may be profitably taken up is
as follows:

1. Modern languages should be begun early, if possible, in preparatory schools,
and should' be studied to the point where an easy command of reading is

. acquired. It is desirable also to attain command of the spoken language, but
this is not indispensable. Not all of the languagv mentioned need he taken up.
It is better to have real conimand of one than an ineffective smattering of two
or three. The study of a language should ordinarily be continued through at
least two yetirs, and command of it tested and bettered iirx its use in the study
of political and economic subjects.

2. Both government and economics should also he taken up early. If a com
plete college course of four years is planned, it is well to begin with govern-
ment in the first year and follow with the principles of economics in the second
year. There is no reason, however, against taking up both government and
economics in the first year, provided that in that year, or in the subsequent
years, there is not complete neglect of the other constituents of a liberal educa-
tion. Commercial arithmetic may also be taken up in the first year.
.3. After a year of economics and overnment a further study of more

specialized topics should be unde
portance in economics are comrner
,dally the economic history of modern,

Among the topics of special im--
r4rphy.; economic history, and ape-
; transportation; money and bank-
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ing; corporate organization and corporate finance, includink combinations and
public utilities. It is not necessary to take up each and every one of these
subjects. A selection among them may be made. Commercial geography and
economic history should, however, not be omitted.

The special subjects to which the preceding preparation leads, namely, the
theory of international trade, tariff history and experience, and foreign ex-
change, need not necessarily be postponed to the last year or final stages. Nor
need they he necessarily taken up as separate topics. They may be .combined,
in the third or fourth year of the college course, with some of the preceding
subjects. Reciprocity treaties and international commercial relations may be
undertaken in connection with tariff history. International trade, and tariff
history and experience, may be combined in one course; or international trade
and foreign exchange may be combined in one course. The combination and
Interrelation of the subjects must depend upon the facilities at the disposal of
instructors and students. In the latter part of the course, at the .Inine time
with these economic subjects, it is desirable to undertake also a study orinter-
natiolial law and international treaties, with special reference to conunercial
treaties.

A bibliography indicating serviceable books follows. The books, first men-
tioned' under each head are those most likely to prove useful to those who are
unable to,undertake a college course and Noy wish to prepare themselves by
independent reading and study.
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TRANSPORTATION AND SHIPPING IN THEIR RELATION TO
FOREIGN TRADE.

By CatovEa

Professor of Transportation and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania.

The first year of a four-year college course designed for students seeking %
preparation for the foreign trade need not contain any course dealing directly
with transportation and shipping. To obtain the basis for specialized study
later in his course, the first-year student can be profitably occupied with
courses on the following subjects: Elementary ,economics, commercial geog-
raphy, business law, government, accounting, and English.

In his second year the student can advantagebusly take the course in
raikoad transportation as many 'ocean cargoes need to be handled between.
ports and interior points by rail. or rail-water routes. A course given two
hours per week throughout the college year or three hours for one term may
include the following topics: Origin and growth of the American railway
system ; the mechanism of a railroad ; _railroad capital; earnings and expenses;
the freight service; the passenger, express, and mail services; the organization
of the service; railroad statistics; interrailway reltitions; theory and practice
of railway charges; and regulation in leading foreign countries.

Definite result4 may be obtained by adopting a good textbook and supple-
menting it with additionp4 reading assignments and with lectures and class
discussions.

If his roster permith, the second -year student may also be.given his course
in ocean transportation and shipping. It is desirable, however, that he be
given instruction in the following subjects during the second year: Money and
credit, manufacturing industries, advertising, marketing methods in the leading
agricultural and manufacturing trades, additional English, and a foreign
language.

During the third year the foreign trade student will, unless fie has done so
during the second year, take a. course in ocean transportation and shipping. A
two-hour per week course extending throughout the college year or a three-
hour course for one term makes it possible to include a study of the following
topics: Development and classification of sailing vessels, steamers, motor ves-
sels, and unrigged craft; ocean routes; the Suez, Panama, and other maritime
canals; the measurement of vessels and traffic; the bisiness organization of
steamship lines; ocean ports and terminals; the ocean freight service; pas-
senger, mail, and international express services; marine insurancerMations
between ocean carriers.; relations between ocean and rail carriers; principles
and practice of ocean freight rate making; aid by the Federal Government;
navigation laws; Federal regultition of charges and services ;aid and regulation
by States and municipalities; freight and terminal charges; condition of the
American shipbyilding industry and of the American marine; Government aid
in foreign countries ; and the merchant marine policy of the United States,
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As in the case Of railroad transportation, it teNtbook is advisable as a basis
for study. 'In addition there may be special reading assignments, lectures, and
class discussions; a ml copies of the vitrion oceun shipping forms should be
provided so that the student may become Familiar with them.

Either in the third or fourth year the student may ptitably tape a two-
hour per week course in in ifroad arc' nod rates so 111:11 he. 111:0* uhtain !HMV
detailed knowledge of freight rates and other charges; methods of rate making;
rate structures; tariffs; classitications;, routing; railway shipping regulations
and freight services; and public regulatiai of railroads.

does not seem necessary that the student of foreign trade need take more
titan-the three transportation courses mentioned. Ibis study of transportation
and shipping in the third and fourth years correlates well with his courses in
foreign trade methods; history of foreign coninierce ; industrial management ;
banking; corporation finance; salesmanship; international law; diplomatic and
consular procedure; stock and produce exchange markets; marine insurance;
fiweign languages; history; political science; economics; and special courses
dealing with the resources and trade relations of Latin America, Europe, Aus-
tralasia, Africa, and the Far East.
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N.w lurk, L011Allansi, Green & Ca., 190V. 868 n.Ilagg,tr. S. Railroad reorganization. ('ambridge, Muss., Harvard CalversIty Presto,1907, 402 p.
Dann. S. 0. Government own"rsldp of railways. New York, D. Appleton & Co., 1913.in,, p.
Hadley, .1. T. Raitroitil. transportation, its history and Its laws. New York, G. P.Palatines Salts. 18R5.
Hooper. W. P. Railroad acconnting. New York, P. Appleton & Co., 1915. 461 p.Ilungc:.fotd. E. The mode, u railroad. Chicago. A. c. McClurg & it) i 1. 476 p.Th. railinad problem. Chicaro. A, C. McClurg & Co.. 1117. 265 p.Johrisn, 1.7. R.. and Val! Mt ire. T. W. Ptininples of railroad transportation. NewBurk, Aplocom & co.. 1921. 617 P.Molts Ray. Rtillr...td ailinini.-tratarn. New York. Appleton & ('e. 1920. 300 p.Pealtily, James. It illrotoi oraniztition sod managAmint. Chicago, La Salle ExtenalenUniversity, 1016
Ripli.y. W. Z. Railroads. Pinsnee and organization. New York, Longman*, Green & Co.,

11115. 413S p.
Roper. C. L. Railway transpartstient. Philadelphia, 1912.A. M. American railroad economic% Now York. Macmillan Co., 1913. 295 p.I Ste also references list, d under Railroad Traffi and hates.)

Railroad Traffic and Rates.
American Comment. Associatioo. The (raffle litrary. 21 vols. Chicago, 1915.firowii. II, 0. Transportation rates and their regulations. New York, Macmillan Co.,

1014S. 347 p.
Clapp, E. J. Railway .1zallic. New York, Al.,xander Hamilton Institute, 1919 .ltrittieftl. 41, A. A national treatise on traffic management. Portland, Oreg., 1921. 307 p.Hollows*, 0. G. Traffic lessons. Fifty-two lessons published le the Traffic World tbroagh-oat 1917 anti 1915.

Johnson. K Ii., and Huebner, G. f;. Railroad traffic and rates. New York, It Appleton& co., 1911.. 521 p.
La i,all Extension Pnicersily. Mints iomprising material fur eorrespond:mcc course in

" latf.rstate Commerce and Rally:pi Truffle." Chicago.'McPherson, I.. 0. Railroad freight rates. New York. Henry Holt & Co., 1909.Ripley, W. Z. Railroads. Rates and regnlaricm-. New York. Lockets/ins, Green & Co..1912. 650 p.
Railroad problems. Boston, Ginn & 1913. 830 p..Sbarfman. 1. L. Railway regulation. Oakum La Mlle Extbnaloo Univenity, 19111.230 p.

PORT AND TERMINAL FACILITIES.

By ROY S. MAcEt.wrs.

Dean, School of Foreign Serefre, Georgetown Thgeersttli

An nnderstanding of the essentials of transportation, which Is a large item
in the cost of production, is even more necessary in foreign trade than to
domestic trade. The question of transportation costs involves both operation
and routing. In tIonieslie commeree routing is primarily a matter of railroad
rates. Every large concern should have its trained traffic manager to take
care of this important item of costs. The need is more urgent in foreign
trade as the costs are larger, the time element in deliveries of greater variation,
and the quality of service to the foreign customer mny fluctuate between
greater extremes than in domestic business. Routing calls for a minute
knowledge of the highroads of the world's commerce; as distance Is a matter
of transportation facilities and not of miles.

There are three links in transportation overseas: (11 Railway inland navi-
gation and other land carriers at home and abroad, (2) ships on the seven tr

seas, and 43) the link between land and water carriers, which is the port. The
first two have been taught thoroughly and well as part of the higher edpeatton
for business, but the port and terminal problem, which Is at present the most
Urgent, the most-neglected and the least understood of the trilogy, has received
only casual consideration. The study of ports and terminals must he par inter
parent with land and water transjwwtntten in any wall-ordered. curriculum.

The course in ports and terminal facilities was first given in an American
university at the school or business of Ootunegfellniverstty. winter se nester
/917-1,. As the conrsp deiretopeti it became increasingly an analysis of ediciency
methods in port design and operation, with examples drawn from the leading

, ,
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ports of the world as illustrations of the principles Involved. These illustrations
required a wide survey of the world's ports, which should give the future export
merchant direct information. In particular the study in the course shows the
merchant what is essential and how to go about further independent study.
Many institutions are now (1922) giving entire or part-semester courses in the
subject, notably Georgetown University School of Foreign Service registers 1(X)
students in the courses upon ports and ocean transportation, and presents a
10 semester One full-year curriculum for training for the steamship business.

The .course also sought. to show engineers the business requirements and
economic background of a port. The trouble in the past too often has been
that able engineers have constructed wonderful harbor works which have not
been an effective tool of commerce, not because of any laek.'of engineering
efficient; but because of some subtle 'and elusive economic force.

It was evident that the time was not sufficient to covert the ground and a
large amount of important material was not touched. However, it would seem
more advisable to condense the material rather than to extend the' course over
two semesters. Also that the two courses on'ports and shipping should each
be of one selester given early in the curriculum for upper classmen, With a
subsequent seminar of more serious study and investigation for graduate stu-
dents. There is an almost untouched field for investigation and research
affording suitable material in abundance for masters' and doctors' dissertations.
But more import:Mt, from the larger standpoint, much serious work must be
done within the next few years as our country needs just this kind of exact
scientific knowledge to help solve the foreign trade anti shipping problems
which are so vital to its future welfare. A transportation seminar may well
be under the joint supervision and leadership of two or three teachers. This
would not exclude intensive special work by small groups with each teneher.

The question of textbooks is a difficult one. In the field of water transpor-
tation there are several excellent works. In particular, Prinliples of Ocean
Transportation, by Johnson and Huebner, has recently appearefl from Appleton
& Co., New York. In the case of ports 'there are, however, some very good
monographs for collateral reading. The most important are Prof. Edwin J.
Clapp's " The Port of Boston," " The Port of Hamburg," and " The Navigable
Rhine." All are published lie the Yale University Press. There are several

"gOod works of the monograph type in German and French. Much more serious
works on ports have been written abroad than with us, except for Prof. Clapp.
The great mass of material on the subject is hurled in reports and isolated arti-
cles. All these publications, with the exception of " The Port of Boston," have
very little to do with the philosophy of ports in general, being more an inter-
rogation of facts as'regards some particular port. Mr. W. J. Barney, C. E.,
secretary of the American Assbciation of Port Authorities, 110 West Fortieth
Street, New York City, has recently compiled a bibliography of pamphlets and
articles which is quite thorough, so far as works in the English language are
concerned' The bibliography is well and.grouped and should he a-good.
guide for further study by serious students. Miss Hasse, of t)te economics
room, New York Public Library, is collecting a reference library on ports. The
publication of the Columbia lectures, mentioned above, affords a text for future
study, but at best it can be only a fingerboard pointing the way to greater con-
centration on the subject by many inquiring minds'

I Selected bibliography on ports and harbors and their administration, laws, 'finances.
equipment, and engineering. New York,W. J. Barney. 1916.

Pbrta and terminal facilities, with bibliography. By Boy S. MacElWee. New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co 191$.
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COURSES IN COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

51. 1

The threefold treatment suggested in the preceding paper on Ports and terminal
facilities is described in detail in the three following courses,' namely, Ports and
terminal facilities." ."Theory and practice of ocean transportation," and " Rail-
way traffic and rates," offered in the, extension division of Columbia University.

PORTS AND TERMINAL. FACILITTES.

The object of the .course is to lay down firmly the principles underlying the
work which a port must perform as a coordinated and assembled piece of ma-
chinery to thrther our growing foreign trade.

A general introduction will show the types of seaports as to location and
'layout, with some historical reasons for the same and the dependence of a port
upon its hinterland.

Misceihmeons package freight. The wharf, transit sheds, and movement by
11111 to the interior. Freightdifferentials in connection with port development.
Marginal railroads, classitleation yards, handling c. I. and I. c. 1. lots. Pack-
ages for local consumption. Trucking. The warehouse construction and physi-
cal connection. Cold storage and terminal markets for perishable food products.
Inner inirbor movement by !Miter.. 'Manufacturing plaints, the industrial har-
bor, and the question of upland v. waterfront property. Movement into the
interior by water. Barge terminals, mooring dolphins " in midstream." The
river port and the river-port industrial harbor. !fondling of spechtlized and
hulk freight from ocean to river vessel or railroad. Four classes of passengers
with their luggage. A waterfront may also be a place of beauty. Port admin-
istration and jurisdiction with_ particular reference to several successful port
authorities. Fiscal aspects, fees, and dues. The free port as an institution.
A brief review (-I' American and foreign ports with their commercial bearing
in the routing of exports.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF OCEAN TRANSPORTATION.

I. Initial problemAn exporter has various lots of merchandise which he
wants to ship; 12 cases of gasoline engines for Liverpool, 1 case of parts for
London, 10,000 barrels of petroleum fqr Bordeaux. an ambulance for Havre, a
large consignmentof rails, cars, and locomotives for Vladivostok. How will he
go about it? He may do it himself, or turn it over to a forwarder. There are
liners,'tramps, private.earriers, special service steamers; shipping papers 'and
routine; shipping terminol6gy; how ocean freight rates are made; ship brokers
and agents; Bfitish coal exports and freight rates; ocean highways and rout-
ing; marine insurance and bottomry.

II. Reeond problemThe export house decides to enter the shipping business
and (1) to build and (2) operate its own ships.

1. Correlation of size, speed, economy of operation, and required service;
types of special duty ships; shipbuilding and costs of construction; elementary
principles of shipbuilding; -standardized ships and ships built in series; growth
of shipbuilding and present problems reviewed to forecast the future; oil nge.

2. Operating problems and costs under American and foreign registry; his-
tory of American marine legislation; Government aids to shipping: Subsidies,
mail payments, preferential duties, freight rebates:

III. The Liner.Growth of the North Atlantic Ferry and the great ship lineS1
pool' and combines; aids to navigation, liffhthouses, life-saving, safety at sea;
line service from American ports; railroad lines and "feeder" lines; reciprocal
influence of labor migrations, shipbuilding, and ship lines; shipping conditions_
and outlook.

*From information circulars issued by Coltunbia University.
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SAILWAY 'MIMIC AND SAM.

This course,is designed to meet the needs of tretlic men employed either by
.railroad companies or by industrial establishmeuts which receive or send out
products by rail.

A description of the present railway system of the United States, an analysis
of its work, and a study of the business organization of a railroad corporation
will indicate the nature and extent of the railway service and the character of
the machinery developed to perform it. A study of the functions and duties of
an industrial traffic department will show the nature of the organization devel-
oped to package the wrvices of the railroads and to represent the shippers in
their ordinary business relatious with the carriers.

The most important pull of contact between railroad and shipper is the
transportation rate. The first step in rate making is classification. The general
princiPles° of classificatipn will be discuesed -and an .explanation -given for the
necessity of applying special or commodity rates Instead of class rides to many
articles of traffic. Each of the three leading classifications of the United States
will be analyzed, particular attention being given to the special rules and ',regu-
lations of each. Problems of classification will be presented for outside investi-
gation and class discussion.

The rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the publication and ffi-
ing of tariffs, as even in Tariff Circular 18-A, will be fully discussed, and the
tonstrifetin of heal tariffs, interline tariffs, and agency tariffs will be described.

Because of peculiar conditions of topography or of economie development,
varying types of rate structures have come into existence in, different sections
of the rnited States. The chief feature of the rate systems of the eastern,
.southern, and western territories will be exptained, and consideration given to
the modifications brought about by the rulings of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission under the " long-and-short-haul " clause of the Mann-Elkins. Act of
1910.

The use of freight shipping papers, such as the bill of lading, the arrival
notice, the freight bill, the delivery receipt, and the waybill will be studied, and
instruction given concerning the preparation of these various papers.

Special problems of freight transportatiou, such as ear service and demurrage
and freight claims will receive attention; s thorough study of the conference
rulings of the Interstate Commerce Commission will be required.

Some time will be devoted to a study of the passenger, mail, and express bust-
.

nests of the railways, and a comparison made of the rates and services affOrded
by the express and the parcel post.

The last part of the year will be given to the consideration of the present
methods of the regulation of railroads by State governments and by the Federal
Goverment. The reading of the act to regulate commerce.will be required, and
a careful analysis made of its provisions. An estimate at the effectiveness and
adequacy of the present system of regulation will be presented and an attempt
made to indicate what changes in the present methods of regulations are
desirable.

MONEY, ANP CREDITBANKINGBANKING ORGANIZATION 4.ND
PRACTICE.

CAMINCEY RAY Pounce,
iTherokry School of Conseserse, d000sitts sad Fisonoe, Noss Tort University.; .

The following outlines, with suggested texts and' supplementary reading%
refer to four courses which are considered essential in auy thorough prepare-

. .
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then for foreign trade, he making up these outlines it is assumed that the
college offering the training would have a fairly well- developed curriculum In
business subjects, if not a separately organized school of commerce. It is
assuined also that the students will have had at least a year of elementary
economies before beginning these courses.

If the curriculum of any particular college is so arranged that most of the
freshman, and sophomore years are made up of so-called cultural subjects, it
might not be advisable to spend as much time on the money and tanking courses
as is indicated here as being ideal. Ittsuc a case it would be possible to tele-
scope the courses in money and credit and theory and history of banking into
a one-term course of three or four hours a week. If this were done it might
be better to use some book like Iloldsworth's Money and Banking as a text,
because this will give to the student under one set of covers a fairly compre-
hensive treatment of both subjects.

?Bank Ilag practice and foreign exchange could be telescoped in tne same way
If this is necessary, but there is no one book which can be used far both courses.

MONEY AND CREDIT.

(Three hours a week, fall term, sophomore or junior year.)

Relation between money and credit; circumstances affecting the value of
money and credit ; Index numbers; the rote of interest; effect of changes In
money supply and value upon the rate of interest; types of money and 'monetary
systems; monetary history of the United States.

RF.FERENCES.

Financial history of the United States. NewCo., 1920. 550 p.
Fisher, I. Rafe of Iliterest : its nature, determination and relation to economic phe-nomena. New York, lifacmilllan Co., 1907.

and Brown, II. G. Purchasing power of money. New York, Nacmillan Co., 1913,501 p.
Hepburn. A. B. History of the currency. New York, Macmillan Co., 1915. 652 p.Jevons, W. S. Money and the mechanism of exchange. New York. D. Appleton & Co..Tohnson, F. Money and currency. Boston, Ginn & Co.. 1914. 423 p.Kemmerer. E. W. High prices and deflation. Princeton University, 1920.Laughlin, .1. L. Money anti prices. New York, Scribner, 1920. 314 p.Mitchell, Wesley C. Economic. cycles. Berkeley, Calif.. University of California, 1913.610 p.
Muhleman. M. W. Wurtd's principal monetary systems. New York, Banking LawJournal, 1912. 59 p.
Noyes, A. D. Forty years of American finance. New York, 0. P. Putnam's Mons, 1909.United States. Department of the Treasury. Bureau of the Mint. Report of thedirector.

Circular no. 52. See also tinder Theory and Illstory of Banking,

THEORY AND HISTORY OF BANKING.

(Three hours a week, spring term, sophomore or junior year.)

Classes 'of banks; operations of a commercial, bank ; the bank statement;
loans and discounts; relation between the bank and the borrower; bank notes;
deposits and cheeks; the clearing house; domestic exchange; bank organization'
and adnilnistrationl banks and the Government; American banking before
the Civil 'War; European banking systems; the Canadian banking Systeti;
banking-in South Amertea and the Orient; the national banking system ; bank-
ing reform-in the United States; the 'Federal Reserve System; State bunks and
trust companies.

REFERENCES.
Cannon, J. G. Clearing horses and currency. New Yertr,_7. G. Cannon, 1918.Catterall, R. C. The second hank. of the United States. Ckicaga. University of Chicago;1908.
Chaddeck, R. E. and Dewey. State banking before the pvil War.. Washington, D. C.,

(foverentent Printing Office, 1010.
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Chamberlain, Lawrence. The principles of bond investment. New York, Henry Holt
.41 Co., 1911. 551 p.

Cernant, C. A. Principles of money and banking. New York, Harper & Bros., 1905.
History of modern banks of issue. 4th ed. New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons,

1909.
Dunbar, C. F. Theory and history of banking. New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1917.

297 p.
Ettinger, It. P.. and Go lieb, I). E. Credits and collections. New York, New York Uni

sersity Press Book Store, 1917. 390 p.
Foster, M. li._ilarnking. New York, Alexander Hamilton Institute, 1917. 345 p.
Herrick, Cho: Trust companies. New York. Bankers' Publishing Co., 1915. 502 p.
Holdsworth. J. T. Money and banking. New York, D. Appleton & Co., 1917.. 511 p.
Kemmerer, E. W. Modern currency reform : a history and discussion of recent reforms

in India, Porto Rico. Philippine Islands, Straits Settlements,' anti Mexico. New
York, Macmillan Co., 1916. 564 p.

Postal Savings. Princeton. N. .1.. Princeton University Press. 1917. 176 p,
Sensorial variations in the relative demand for money anti capital in the

United States. United States Senate document, 61st Congress, 2t) session. 1911.
M7 p.

Rinley, David. The Independent treasury. Washington, Government Frintinli
Ottice. 1910. 370 p.

Kirkbride. F. B., and Sterrett, S. E. The modern trust company. New York, Macmillan
Co., 1921. 540 p.

Laughlin..1. I.: Banking progress. New York, Scribner, 1920. 349 p.
Myrick. Herbert. The. Federal farm loan system. New 'York, Orange Judd & Co.,

1916. 239 p.
National Monetary Commission. Publications.
United States. Department of the Treasury. Comptroller of the Currency. Reports.

Washington, C.. Government Printing Office,
--- Federal Reserve Board. Annual reports and bulletins. Washington, D. C.,

, Government Printing Office.
White. Horace. Money and banking Illustrated by American history. 5th ed. N. w York,

Ginn & Co., 1921. 425 p.
Willis. Ii. P. American banking. Chicago, T Salle Extension University, 1916.

361 p.
BANKING PRAC l'ICE.

(Three hours a week, fall term, junior or senior year.)

Opening an *account: deposits ; deposit record ; payitig checks; bank loans;
collateral loans; reid estate b ns; estubilshing credit ; bank accounting; de-
positors' accounts: the transit department ; duties of officers.

REFERENCES.

Agger, E. E. Organized banking. New York. Holt, 191R. 555 p.
Bagehot, Walter. Lombard street. New York, Dutton, 1920. 34R p.
Barrett, A. It. Modern banking methods. New York, Bankers' Pub. Co., 1911. 325 p.
Chamberlain, Lawrence. The work of a bond house. New York, Moody Magazine

& Book Co.. 1912; 157 p.
Fiske: A. K. Modern bank. New York, D. Appleton & Co., 1904.
KnitEn, W. II. The practical work of a bank. New York, Bankers' Pub. Co., 1916,

644 P.
United States. Department of the Treasury. Comptroller of the Currency. Instruc-

tions relative to the organization of a national bank. Washington, Government
Printing Office.

',Wolfe, 0. II. Practical banking. Chicago, La Salle Extension University, 191,7. 290 p,
her ohm instructions relative to State banking issued by various 'State bank

superintendents.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

(Three hours a week, spring term, junior oesenior year.)'

Monetary systems of the world; rates of exchange; foreign remittances;
bills of exchange; work of the exchttnge box; financing of exports; financing of
Imports; finance bills; arbitrage; gold shipments; exchange and the Yates of
interest; exchange and the securities market; sterling exchange; French ex-
change ; Gentian exchange; exchange with other countries.

REFERENCES.
Brooks, H. K. Foreign exchange textbook. Chicago, Foreign Exchange Publishing Co.,

1906.
Easton, H. T. Money, exchange, and banking. London, Sir Isaac Pitman & Bons, ltd.,

1907.
Eicher. F. Elements of foreign exchange. New York. Alexander Hamilton Institute,

1913.
Foreign exchange explained. New York ,-Macmillan CO.

Gardner, J. P. The moneys of the world. New York, Bankers' Publishing Co., 1909.
Marvell', Anthony W. International exchange. New York, Anthony W. Margraff, 1912.

R
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Mob lemon. M. W. World's principal monetary systems. New York, Banking LawJournal, 1912. 50 p.
Norman. J. 11. Complete guide to the world's 29 metal money systems. London. B. Is Ow,Nlarston 1E Co., 1892.
Patterson, E. I_ s. loestie and foreign exchange, New York. Alexander Ham! it011Institute, 1917. 298 p.
Pratt, S. S. Work of Wall street. New York, Appleton, 1921.Shugrue. M. .1. Pro Menu in foreign exeIlnge. New York. Appleton, 1920,United States. Departthent of the Treasury. Reports of the hint for of the 1RtWhitehead. A. C. Foreign exelmnr". N. w York. Appleton. 1921.York, Thomas. Foreign exchange. New YorkRonald, 1920.

INTERNATIONAL BANKING AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

By IRA B. esoss,
Professor of Economics; University of Catiforttia.

In many universities the study of. international banking and foreign exchange
is made part of a general introductory course in money and banking, while in
others where the subjects of money and banking are treated in separate Courses
it is discussed in the course ill banking. Comparatively few Institutions devote
a semester sot ply to its consideration. The importance of the subject of foreign
exchange was nay recognized at the University of California, where almost 20
years ago Dr. arl C. Plehn added it to the curriculum of the economics depart-
ment of th institution. In the last few years other universities have done
likewise

Sly experit ice leads me to believe that international banking and foreign
exchange sho d be given as a separate three-unit one-semester course and
should follow tl e elementary work in money and honking. As the curriculum of
an economics department is usually outlined, the beginning course In economics
Is given in the sophomore year. Students desiring to specialize in the field
under, discussion should therefore take the introductory work in money and
banking during the first semester of their junior your, following it with the
study of international banking and foreign exchange in 'the second semester.

The lectures and discussion should be based upon a textbook, of which we
are having an increasingly large number published each year. An opportunity
should be constantly afforded the class to ask questions, because the practices
of foreign exchange are always difficult for beginners to understand. Exercises
anti problems should be assigned from time to time, so as to atiquaint the
students with the banking forms used, the different types of foreign exchange
documents employed, and the methods followed in figuring the buying and sell-
ing rates of the various kinds of exchange.

As to the content of the course, it has been found advisable to begin in-
struction by devoting about two weeks to a.discussion of domestic exchange.
Students more easily grasp the principles underlying exchange transactions
when the money of only one country is involved. This part of the course may
well cover the following matters: The definition of domestic exchange; the
agencies used in the settlement of accounts' between merchants and others in
different parts of the United States, such as bank drafts, money orders,. ac-
ceptances (bank and trade), letters of credit, etc., and the advantages aqd diff-
adVantages of each; methods of protest; indorsements; liability of drawer,
drawee, and indorsers; and factors affecting rates of domestic exchange.

Then passing to a discussion of international banking and foreign exchange,
the collise readily proceeds along the following lines: The definition of foreign
exchange; foreign exchange in theory; classes of bills of exchange and how they
are used, such as, clean and documentary bills, drafts drawn against securities,
bankers' demand drafts, bankers' long bills, letters of credit, travelers' cheques,
express and postal money orders, cables, etc.; characteristics of the foreign ex-
change market., dealer% International banking relation% etc.; rates at exchange,
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par of exchange. methods of quoting exchange raw; on various countrlea, fac-
tors making fe4r tioutemitu.s lu rites; the p,.141 movement, cau,c for export
anti Import for Kohl, and the mechaulam.omployed; how money Is made In for.

-elgu exchange transactions; effect of the World War on the exchange market,
and finally exercises an t...scusolon of practices arising in connection with the
actual buying and !:elling of exchange, conversion, expected rates of profits, etc.

A term paper involving a careful and Nulled study of the foreign exchange
relations of a partleohir country is of very real assistance to the student by
enabling hint to see more clearly how the prinCiples discusRq throughout the
course apply in actual practice.

REFERENCES.

reztbooks.
Brown, H. G. International trade awl bongo. New York, MaemIllan Co., 1914.

153-197 p.
Radler, F. Klement,. of foreign exchange. York, Alexander liotnilton Institute.

1913.
Foreign elichlingie explained. New York. Macmillan Co., 1917. 219 p.

iltirgraff, Anthony W. International exchauw. Now York. Anthony W. Niargraff. 1912.
299 p.

Patterson, K. L. S. 1)omestic ands foreign exchange. New York, Alexander
IllsIttUte; 1917. .2914 p.

The following books are also excellent referetwes:
Brooks. H. K. Foreign exchange teithook. Chicago. Foreign Exanange Puh. Co., 19141,
Clare. George. The A B C of foreign rxuhonge, New York. Macmillan Co . 1595.
(Coacher. ron.ign exchange. New York, f'hariee Scriloner's Suns. Landon, C. Wil-

son. 1598.
Patterson, IL C. S. Notes on foreign excbunge. Toronto. Can., Share Correspondenee

School. 19141.
Spahltng, 'Wm. F. Foreign exchange and foreign hills. New York. Sir Isaac Pitman &

Ron" 1015. 215 p.
Withers, Hartley. Money changing. New York, E. P. Dutton & Co.. 1913. 1143 p.

New York, g. P. Dutton & Co.. 11115. 171 p.
The following references contain money and conversion tables for figuring

foreign exchange:
!Ironic*. R. K. Foreign exchange textbook. ('hirsen. Foreign -Exchange Pub. Co.. 1000.
Pavia. K. D. Foreign exchange taMete. Minneapolis. Minn., E. D. Davis. 1912. 1145 p.
Gonzales, V'. Modern foreign frehonge. New York. C. S. Hammond & Co., 11)14. p.
kfargraft. Anthony W. International exchange. New York. Anthony W. Mnrgratf, 1912.

209 p.
Norman. 3. H. rniceratil eambist. New York. 0. P. Putnam's Sons.
Spalding, W. E. Eastern exchange, currency, and finance. New York, Sir Isaac Pitman

& Sons. 1920. 404 p.
!Item, C. A. Arbitration and parities of exchange. New York. C. A. Stern &fo., 1901.
Tate. Modern cantl,124. Two revisions. one by J. WestlyCdhson, the other' by H.

Schmidt.
Whitak(7, C- Foreign exchange, New York, Appleton & Co., 1919,
York. T. Foreign exchange. NriV York. Ronald Press, 1920. 182 P.

INVEBTMENTSSTOCIE AND PRODUCE EXCIIANGE--003111198ION
AND BROKERAGE PRACTICE.

By HENRY RAND HATFIELD,
eo* of the tinealtis, University of Calijornia..

The'at'udy of investments has but recently 'found a recognized place in the
ettoricnium of the conunerulal .courea Considerable literature has appeared;
but much of it makes no attempt at sclenctifie treatment and is little more than
meretricious advice as to how 'one can unite a. successful CUT1, in thg ef.ock
market. Even the more scientific and schojarly WOIL'it9r, for the moat gut: dis-
cuss! only American markets and conditions, and have only an Indireet bearing
on' theproblems of forelfm tradb. Thus, the-standard test on Investment:a: used

inisineew notices. ae welt as by colleges; makes no reference whatever .to
11tirOgnSeenritim and markets, and one might infer from its /swum' that bonds
Went Issue& br no tilevielmnseat ether than that of the Unitectlltates. But the
War ham done way Awl& oar isaiatkati Particfuladp- 1 canna cladslind tar

;
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train for foreign trade. foreign as well as domestic investments must be
Meted. This 1as true, not so much because dealing in foreign .avesitments is
in itself a form of international trade. as hemit-. the transfer of Inventntent
securities is one of the frbfat obvious menus of paying for Imports. In the past
this has been true to a minor degree. It has been a striking phettornenon during
the recent war; it will probnbly be -ontintionsly important in future trade
between America and Europe. Already the (tonged attitude has been typified
by a series of articles published by the American Association of .Social and
Tolitival Science under the title America's changing investment market."

The course on Investments *bottle! Inclnde the following matters: The fora
and characteristics of carious types of Investments; the basin. of seettrity. in
investments; and elements of investment value. The student should eitamine
sluecdtd aseuriths, making such Investigations as are properly made hy the
investment denier before andertsking to handle an twine. Such matt/ere are
recognized as a pert of any coarse oil investments. A-ennrse he tiring on foreign
trade sbonld emphasize also the broader aspects of the investment market. sock
for instance. as are brought fait in ('. K. 11014on's "The evporttitf capital." and
J. A. liobsen's economic interpretation of investment." AttentIon.should
also he given to the great financial movements so adtnimbly treated In Mitchell's
"Economic scars." Caution mast he token lest the study of price movements
degenerate. as In so many popular treatises, into a mere attempt to forecast
protit,tale speculations on a margin.

TL.. course in investments should follow courses In the principles of
economics, in-counting, statistical inetiosis, and the mathematical principles
involved In the calculation of net yield. This last-named subject is sometimes
included in the course in inves/ments. Prefernhly it should be given In a
preliminary mathematical course being most conveniently handled in connection
with the :tilled topics of annuities. depredation, sinking ftmdst, etc. A genlid
survey of corporation Nuance is also preferably given as a prerequisitelto,
rather than as a part of. the course in Investmejita.

Stock, exchanges are necessarily considered in connection with the study of
,invesiments. The closely allied activities of produce exchanges have been
more neglected in the college curriculum, although they are perhaps far more
significant in relation to foreign trade. Foretgb sehoots hove given mach more
attention to the details of such organized markets than have the negoota, in
this country. This is doubtless justified by the fact that in Europe the colleges
Of 0111)111E4W hove heen preeminently tritining sehoels for foreign trade, while
in America, foreign trade having been relatively insignificant, interest centered
en the home market. But now, when training fur foreign trade in imperative,
the schools of Belgium and Frunee may well nerve as models. The Institut
Supericur de Commerce, of Antwerp, founded In UM, is one of the most
successful us well as one of the oldest of such schools. Students in the thfrd
year are given a course dealing with the exchanges of London. Paris:Brunets,
Antwerp. Amstertinni, Berlin, and New York. In addition attention is paid
to the general marketi of Egypt, Canada, South America, China, Java, Straits
Settlements, and Ceylon. About one-fourth of the Belgians who have graduated
front the Antwerp school are located in England, South America, SilliCaPore,
India, Tunis, Congn Free State, Japan. China, and Calm. In addition to
these, a very large number are Matted" In other countries in continental
Europe. With such an array of trained eonunercial emissaries, It is not stir-
prising that Belgian foreign trade is so highly developed. No sorb program
is attempted in American schools. If the ignited States is at all to'rlval Belgium
in Its relative standing in the world illeikeiS, It ts necessary to tumbril instruc
tion to the organisation, forme, and procedure et. *veto markets.
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The technic of the organized markets-commissions, brokerage, etc. --is a
matter which must be dealt with in connection with the study of the stock,
produce, and other exchanges. This has generally been lint lightly touched
upon in American colleges, save as it relates to American practice. 'While the
student preparing for foreign trade should not be encumbered with a mass of
details which he can neither remember nor use, he should be informed as to
the main features of trade customs in foreign countries, and should know
Where to look for supplementary details. Unfortunately, on these subjects
there is a paucity of. good treatises in the English language, and a still greater -
lack in those especially adapted to American students.

The subjects touched on above are best studied in the last year of the course
in commerce. They require considerable background, and some specific pre-
liminary training, as, for instance, that in mathematics. Not less than three
hours a week throughout a year should be allowed for these subjects. This
time should be exclusive of that devoted to cognate subjects such as banking,
foreign exchange, etc., which may form separate courses and are elsewhere
considered in this report.
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COMPARATIVE FINANCE AND TAXATION.
Ey GEORGE E. PUTNAM,

Professor of Eceitomics, Washington Untrereity.
The subject matter of Government finance, now one of the well standardized

courses of study in the curricula of most American colleges and universities,
may be indicated briefly as follows:

I. Government expenditures: The difference between public and private ex-
penditures; economy, regularity, and purpose in expenditures ; the growth and
significance of the expenditures of central and local governments in modern times.

II. Government revenues: (a) Revenues from public lands. the post office,
and pithlic industries; the conditions under which governments should engage
in industrial undertakings; (b) fees, special assessments, and taxes as sources
of revenue; the canons of taxation; the meaning of " equitable" taxation ; pro-
portional, progressive, and regressive rates; (c) . the forms and incidence of
taxationproperty, income, inheritance, customs, excise, corporation, capita-
tion, business and license taxes; the relative importance $f these taxes in the
fiscal systems of leading nations; problems of administration; (d) the value of
current proposals for reform in the tax system and in the administration of tax
laws; the single tax ; the proper balancing of Federal, State, and local revenue
systems in the united States.

III. Government debts (a source of revenue to be justified by the character
of the expenditure contemplated) : The history of national debts as to charac-
ter, purpose, amount, and administration; industrial loans, deficiency loans,
and war loans; bends versus taxes in war finance; conversion and sinking
funds; State and local indebtedness; restrictions on borrowing power.

There is an intimate relation between the study of Government finance and
the general field of economics. The former is concerned primarily with public
revenues, expenditures, and their administration ; the latter may be defined as
the study of the desires, efforts, and rewards of human beings engaged in tlie
business of making a living or, More briefly, as the social science of wealth.
Where economic science has to do with the wealth-getting and wealth-using
activities ()Linen as members of society, Government finance deals specifically
with the economic relation of organized society to its individual members. And
that relation is not to be ignored. When, by common consent, a government
assumes the responsibility of operating a railroad, a 'postal service, a water
plant (municipal finance), or of protecting its citizens, it is satisfying human
desires in a field where private enterprise presumably has failed or is incompe-
tent. It is the central authority to which certain responsibilities have been
assigned so that they may he assumed for the benefit of all rather than for the
benefit of a few. Again. the financial policy of a government mai determine
the channels of human effort in production, as when taxes are levied on the
importation of'foreign goods`for the purpose of stimulating their production,
within the country. A government may indeed impose such onerous taxes on
its citizens as to penalize materially their productiveefforts. Finally, taxes are
paid by individuals solely from the product of human industry, that is, from
the shares of private income known as rent, interest, wages, and profits. These
are the rewards men receive for their efforts, and out of these rewards a
government extracts most of its revenue. If a tax system is carelessly devised,
It will mean injustice and hardship to some while others will profit by, escaping
their share of the tax burden. In order to pass an authoritative judgment upon
the or injustice of a particular tax or tax system with a view. to pre-
venting g s inequalities among taxpayers, one must have a firm grasp on the
theory and principles of economic science.

82188°-22---5
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Government finance is thus a part of the science of economics, which in turn
is but a Part of the study of man. In a college curriculum the subject may be
conveniently offereJ as a semester or full year's course of three hours a week
to properly qualified juniors and seniors, that is, to those who have completed an
introductory course in the principles and problems of economics. For those
students who are seeking a general training in economics, a half-year course is
probably sufficient. Those who expect to engage in public service should pursue
the subject much further than is possible In one semester.

As a preparation for citizenship, pUblic service, or commercial life, a knowl-
edge of Government finance is fundamental: Taxation touches the economic
life of every` breadwinner. directly or indirectly. justly or unjustly it is at all
times it factor affecting the satisfaction of human desires, the expenditure of
human effort, and the distribUtion of wealth; and it is a powerful weapon when
used as a means of effecting social or economic reforms. Now that the World
War has thrust upon 'governments greater financial responsibilities than ever
before, the subject has come to have a new importance not only in. the college
classroom but also in the public press. Some of the larger problems are centered
about time means of raising the necessary revenue without Impeding proper
business activity or giving rise to class feeling and gross ineqUality. It makes
a good deal of difference, so far as the welfare of the masses Is concerned,
whether the financial obligations are net out of revenue 41rom increased taxa-
tion or from bond issues, though but few appreciate the relative merits and
demerits of either method. So important has the study of these public questions
become that a number of universities now definitely prescribe government
finance as a required subject for all undergraduates majoring In economics.

For those seeking a general knowledge of government finance, the following
works may be 'recommended:
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COMPARATIVE CORPORATION LAWS AND FINANCE.

By CHARLES W. 13111.3187/M117:90.

Director of Finance, School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance, New York Unireroity.

Since exporting from the United States will attract. our larger industries
chiefly, and since these are organized on the corporate plan, the man or
woman who is about to prepare for work in the foreign field may well include
in his Or her studies the subject of comparative corporation laws and finance.

Two plans are ordinarily open to an American concern doing business in a
foreign country: To form a separate corporation in the country or to apply
for permission' for the American company to do business there; to be sure
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a third method may be adopted, permitting a local concern to attend to thebusiness as owner of the American concern's goods or as consignee, but theuse of this method deprives to some extent the American concern of theabsolute control of its own business.
Before any one of these methods of clang business in a foreign country canbe selected, the business man will have to know something about how corpora-tions may be formed in foreign countries, who May be the incorporators, burdensplaced on ownership of the stock. and like questions. The restrictions onthe ownership of property. by foreign corporations must be considered. Alwaysthe tax laws must he studied carefully.
In certain countries and for certain purposes, it will be almost absolutelynecessary to organize local companies. It must be remembered that the divisionof business organizations into partnerships and corporations holds good onlyfor the English-speaking countries. In the Latin and Teutonic countries 'manyother forms of association are in common use.
While ii will uot'be necessary ordinarily to understand the intricacies offinancing, since funds will be supplied gy the home concern and no sale ofinterests in the foreign company will be sought to be made, the student shouldin a general way have some understanding of local laws pertaining to the formsof stock or other interests of ownership and to the conditions under whichthey may la. issued.
Whether a concern operates a mere branch or owns a subsidiary, the localmanagers have to understand the 'local laws governing the relation ofcreditor and debtor.
In some foreign countries the accounting of corporations is closely regu-lated. Laws pertaining to this subject will have to .he studied, as will. alsothe rules pertaining to the distribution of profits. Moreover, since corporationsdoing an extensive business in any country are likely to come into contact withinsolvent concerns, the laws of bankruptcy and of reorganization will demandconsideration.

Two methods of studying the subject are possible: The one, theoreticallysuperior, is to study one phase of the law or of corporate financing at a timeand then to cojppare the laws and practices of the several countries; the othermethod is the more practical and will probably coMmend itself to students,since it makes for economy of time, effort, and memory. This method *con-sists of studying the entire subject of corporation laws and the practice offinance as they are found in a given country. As country after country isInvestigated, the same general outline may be used. Some such simple schemeas this may be followed:

I. Corporation laws:
1, Organizationkinds and methods.
2. Ownershipkinds, rights, obligations.
3. Management.
4. Relation to State.
5. Taxes and reports.
6. Insolvent corporations and reorganizations.

II. Corporation finance:
1. Borrowing funds.
2. Accounting.
3. Declaration of profits.
4. Special practices.
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In every case a study i if foreign laws and finance should he based on a thor-
ough understanding of t principles of American law and finance. Variations
from the American stan rd will be readily understood and retained in the
memory.

Unfortunately, few books have appeared In the English language dealing
with the laws and practices of corporation finance in foreign countries. Many
books, however, have been written In foreign languages, but they are not
readily available for the ordinary student. In compiling the following short
bibliography the author has had in mind the practical necessity of sticking as
far as possible to the English texts.

The following bibliography of works of South American countries is supplied
by the librarian of the financial library of the National City Bank of New
York:
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INSURANCE COURSES IN THE PREPARATION FOR FOREIGN
TRADE WORK.

Ily ROBERT RIEGEL,

Professor of Insurance and Statistics, University of Pennsylvania.

The foundations of n 'foreign trade course are the subjects of broad scope.
which form a background for: and introduttion to studies of particular phases
of economic life. As the average student's time is at least fully occupied in ,
college by approximately 24 hours of class-work per week, the first year is
easily consumed by these fundamental courses. The second and third years
include a continuation of some of this fundamental work, but considerably more
time Is available for general business courses more closely related to the future
work of one who expects to engage in foreign trade, such as accounting, the
monetary and credit systems under which business is conducted, the domestic
marketing systems for important commodities, the general principes of merchan-,
dieing, including advertisthg and manufacturing, organization and operations.'
These considerations explain why the subject of insurance is not generally met
With in college courses before the second or third year.

At the conclusion of the second year the student has completed whit may be
called for the present purposes preparatory subjects and is fate to concentrate
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attention upon* such subjects as more directly pertain to his proposed calling.
As concerns insurance, three hours per week may very profitably be devoted
during the third year to a general course intended to explain the elementary
principles of life, coTpensation, tire, title and credit insurance, and corporate
bonding. All of these are valuable, if not essential, to anyone engaging In
business, and particularly a. business involving the use of credit, relations with
employees, ownership Tins inanuitement of real estate, and commodities. Some
transactions connect therewith Jere unavoidable in the course of business of a
shipper, forwarder, export house, or vessel owner engaged in foreign trade. It
is impossible in the ordinary college curriculum to require every student to take
the three or four separate courses necessary to treat such subjects exhaustively,
and .yet it is desirable that all should he acquainted with the more important
phases, an acquaints ace which is furnished by a general insurance course of
three hours per week.

The fourth year gives the opportunity to direct attention to two forms of
insurance which are of primary importance to the exporter, shipper, forwarder,
and shipowner -- marine 1111(1 tire insurance. With the aid of considerable out-
side rending, especially in connection with tire insurance, a course with two
hours per week eliisa work will probably suffice. This will consist of an equal
amount of lectures and quizzing upon a text and assigned readings. In the
case of marine insurance the most satisfactory plan has been found to be the
use of a text supplemented by lectures and discussions. Attention must neers-
wally be devoted to subjects important from the viewpoint of the insured
rather than the insurer, but there is danger of overemphasizing this method
of treatment and omitting from consideration sonic subjects which are in an
indirect way very intimately connected with the interests of the insured. It is
evident that an ideal method would he to prepare the separate courses, to meet
the needs of those enrolled in such courses, but it Is equally obvious that there
must be a reasonable limit to the number of courses given.

The above statement is written not only with ideal conditions in mind, but with
a view to what can apparently be -accomplished under existing limitations.
Appended is a bibliography of the more necessary and accessible publications
on marine insurance.
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STUDY OF FISCAL AND CUSTOMS LEGISLATION.
By L. S. Row,

Director General of the Pan American Union, Waslolington, D. C.
This subject is one of the most important pertaining to the curriculum of

a sehool Of coiamerce awl finance,. We iee more and more manifestations of gov-
ernmental regulation iof international' commerce; and it is necessary that those
who propose*, fit themselves for international trade should be equipped with
a general hilt accurate knowledge of modern lendenc.10 in governmental
regulation, in order that later they may not work under a misunderstanding.

The regulation of international commerce from the national point of view, in
such a way as at one and the same time to protect the public interest and to
interfere least with the conduct of private business, has become a science.
At the beginning, such regulation represented no scientific principle. The
purpose of regulation of trade was largely the-natural one of securing revenue.
The Goternment intended to make 'commerce from abroad bear the burden of
governmental administration, as far as compatible ..with the requirements of
domestic trade. We, are familiar in this country with the ancient slogan,
"Let the foreigner pay the expenses of our Government."
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Because of its purpose to secure revenue, public regulation of trade for a
longtime could not be carried one in a scientific manner., It proceeded from
one detail to -another, and almost never worked from a basis of principle.
Through long' years, governmental. regiilation of trade grew simply by the
Process of accretion. There is nothing so difficult as to overcome-niutinary
and traditional methods a doing things; and rational reform of governmental
regulation of commerce hits been no easier to achieve than other improvemepta.
Nevertheless, the struggle for simplicity has gone on, and with it a struggle
for uniformity. These years-of preparation for our present interest in the true
nature of fiscal regulation of trade have seen a long and interesting series of
efforts at international cooperation. International congresses of statistics,
trade, and commerce have been held in Europe-during the last 41) years, and
the subject matter of the European gatherings has in turn formed a large part
of the program of conferences in the United States and Latin America. As
one of the most recent, examples of this I limy cite the International Con-
ference of Commercial Statistics, held at Brussels- in 1913, which prepared a
commercial statistical schedule for international use. This schedule was
adopted by the International High Commission of the American Repulics at
its first general meeting in Iluengs Aires in April, 1916, and it is likely that
it will be adopted before long as to standard of commercial statistics through-
out the hemisphere.

As course of study in the field of fiscal legislation might be outlined smile-
what as follows; Documentation; consular activities; port dues; methods of
appraisal; classification, for practical and statistical purposes.

Obviously, some o( these topics tie of less importance than others. The
subject of port dues has much less significance than those-of classification and
appraisal. The mastery of the technic or customs documentation is simpler
than a grasp of the duties of consular officers. The student must be well
grounded in the underlying theory of tariff legislation and fiscal regulation,
rind this presupposes some fair knowledge of contemporary economic theories
and -political tedencies,_ as well as of the econowit history of the United
States. Mere study of the documents will hardly help him without this broad
foundation of principle.

The class should become acquainted with types of official invoices and
manifests, taticing up at the same time, bY-way of comparison, railway and
',shipping companies' invoices, manifests ana bills of lading. Collections of
these consular documents may be secured directly from the consular repre-
sentatives of the several nations, but they are to be found in various public
documents and trade cyclopedias.

Tlie consular regulations of,the United States and summarized translations
of the consular regulations of the leading commercial countries should he put
In the hands of students. Even though it may not be necessary to require a
detailed knowledge of all the regulations, the more important consulatduties
should be thoroughly described.

The difficulty in studying the subject of port dues arises from their endless
variety in terminology, incidence, and jurisdiction. The requirements of the

. larger portS shonld be studied In detail,. and so far- as the United States Is
concerned, reference should be had to the excellent report entitled, "Ports of
the United States," by G. M. Jones, Miscellaneous Series- No. 33, Department
of Commerce, Washington, 1916. The latest edition of the navigation laws
should be studied in this connection.

Of course, for the study of methods of appraisal, thorough and intelligent
use must be made of the United States Cufitoms Regulations. A codifiCation
of .theie regulations is in process, and the study of our customs system will be
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greatly facilitated when this work shall have been completed. Reference may
be made in this, connection to the excellent reports published by the Department
of Commerce and Federal TPftde Commission In recent years'

The report of the Inter-American High Commission, Foreign Trade Council,
of the American Manufacturers' Export Association, National Association of
Manufacturers, the International ('ongresses of Chambers of Commerce, and
many of tbe.excellent publications of the Pan American Union should be at hand
in carrying on such work. A good collection of the translations of the tariff
laws of the world is also essential.

As to classiticatton, the student must be shown how systems of classification
were constructed, or more accurately, how they have been developed in the /
way most convenient for administrators and legislators. Frequent and cafeful
use of tariff statistics is the best method of teaching the system of statistical

*classification, and the student should be introduced to all the official statistical
'public:alms of the leading coniniercial countries of the world. It will be
worth the instructor's while to secure as complete a collection of the most recent
of these official bulletins. He should note that they are sometimes to be found
as appendices to the reports of the ministers of finance, rather than as separate
publications. Tariff classification, so far as the United States is concerned,
might profitably be studied in the .reports of hearings before the Committees
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, and on Finabce, of the
Senate.

Some slight knOwledge of the fiscal administrative codes which obtain in
many countries governed .under The system of modern Roman law will be de-
sirable, if the student expects to understand the by -no- means- simple procedure
occasionally necessary in fiscal cases.

The bibliography of fiscal and customs legislation and regulation may be
divided into the following three groups: -

I. Texts of national legislation and regulation.
II. Texts of international agreements and the proceedings of international

conferences on the uniformity of legislation and regulation.
III. Manuals and treatises of administrative law.

There follow a few titles, arranged in accordance with the foregoing. The
list is merely suggestive, even for the United States. Attention has been given .
to Latin America rather than to Europe, Itemise of the fact that the fiscal
literature of Europe is well indexed in such bibliographies as that contained
in Pr Of. Taussig's manual.
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DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN COMMERCIAL POLICIES.

By SIMON LITMAN,
Professor of Economics, University of Illtooi..

The purpose Of the courses on Domestic and foreign commercial policies"
should be:

1. To bring out clearly the relationship between the public and the private
aspects of business. _1

2. To determine the aims and the. limitations of governmental trade-shapi4
activities.

3. To consider the methods and agencies used by the State and -by other
public authorities in order to control and to promote commerce.

4. To give students a comprehensive understanding as to what business men
must do or refrain from doing in order to conform to governmental require-
ments at home and abroad, as well as to familiarize them with the functions
and the work of those institutions from which merchants may obtain guidance
mind assistance in the pursuit of their legitimate business enterprises.

The course on domestic commercial policies should begin with an analysis
of domestic trade and with a discussion Kits various forma (wholesale, retail,
mail order, etc.) 111 so far ns these give rise to and are affected by legislatiVe
enactments, judicial decisions, and administrative acts. The instructor, keep-
ing in mind that emphasis must he laid on policies and not on technical details,
should then review the measures which have been passed for the purpose of
Insuring the free play of competition and of preventing unfair methods and
frauds. Some of the topics to be d'xussed are these: The regulation of
markets, of stock and produce exchanges, of warehouses and elevators; classifi-
cation of grain and of cotton into grades; the crop-reporting system ; provisions
regarding standard weights and measures; pure food and drug legislation;
protection of patenta and trade-marks.; antitrust legislation; decisions regard-
ing price maintenance, use of trading stamps, Misleading advertising; false
statement laws; bulk sales laws; the bankruptcy act. The concluding part of
the course should consider chambers of commerce and similar nontrading as-
sociations of merchants as well as various governmental bureaus, departments,
and commissions dealing with domestic trade.
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It is desirable to have two courses on foreign' commercial .policies. In thefirst course the nature, the significance, and the 'essential- characteristics of

foreign commerce as distinct from domestic trade should he brought caw The
subject matter may then he presented in the following sequence:

(s) Tariff as one of the most important manifestations of a muntry's com-
mercial policy; changes in theories and in policies (mercantilists, physiocrats,
classical and national schools-of political economy) ; balance of trade versus
fiscal balance; arguments for free trade and for protection (economic, social,

military) ; protection of agriculture, of manufactures; different kindsof customs duties; import, export. specific. ad valorem, countervailing, etc.;
incidence.of taxation by means of customs duties; bounties; prohibitions Of

f exports; the making of the tariff; tariff commission; tariffstemautonot s, general and conventional, general and preferential, maxi-mum 01141 riinitnuni; commercial treatiestheir nature and scope; European
and American interpre on of the most-favored-nation clause; dumping.

(b) Navigation policies. the merchantmarine question; regulation of ship-
building and of shipping; s Aping subsidies; discriminating duties on 'vessels
and their cargoes; traffic agreements of ocean carriers; Government. owner-
ship of ships; improvements of rivers and of harbors; control' of terminal
facilities; port charges; taxation of shipping.

lei Trade-promoting activities and institutions in foreign countries and Inthe States; cOnsular,serviee; duties and functions of consuls, of com-
merial iittacli(s. of trade commissioners; legislative committees and executive
departments and bureaus devoted to the furthering of foreign commerce; the
organization and the ativ.ities of the Department of Commerce; cooperation
for the development _of foreign trade; Federal Reserve Law and trade con-
nections; branch banks in foreign countries.

tit) RegulatiOns affecting commercial travelers, samples, trade-marks, credit,
and collections..

The second course should be historical in character and should consider
changes in the commercial policies of the United States and of the leading
foreign nations. Study should also be made of the after -war commercial proh-
lems and of the ways to solve them. If no separate course is offered On customs
administration, additional topics to be treated are the work of the custom-
house, ialinkmi warehouses, drawbacks, etc.

A half-year semester, three hours ti week, should be spent on each course.The time for giving these courses would depend upon correlation with other
parts of the curriculum; however, under no circumstances does it seem advis-
able to give them befol.e the junior year. The eourse on domestic commercial
policies should precede and Should be regarded as a prerequisite for the first
course op foreign commercial policies. If the subjects are taught in the junior
year, the second course on i reign commerce may be given either concurrently
or in the senior year.

The students undertaking this work should' be. well versed principlesof economics and have a knowledge of economic geography and of economic
history. A careful coordination of these courses with those on commercial
law, or fiscal legislation, and on business organization and operation is highly
desirable in (oder to avoid unnecessary duplications.

The !Courses may undergo contraction or expansion in the .presentation of
certahoi parts, dependent on the filet as to what additional courses are offered
on such topics as diplomatic and consular service, customs legislation and ad-
ministratIbn, ocean transportation, credit and collections, and exporting and ha-
porting.
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Students should be required to read the current literature ors the subject ; re-
ports, bulletins, periodicals issued by the Government as well as -by trade
organizations and associations.

There is no single volume which can be used as a text for the outlined course
cn domestic Commercial policies. The subject may be covered by referring
the students to various parts of the books listed below.

For the first course on foreign trade, -Fisk's " International Commerelal
Policies" gives a concise and systematic presentation of some of the important
problems to be discussed. The first edition of this book vas published ith1907
and It is in need of a revision, a number of its chaplets being out of (ite.
Taussig's " Tariff. History of the Unitefi States" may be used for one part of
the second course on Foreign Trade, the other parts to be covered by means
of assigned readings.
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PART II. GOVERNMENT.

THE CONSULAR SERVICE.

By EARL WILLIS CRECRAFT,

Professor of Political Science and Economics, Municipal University of Akron, Ohio.
The examinations which are given by the State Department to applicants for

positions in consular service include'the following subjects:
I. International, maritime, and commercial law.

II. Political and commercial geography.
III. Arithmetic.
IV. Modern languages.
V. Natural, industrial, and commercial resources and commerce of the

United States.
VI.. Pol itical economy.

VII. American history, Government and institutions.
VIII. Modern history (since 1850) of Europe, South America, and the Far

East.
-

It will be seen from this that no single course of lectures which a school
might offer will cover thoroughly all these different subjectg. Each subject in
the above list is more or less a special subject in itself. The fticulty of a.litrge
school of commerce is composed of specialists in each of these lines. .There-
fore the student who would prepare
sary to take a number of courses under different instructors instead of expect-
ing to find one course answering.for all.

A student who wishes to prepare for the consular service should enter a
school of commerce or department of economics and pursue studies in those
courses which most nearly tit the prescribed subjects which are made the basis
for the-entrance examinations at Washington.

In meeting the requirements in international law, several universities offer
courses on the 'Principles of international law and an advanced course in
trenfies and the treaty-making power. In addition to these courses, there
are two courses of one semester each which bear directly on the organization
of the consular and diplomatic service and the rights and duties of diplomatic
and consular representatives in the 'protection of citizens and propertz abroad.

Mr. Wilbur J. Carr, the Director of the Consular Service, has pOrhaps cor-
rectly stated the true situation ielative to the inadvisability-of any university.
expending a large amount in establishing a school for-the consular and diplo-
matic service. In discussing this subject at the Conference on Training for
Foreign Service, held at Washington, December 81, 1915, Mr. Carr said :

think it may well justify serious consideration as to how many. courses you
can maintain in your uniVersitiestluft is, courses additional to the regular
courses in the universityfor preparation for this particular work; but there
is a way in which I think our need can be met, and very much greater needs
be met, by taking advantage of and meeting the condition which is confronting
us now with reference to-the training of men for foreign service Pn connection
with our export trade, due to increased bUsiness with other countries through'''
private enterprise. So far as I know, the eligible nip ,for that kind of work
are very few,ancl in this connedtion the educational institutions of This Country
are confronted with a problem which they will have to meet. From what I
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have seen of the work at Harvard and in the school of coinhi ree of New York
UniversitAI it seems to 'me that it woulil be perfectly possible to cobinr a
course of training- for the AniericanConsular Service with a oonrse of training
for service in export trade. and have sufficient demand for thosw eourses tro
enable them to be maintained, or at least, a reasonable lam of theta.

I ton convinced that the university training you 'would gie a titan who is
to be an export manager or ail international banker. or who is evoo to.'1,0 a
salesman abroad. is essentially that Which would meet the rerplirenients of _the
Consular Service. I do not see why (ft would not furnish the i'otualatialit to-t
making of a good consul. plus some specialization in internatbatul laW and in
the history 'of treaties :od similar subjects. It seems to me we blue there the
basis of a work which ran be done 'and will meet our needs and those of the
new field of foreign commerce.

The following courses in politial science in schools of commerce will be seen
to coincide with the list of subjects which are made the basis of the consular
and diplomatic examinations at Washington:

I. International law.
H. Treaties anti the treaty making power.

III. Rights and duties of consuls.
IV. Diplonattie protection of citizens and Property abroad. .

V. Principles of accounting.
VI? Spanish, French, or German.

VII. Indust rial and commercial geography.
VIII. Political economy.

Commereial lawlaw of contracts.
X. Commercial law of Spanish America.

XI. American government.
XII. Europe since 1870.
XIII. Current international problems.

The completion of Als program would be representative of npproximately
two years of work. It is not necessary for special students tohold strictly to a
set course for three Or four years. Special students may enter and take what-
ever courses they prefer. However, k should personally rec4ninend in prepa-
ration for the Consular Service that the student get at leasi two years of
general collegiate work before beginning to take the spechilized subjects which
have been mentioned above. .

One tililiculty about the 'whole matter 1804, the salaries of the lower grades
of the ConsulaServicenre low. Men wh2 have hada good kart in the busi-
ness world are nut tempted by lnw salaritip Business experience is.,no doubt a
help to the commercial representative otTour Government abroad. A7cording
to Carr it is not absolutely essential that the applicant for a position in
the Consular SerVice have business experience to Vs credit. The right kind.
of educational equipment and.personality are the prime factors.

But While commercial training should be emphasized In fitting men for the
Consular Service, the politieal, diplomatic, and governmental side mast also
be.kept prominent. This is whereinternational law, diplomatic history, treaties,
and political science in general are undoubtedly `important branches of training
not only for the consul, but for the secretary of legation entl for the commercial
attach.. , .
::_ It is frmuentlyadvocated 'that business experience be requited, however. Mr,
John Hays' Hammond, an ariicle published in the *Forum for July, -1918,-
advocates business expe Ce not only for sonisuls but for.diplomafic repre-

. sentWves.' He advoentes t selection of consuls with " due Consideration ,to
be given for their (future service in the diplomatic. corps ; so 'that ambassadors
may .bb choson from men wh have attained distinction in the Consular
Berviceir
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With all reipect for the wide experience and information with which Mr.

Hammond writes, it will not detract from the force of his point to Mid that
lb business man who finds himself suddenly placed in an important diplomatic
position will Aim) himself seriously handicapped unless he is inforined in the
subjects of history. economics, international law, and diploaey.- It isi appro-
priate, therefore, that the Department of State has attached much weight to
these subjects in the entrance examinations.

tine very important feature in addition to the preceding could he introduced
into the university course of training. This would be the inauguration of a
system of having consuls who return .to this country on Pave lecture before
classes which have students .enrolled in preparation' for the fo'reimi service.
This would place, before students and the regular instructors 2f the unlverility
'first hand information in regard to-the commercial opportunities where the
consuls are located abroad. This would be In Ape with the plan offered by
the National Foreign Trade Council relative to recommending that consuls
returning on leave to thiS country appear at business conferences and con-
entions fiir the\purpose of acquainting these bodies with business oppor-

tunities abroad. . je

Officials ()Me State Department have xommended that funds be provided
to enable consuls to attend such conventions. The writer of this article
desires to express the hope that,Itis this practice becomes perfected, returning
consuls will visit educational institutions where conveniently located, and
address Asses of young men who are pieparing- for .foreign tervice. This
prnatice Would be a great incentive to tl* work of the lecture room. If
chambers of commerce are to secure the services of our consuls when they
return for to temporary visit, there seem), to be no 'valid reason why toy
slwuid not be provided with the funds to enable them to apPear in the moro
important tjnd centrally h,eated schools of commerce where men are preparing
to enter.the identical kind of Wor in which they themselves are engaged.
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Immigration and Citiroksidp-rklocial Logialatioit.
By FikTTIE PL WrLL1AMS, ,

Associate Professor of Practical R ology,Univeraity of Netraska.
I. 1211,1,qt/ration anfliettizenship.It aciLcely seems necessary to suggest that

knowledge of the eomosltion and movement of the popujation of a countryfEt
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fundamental for those engaged in foreign service of any klbd. Upon the degree'
of mollpility of the population within the country will depend very largely the
desire for new goods and the facilities for distributing tliem, while its move-
Meld in and out of the country will provide opportunities focoinmercial inter-
course and necessitate diplomatic relations. Students of,immigration who regret
the overemphasis of thesconomic factor in this problem nevertheless,recognize
that economic opportune ies are the greatest force in modern times in drawing
people into foreign lands, and that trade currents can follow migration grooves
as naturally as t1s.y follow the flag. No one has yet stenlied immigration as a
wat Id phenomenon. It is still thought of in provincial terms as a Problem pecu-
liar to the United States, and not as one with which every country struggles
more or less.
, The supply of and demand for inhabitants is a basic fact not only in the move-
ment_uf population but also in the development of markets and especially in

. .

the futufe political relations of the countries of ..the- world. In the Far East a
thorough and ,sympathetic underkanding of the prottlems, arising out of the

pressure of population, and constructive cooperation with thin countries in
tcysnulating a 'program of relief, -will-go far toward averting a clash of interests
between East and West. in Russia and the South American States, where unde-
veloped resources wait upon an, increase in population, the problem is the
reverse; hilt no less momentous for the peace'and prosperity of the world.

No less important is a recognition of the various 'racial groups which make
up the political, unit or State: Everywhere abroad, where assimilation is less
complete and considered less essential than in the United States, foreign groups
are zealous for the recognition of racial distinctions. tone can readily,imagine
the leo,:s of gotcd, will which might follow the refusal to take note of this race
prejudice and to classify properly, various racial groups.

Keeping in mind the purpose" if the course outlined abOve, the following brief
syllabus is suggested for Latin America, the Far East, and Russia :

iM 1. Distrihntion and' density of the population.
2: Movement of .population-

1. Birth and death rates, increase 4f paulation and distribution of
increase.

2. Migration
(a) Internal movement of popplation

. (1) Between Statescauses.
,(2) Between rural and urban districts:
(3) Causes faj immobility when it exists.

-(b) Emigration-Ltcauses; countries sought; Attitude of gov-
o ernment and public opinion toward; legislation against ;

treaties controlling; detraled study of such movement
° to the United States.

(e) Immigrationsources; causes; character; effect pn coun-
try ; swift] status of immigrants; governmental encour-
agement; land policy; immigration laws:, colonizatio*
'societies.

8. Elements in.popteration,
1. Native stodi:racial clapidilcation.
2. Foreign stockimportance to national life; assimilation with na-

iive stock; attitude of foreign group to each pthk; admission
to political rights; citizenship' laws.
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H. Soria, leyklation.Irone wore to single outathe factor most essential to
the success of those i1igaged in foreign service, he probably would be correct in \
designating it to be the ability to acquire the viewpoint of the people in whose
country such agents are Twitted. In this respect,.. foreign service differs from
domestic, if not iii kind, at least in degree. It is not merely "getting. the view-
point of another persoalI -t y. in his own group but understanding those who
have different historical backgrorinds, customs, and moral and ethical.standards.

MIR\ viewpoint is secured partially by a study of tire language of a racial
group, but ordinarily the attention ot the,student is so engrossed by the physidd
process of learning to rend and speak that be loses all appreciation of the soul of
the: people which language is supposed to express, History offers another
possible avenue of approach, but the emphasis upon the political and economic
phages to the virtual exclusion of institutions and laws gives an Inadequate idea
of the culture and ideals for conduct of the people.

The chief reason we object to certain groups of foreigners in ntr 'midst is not
primarily because they are racially inferior. and therefore threaten to dilute or
degrade our American stock. Itathei is it becausis -their business,.moral, and
ethical' seanylards are different from ours, and we therefore fail to understand
their comgict. Mlbasured by our ideals they seem to lack Integrity, and other
primary virtues; wide we in turn -beer! to be interpreted to them, lest rddeness
and boastfulness' he our outstanding chni-acteristics. A study of the social.
institutions of,a people and thellegIslation controlling peal will help in.under-
standing.the standards which control the conduct of foreigners.

The following types of social legislation should be familiar to every student
Laws respecting living nal working conditions:-

Factory legislation-
1. Sanitation;
2. Hourit of labor.

- 3. Wages:
Social insurance.
Housing conditions.
Health legislation.

I.41ws ref:pelt' n g Women. and children:
Conditions under Ulrich they may work.
Education

Schoolwcompulsory laws; illiteracy.
Press -- freedom of.
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- Laws respecting the family:
Marriage and divorce.
Status of women and children.

Laws respecting special :

I Spent lent:I'nemplo) oil, homeless children.
DefectiveFeeble-minded and insane. de:11. Mind. cr;ppled.
Delinquent -- Juvenile :ut crime.

The work ItatlineI alcove must onducl0i1 tv lecture courses for the simple
reason that there tm. no texts which adequately cover the material. l'artie7
ularly for the latter pre sources so greatly scattcred that a sati4actory
ligraphy Is not possible in the sliort Sp/We available. Siwe tt urge Cold
of klIOWledgP is 111'11411i to a proper appreciation of these subjetts, the;% should
not'he given before the second half of the third year.
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INTERNATIONAL LAW.

By GEoRok: G. Wii.soN,
Profeneoh of Interitational Law, Horror() Unirersity.

The minimum requirements Phony he
1. International law, the equivallinf of three hours n week'in (*hiss for

one year.
2. International relations. covering diplomatic 'and other pollcii.s, three

hours per Week% class for one year.
Whenever possible the above studies should receive- attention to-a total

amount. of 18 hours,' or ti.equivalent of 6 hours a week for 3 years, he
emphasis upon different aspects should he varied areording to the speial line
of work which the student is planning to enter. These studies are best adupted
for students of junior and senior glade whet have had previous training in
history.and political science and for graduate stmients.

The following references may serve as a convenient starting point for stin=
dents desiring to study along general lineS:
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COMMERCIAL AND MARITIME LAW.

By L. Rt88ELL ALDEN,.

Asaiskust Professor of 114story, Geoff Weshissylon 'Adversity.

Commercial law, in one form or another, goterns almost air of man's activi-
ties on this globe, and when they are pursued on the three-fourths of the ea ith
that is sea, they are controlled In their maritime aspects by the maritime or
admiralty law in addition. Is it;not universally true, then, that all men,
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because they are directly concerned, ought to know the general principles of
this law? Success in business, 'nonwoven Is conditioned on the establishment
of mutual respect -and confidence between contrtors, and the stranger the
contractors are to each other the more imperative it is that each party_ overcome
the other's possible suspicion by. as rigid a respect for the rights of that other
as his insistence upon his own rights is vigorous. Is it not equally true, then,
that Ignorance of the Inws governing trade must hamper him who would trade
with those of his own nationality and language and, in increasing degree, him
who ,would trade with foreigners to his land, his speech, and his native view-
point, customs, anti peuliarities? Every man, and especially e wiro would
engage successfully )ttirforeign trade, should know the legal effec f his acts

s\o
and conduct his business with full knowledge of what he is doing when be
incurs obligations or acquires rights, ,

Commercial low is a name loosely given to those branches of the law which
govern everyday transactions in business, such as the making of'rultrnets, the
use of negotiable paper, the formatiomof business associations, etc. One would
think that a working knowledge of such branches of the law would he common,
at least ainotig so-called !' business men," if not among the people at large, and
yet every lawyer in active practice has had driven home to him' again and
again the appalling ignorance of otherwise wide-awake and well-informed
business men as to the k-gal effects of entering into a partnership, for example,
or of Indorsing the check of an out-of-town visitor in order to accommodate
him by enabling him to cash it at the host's hank of responding by letter to an
offer of contract made by trlegram, of surrendering a deed hr exchange for
purchase money paid by uneerrified check, of depositing trust funds committed
to his care to the credit of his personal account in the bank, or of many other
common acts too numerous to mention. Far more than pessimists could be
driven to admit or optimists would claim, the great majority of awn and
women are fairly honest, considerate, and accommodating in their dealings
with each other. Were it not so, our courts would he overwhelmed with trivial
disputes over questions hig.hly difficult of deciSion, and every man would have
to be a lawyer, whether he would or not, or else speedily contribute another
example to the doctrine of the survival of the fittest. As it is, the calendars of
our courts are congested with preventable litigation, and thousands of dollars
and unmeasured assets in business eonfidence are daily squandered through
popular ignoranee of the most fundamental principles of commercial or business
law.

What do we advocate? rniversal required instruction in business law in all
high schools and colleges. Our problem here is particularly With colleges,
where the treatment of the subjects taught should, of course, he more thorough
thak.among the young pupils in the high schools and suited to the maturity
of the studenth taught. This instruction, in the academic and scientific depart-,
inents of our universities:should not and can not be either a substitute for
or a -competitor with the more arduous and thorough training of the students
in the law schools who intend tq follow the law as a profession nor can it
be given the same number of hours an are allotted to the same subjects when
taught In the law schools. - But it shou144,be allotted at least two hours a week
for two full years. if it is expected to teach anything beyond contracts and
negotiable paper, and particularly if the course is designed not only for those
who seek a general knowledge of the law as a matter of education or who
seed it to meet the requirements of examinations for the consulpr service, but

. also for engineering students or those who mhy intend an active commercial
life. And this should be the Lir um: If more hours can be allotted to this.. ,;i
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field of study, there Will he no dittleult a using them, and that without invit-
ing any weillzrounded objection that a ill law-school course is being built upin departments of arts and sciences. As to the years in ,which It should beoffered, they should he the two final years in the course. Much of the law isextremely technical, and for its proper understanding demands as do few sub-
jects maturity of mind and trained powers of reasoning.

Now, Os to the method of Instruction. In our best law schools we haveabandoned the old textbook method and have adopted. the Harvard case systemor laboratory method of teaching the law. An exclusive use of this method
may not be found practicehle in view of the limits in time and the extent ofthe field to he covered in these law courses in colleges of arts and sciences. But,so far as it can be employed, it should he. The ability to state from memory
abstract principles of law is of little practical use to one if he Is unable totell which principle he should apply to a given string of confused facts suddenlyrolling for )action. Legal difficulties. as they arise, seldom hear marks of text-book classificationsupon them and he who essays to solve them applies theright or *n.; principle at his peril. The instructor should 1.)end every effortto make his instruction, by specific, concrete, everyday illustrations and exam-ples. Practien1 in the highest degree.

A word in conclusion on the subject of maritime or a iralty law. Studentsaspiring to the consular service and those intending fr) engage in overseascommerce need it general understanding of the laws of the sea. They maynever he called twill to display a knowledge of the steering rules or the laws
concerning collusions. but they should. know the principles and rules governing
charter parties and contracts of affrelghtment, general average and marine
insurance, salvage and the other main branches of the admiralty law governing
daily transactions recurring in every port and in connection with every seaventure, pritOples and rules differing radically from those governing similar
transactions ;occurring on the land. Not much time can he given to such asubject in their kind of course here under diticussion, hut, by judicious selection
of matters tai he treated, it can NJ covered, and that fairly well, in 8 or 10periods. I
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THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF MODERN WORLD POLITICS.

By Almon. 'PAYSON 1:511ER,
Assistant Professor of Economics, Contra Ustrereny.

The phrase " world politics" is unfortunately vague, and in this country
would scarcely possess even the moderate degree of precision of meaning
that would he suggested in Europe. The primary economic questions in
world politics center around tariff probledis and expansion. Expansion may
involve actual acquisition of dominion or merely peaceful penetration of a
commercial character. Both of these subjects may seem to be rather special
topics, but it is impossible to discuss them in that spirit. The great issues in
economic policy are most clearly joined on these questions, so that the study
of world politics really involyes discussion of the general principles of economic
statesmanship. If nit question-begging implications are to be avoided, one
must. endeaVor discOver whether there are any general principles that
should be recognized by at statesmen. It has long been the ambition of
thinkers to, forMulate principles of action in high matters of Mute that
should, at tite least, be more nearly right than' the principle or ahience
priliciple task disfigures much political activity.

- 4
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a.

This discussi of general principles becomes in fact a study of three definite
systems of eco mole statesinnoship----nerointilism, bureaucratic collectivism.
apd liberalism. Each of these general terms must be interpretts1 in a broad
spirit, anti man diversities of thought will be found under the general cover
of each general qpe, but there are grounds for making these very: general
distill( ;ions. Mercantilismis a type_uf iMelitirul thinking tiet in ei;seutirdl
empirical and nnive. It apisais twist charactcriolcully to-day in the crude
expansionist policies that appear in all countries. The other type, both purport
to he "scientitie syst.to, of polky; one is eolitslIvistie itno In 111:11IY e aaav

atitneratie,. I he other is disposed to emphasi7e the nonisel iiefereb isnot..lee,. of
society and the liceIicidtini. Alti_ough the distinction, hei,4,11 hicsc s slew./
of thought ran easily be exagvernted, the collectivistic theory ie)ly t'e'rry njtal
the tlekStlinia ion that the leaders of the St Me Iuate the put, 1n at,Wipiisit
what they will; It is leased Upon a theory of freedom e the w ill; tin. Itherid
theory, on-the other hand, is leased upon the idea of slii,ordinotion to law s of
nature, and arksilint'S s4.11Itiunat power of aV,toninl I 7.1ilalent only when oction
consists in nitiapplicat:on of natural law. The lineril 111,ory Is at OlitV au
'attempt t o e xiilain the past and to guide statesmen with reference' to the
future; it portrays social lifeeus being.essentially uu oda Nan 1,111 of awn In his '
environment, not neglecting his power to transform his surrouusliugs but nod-
Lug the facts of major importance In his adaptationik This interpretto leen of
history naturally places a notable emphasis upon many kindred ban JeCia,
geography and geology, the history of inventions of industrial ,imporinnee.
mud. the history of commerce.

The study of tiles,- mutters of Fenern1 principles can be 111:1de most precise
and concrete If the historical method is and, although
lead tee a very eloblate presentation if carried -into much detail. it is possibly-
to put the more 'important aspects of the subject before tin average sopyottfore
or junior. 'Within the compass of an undergrioluate course it is aot-wiSe to
attempt more than a general sketch of the development of thc140-11tree modes
of political, thinking in England and Germany. So nu:rry of the general
notions are a comnionpinee in modern thought that a,ltrIef.sketch can he made
to appeal to students, despite the genuine didienhf-of the subject.

After the general discussion of policy thelarger aspeets of tariff history
In the nineteenth center }' can he siguiticiintly treated. The development of the
German customs union and the change, to protection in 1811) are essential to
an understtinding of the great issues of the century. The ;noising of the pro-
tective policy in England is an Important topic, and It is desirable to give some
attention to the suhjert if there is time. Unless the course runs throughout
the year it will scarcely he possible to find time for any ad matte treatment
of the changes in policy In England. Thane problems can he m6st Significantly
discussed with reference to noir bearing upon the rivalry that developed
between Germany and England toward the close of the last century. It is
particularly wise to urge the claw to find some explanation of the industrial
regvVration of Germany; le it to be explained as \a wait bf protection or,
German character, or Is It a result of certain general industrial and commercial
changes?' *In order to stimulate. thought on this subject, some presentation
of the larger 'apneas of industrial and commercial history Must be included
in the course.

Carrying out the idea of historical presentation of the.problems, the -supject
of colonisation is also most advisedly approached from the hiatorleal point
of -view. It Is wise to concentrate attention upon the development of African
colonization Once 11385, but these 'events would have.little meaning without spine
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brief sketch of the larger features of tiffonitil pone), In the earlier period&
The oomlero pleblem IS SO deIiiiItely a tropical problem. that the study can he
cotaiiied to the co-minions emoted by Eiiropean contacts with countrieR w hose.
elintole I unsilitel, for the prnotnent settlement of Vurppentim. Mat& deny.the existence of slueere and legitimate motives for the acquisition of dominion
over trvitit.11 eottotries; it is therefore a matter of some moment to show that
the I,rinciides et toodent I1Is rut blatesmitikhip are really free frill, the talk
of ieltish loirsolt of 4-tribilicri.izil intrsIs TbeerrocK of Judgment mid lb. too
frconcl*.t idoses that ereep into a weak adinialstration make It somewhat diffi-
cult 1,, (10%,'1,,11111,111 of hi
emphasis has heeo 11141111am the history of the Congo, becalm' it illustral.S boththe futility of many suggestions made by antlexpansionists and the sub:it:natal.pi ,,;:i,Ns v, ;1;.; pmard the est:11111,1inient beit,T systeili
of ci=lonial administration In the Tropics. The retatiou of the Berlin act to
the Congo 'mak, s the study no essential basis for the discussion of the inter-
lottiouui in thilltr part of ventral tool non hero .1 Not.

It k Iao,sittie to present the larger features of these problems In .t t,I11100..
14,11lesior, 11111 experience has show) that it is ituttossIble to do full Justice to
1111.: subjet in that itsiwth of !lune. The students. however, are likely to regard
the sultjts'el as reintively special,'and It might well ite difficult to enlist their
Interests in a tali ycor course until an academic tradition has been established.
If it is thatti7d to tioplutsize matters of information that would he or importance
to persons preparing definitely for administrative or commercial- work in the

,,,fOreIgn field, it would lie absolutely essential that a full year, ill the very
least. Is. given to these problems. It would be possible to make t6 courses
dealing respectively with tariffs ant colonies, and, if vocational interests were
predominant, the additional time trot of great value. Here at Cornell,
student s are required to take elementary economics before registering in other
courses In the department ; and, as freshmen are not allowed to elect Momentary
econondes, students In the arts college can not take other courses until their
junior year. The special courses In the department thus become tipper -class
courses. I believe that juniors have been more !omicrons than seniors In my
course on world polities. Special Information Is not required, so that it in
wholly practical to give the course to a mixed class. of Juniors and seniors;
If the edurse were made part of a fixed curriculum It might well be given in
the earlier years:as it would tend to stimulate interest and habits of reflection.
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THE HISTORY OF EUROPE SINCE 1850 AS A STUDY PREPARATORY
FOR FOREIGN SEATICE.

By ST. thaw}, L. StoussAT,
Professor Of 1118tory, University of Pennsylvania.

Recent years not 'only have br°ought about t4' active participation of the
United States in the affairs of Europe, but also have stirred up in the mind of
the averiage American a highly increased interest in Eurdpetin history. N.s one
faces the problems oirre'constructing the social order or tries' to understand
the causes of the World War, it is soon realized that the happenings of to-day
can not he explained by the events merely of yesterday, and that the roots of
the present lit deep in the Rpst. .One finds, moreover, that ab deeper,study is
needed than that of the (hilly newspaper or the..popular magazine before one
can begin really to grasp the true explanations of *present conditions. 'or
those, therefore, who wish specially to prepare themselves for foreign service
a knowledge of the history of Europe in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
must constitute an essential part of heir intelt@ctual equipment.

The problem of leachin5 or studying such a subject as this is chiefly a problem
of the amount of time mitilable. A curve/ of the subject may be atteMpted in

"6a single college course" ; for advanced study and research a lifetime would
be all too short. A slagle course, however, whether pursued in college or
studied privately will serve to acco.uplish two ends ; first, to outline the great
topics that must be studied, and, secondly, to point the Way to further study,
through Information as to books in the special subdivisions of the field. It is
highly desirable that such a course on the period since 1850 should be preceded
by a general course on the history of Europe before 1850, in order that an'
idea may be gained of the foundations of modern Europe; Otherwise much will
have to be taken for granted.-

We. have spoken thus far of the value of the single outline course. But such
a course, whether of a half-year or a whole year in length, will serve only as an
introduction. With this the ambitious student will not rest content. He will
see the necessity of greater thoroughness of preparation. Let us assume that
after laying the foundations of a general education, and after mastering at least
one foreign language, he will devote the het two years of college to a really
adequate study of...a more specialized character, and, if possible, will contjnue
his work into some years of graduate study. For such a studeit there is open
a choice of fields embarrassing in their richness and fascination. He will pro-,
ceed to coifibine with theoretical treatment the historical approach to the great
divisions of economic and social science.
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First may be noted the importance of the geography and'geology of the coati-tries Europe. Upon this Basis rest the development of agriculture and ftleproduction of raw materials. Does farm ownership or farm tenancy prevail?Is the food supply, sufficient?. What are the export crops?
A.other factor is-that -of population. Only *rough an historical approach

can the racial animosities that ,threaten the peaty of Europe be understood.
What is the ignificance of the birth rate? .What are the causes of emigration?To what extent do religious difficulties interfere with the orderly pursuit of life?Closely allied is the labor question. What- is the standard of living, and isthis .hanging? How is labor organized? What theories or philosophies governthe labor class,? The rise and development of the differeni types of socialism%constitute a field for investigation the *importance of which 'is still little appre-, elated by many business men in America,

Similarly the development and organization of manufactures must be studied.To what extent has the modern industrial system really penetrated Russia?How have the Germans so successfully invaded other countries in the develop-ment Of manufacturing ihdustries? What are the sources of capital? What isthe status of the organization .of. industry? What is the attitude of thesGov-
eminent toward combinations f capital? What are the relatilms of capital
and labor and how controlled by the Government?

In direct relation to all the preceding must be the study of transportation.
What are the routes of commerce and what determines these? To what extentare intesnal waterways used? What is the history of the railroads, are they
owned, operated, or controlled by the Government? What countries of Europe
are under - developed in respect to railroads? What lessons can America learn
from Europe? -

No less important, indeed inextricably involved with the iforegoing, is -thematter si finance. In, each country the matter of revenues and expenditures,
the public debt, the taxes, the currency and banking systems, the institutions ofcredit, both commercial and agricultural, will be,the cause of much anxiops
thought to -the next generation. The ga non of tariffs will come in for new
consideration.

To a greater. tent than ever hpfore will e problems of social bqtermentbe in the forefront, such as the control of poverty, crime, and disease, and the
development of insurance against old age, illness, sad unemployment, the respon-
sibility of the Governinent in the matter of finding employment, and vocational
education.

Further, the student must learn from the history of Europe how the great
peoples have governed themselves. The oldest pf constitutional StafeS, Great
Britain, has seen during the war .a most radical extension of the suffrage; justbefore the war it saw both a radical change in the pbsition of the Thiuse of Lords
and the enactment of a code of social reform the purport of which is yet hardly
understood.'

Finally, there must he studied the international relations of Europe; the un-
stable edifice of the "balAnce of power " that fell to pieces in 1914 ; the evolution
and maintenance of the German military state, the preparations for deferifie
against it, and the conflict of the alliances. Closely' allied thereWith is theit problem of colonial administration and the conflict of rival imperial systems.
The piling up of armaments and the problem of naval 'supremacy, and theefforts to arrive at a means of adjusting international differences without
recourse to war that found expression in the Hague conferences, and thefailure of efforts, demand the study both of history and of international
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Over and nbove the investigation of these content-subjects, the study of recent
European. history has to offer much that is. valuable in the wad of metlioil.
The penetrating stUdent must master the use, of statistics; he mast examine
the puhlishing acth.ities of governments; he must know the location and the
resources of great libraries _and the publications of technical societies. Ile
mast look into tale educational institutions and the educational methods of the
states whose fuinds he would understand.' Himself a trained man, he will
discover Vie use of. trained men in the service of the modern State.

nesideS the great variel'y of subject matter that confronts one. one his to
reckon also with the complexity that arises from the great number of the
'eparate States of Europe. A selective process isnvcessary ; one can fo,x
a particular subject, such al the development of finance, throughout all Europe,
or he can study many phases of the life of a single country. The imporal,t
thing is to know something of the whole and to do thoroughly work in some
restricted field. leor such advanced study courses in history, goVernment, inter-
national law, economics, and social science are,offered by all the larger univer-
sities. Such :141v:diced study will be most profitably pursued under the inst ruc-
tion of experts in the respective fields, who can alvise also as to the proper
correlation of elective courses to meet the needs of the particular stmlent. The
privateistudent ean'do much, however, through intensive reading. For this he
will need bibliographical aid. Such assistance will be obtained, at least 1:
way of beginning, through reference to the carefully prepared lists of books
which are included hi each of the textbooks mentionel.

Tor the ontlLue course on the period since 1850 several excellent textbooks
are available, of which fakir may Ike mentioned as especially suitable.

Hazen. C. D. Europe since 1815. New York, Holt & Co., 1910. 830 p.
Hayes, C. .1, 11. A political and social history of modern Europe. 'VIA. 2.

New York, Macmillan Co., 1916. 582 p.
Schapiro, .1. S. Modernitnd contemporary European history. -Boston, Hough-

ton Mifflin Co., 1918.
Holt, L. H.. and Chilton. A. W. The history of Europe from 1862 to 1914.

New York, Macmillan Co., 1917.
Turner. E. It. Europe, .1789-1920: New York, Doubleday, Page & Co.. 19'N.

. Of these the first and the last are stronger on the political side, While the
second and third'empletsize the economic and social factors. All-of 'them, how-
ever, discuss the great topics that must be 'considered : The development of
the separate nationalities of Europe,. their rivalries and the "balance of
power," national imperialism, the. rirogress of industrialism and democracy.
All except the first discuss the causes cif the World War: For the special his-
tory of the war, in its various phases, there is a rapidly increasing mass of
books, an excellent guide to which may be fbund in G. M. butcher's "A Selected
Bibliography of Publications in English Relating to the, World War "; in Mc.,
Kintey,- A. E.. "Collected Materials for the Study of the War," Philadelphia,
McKinley Publishing Co., 1918, a compilation of high value to every student.
Very full, but without attlk:, helpful critical comment, is "A Cheek List of the
Literature. and Other Material' in the Library of Congress on the European

Washington,Washington, Government Printing Office, 1918.

HISTORY OF THE LATIN-AMERICAN REPUBLICS.
By 'WILLIAM R. SHEPHERD,

Professor of Ilistory, Columbia University.

rn many respects the rise and development of the nations of the New World
whiCh were formerly under tike rule of Spain and I'ortugal are of great interest
and value to the American student. They represent a type of civilization quite
distinct from our own. They started upon their independent career substan-

nr
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'tinily without experience in self-government. To acquire it, they had to passthrough a process of experimentation in political theories and 'practices whichis unique of its kind. As a laboratory for the study of race problems, no partof tbie world Is richer than the region of Latin America. In the great majorityof the Republics the population is a blend of white, Indian, and Negro. Thetraits and customs inherited from the three ancestors must be understood andappreciated by Americans, if the r relations with Latin AmeriCnns are to heproductive of mutual advantage. From, aft economic stittalpo:nt, the southerncountries have been hinds of ex loitation. rather than areas of settlement anddevelopment. loc in natural resources, they have attracted a considerable
amount of capital, but not immigration to anything like the extent required.
How the several factors of national progress have operated in an environment
so different from that of the United States offers a wide field of profitable inkquiry.

When arranging any program of study. net only must all these points ofvariance from our own conditions, past and present, be borne in mind, but twonotions prevalent among our people must be guarded against. One is, that the
Latin-American republics should he viewed in a patronizing fashion as localities
of scant -importance. The other is; that since both they and the United Statesare situated in the Western Hemisphere and have republican forms of govern-ment, Atherican standards of judgment should he applied to them. The subject,
nevertheless, should be approached from .the standpoint of the history of ourown country, not in order to stress evidences of similarity, but to emphasize
characteristics of essential unlikeness, and hence to ascertain how the two typesof civilization may be adjusted beneficially to each other.

Assuming that the student has been thoroughly grounded in the history ofthe United States, the episodes, in that history which suggest a possible con-nection with the course of events in Latin America should be utilized as vantagegrounds from which the survey of the latter can be undertaken. Thus, forexample, the'conditioe of the Thirteen Colonies at the time of the American
Revolution, and the later relations of the United States with Spain through thecession of Louisiana, would :Word opportunity for a consideration of the cir-cumstances of the Spanish and Portuguese colonies during the same period;with the idea of showing to what extent such cireurnstanees were responsiblefor the subsequent overthrow of the control-exercised by the mother countriesconcerned. Then, the fact that the United States became involved in the
struggle between France and the other European powers from 1803 to 1815supplies an env transition to an examination of the relationship of France toSpain and Portugal, In its hearing upon the earlier phases of the watt of emanci-
pation in Hispanic America. The Monrot dqctrine, furnishes anucleus abOut which the .story of the rise of the independent republics couldhe woven. Following these indications, the 'Mexicali War, the Clayton-Bulwer
treaty, the Ostend manifesto, the Civil War, the "Virginius" affair, the Santo
Domiegan episode, the attempt at American interference in the Chilean-Peruvian
War, the establishment of the" Pan American Conference," and the inctleasInglynumerous points of contact between the United States and the Republics of
Latin America since 1889, could.' all he treated as centers of departure forexcursions into the intervening history of the Republics themselves.

For the purpose of collegiate instruction in the subject, the colonial periodneed he examined -no further than to ascertain the general situation, political,economic, social, moral, and Intellect/al, in the Spanish and Portuguese
ddmInions at the outbreak of the watt'r of emancipation. After a few intro-
ductory sessions devoted to this thehie, the story of the national development of
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the "Latin-Ameriean Republics from about 1806 onward could be presented to
advantage during a single semester of three periods a week, preferably in the
first term of the junior year. If desired, it would- be easy to expand the work
so as to make ft cover both terms. Given the existing state of the curriculum
in most colleges, however, it would appear more serviceable to devote the
second term to a study of contemporary Latin America.

In the excellent Syllabus of Latin-American History," by Prof. William
Whatley Pierson (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1917), there are
several books cited. any one of which might be used as a convenient manual for
the. course. It would be advisable, nevertheless, for the teacher to prepare
an outline of those phases of the history of the United States, already indi-
rated, which could be employed as actual points of departure. The syllabus
In question would supply the, topics needed for Latin America. In addition
to these, it furnishes a working, list of the more available books and articles
for reading and reference, covering both history and present conditions.

Since 19or if Haiti be included, 20countries are involved in any general
survey of Latin America, and since among them 18 have it Spanish origin, it
might be desirable, after dealing with the p4riod of the wars of emancipation,
to take up in more or 'less detail the history of certain typical countries in the
Spanish group, rather ttan attempt to handle them all. The list chosen should
comprise the republics in and west of the Caribbean Sea, with which the
United States from time to time has come into closest contact, and a number
of the South American nations as well. In the former, Cuba. Mexico, and the
Central American republics viewed practically as a group; in the latter,
Argentina, Chile. either. Venezuela or Colombia, and either Peen or Bolivia,
could he selected to represent tliZ Spanish-American countries. The history
Of Brazil; of course, must he studied, not only because of Its intrinsic im-
portance, but because it deals with the Portuguese element in the evolution
of Hispanic America.

THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF THE NEAR EAST AND NORTH-
.

ERN AFRICA.

By ARTHUR I. ANDREWS,

Professor of History and Public Law, Tufts College. .

The Near East comprites Turkey,-including Constantinople, Asia Minor,
Mesopotamia, and Armenia ; the Balkan States, including preecet; the Caucasus,
Persia, Egypt., and northern Africa. Russia must hlso have sortie consideration.
This is the Mohammedan East, pak and present ; a Mohammedan world, some-
times united but more often as divided against itself as is the Christian world,
For centuries now Mohammedanism has been the one most constant factor and
element of this Near East. Every factor, however, must be taken into account,
political, economic, social, historical, racial, religious, in the case of every
nationality. The student preparing for foreign trade must systematize his study
inevery way possible and assign an amount of time to each commensurate with
its relative importance.

The first of these factors is the purely historical. Nowhere in ithe world does
the histOrical background count for more than in the Near East. The prestige of
history is what sustained the Turk in power. The episodes of Serbian, Bulgarian,
Roumanian, Georgian, and Armenian history which these nationalities cherish,
they cherish with a tenacity that we must appreciate, if we are to understand
them and their interests. Possibly most important of all are the Greek tradi-
tions which have shaped the policies of Greek rulers, kings, or ministers. It
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Is not too much to say that the Greek and the Armenian, the Serb, Olis,Bulgar,
and the Georgian, and finally, most emphatically, the .Turk owed their social,
industrial, and economic status 'very largely to the current of history that swept
them together the way it did.

.

The geographical factor can easily be underestimated in considering the
history of as well as 'the conditions of the Near East. The student must know
the arrangement of mountain and river valleys in the Balkan Peninsula, the
distribution of seas, Red, Mediterranean, Aegean, Black, and Caspian; of gulfs
like the Persian and of straits like the Dardanelles and Bosporus.; of the
river valleys of Mesopotamia and Egypt and of the Caucasus Mountains, the
Armenian Plateau, the mountain ridges of Asia Minor, the Balkans and the
carpathians: all these physical features have influenced and will influence
economic, social. and political conditions.

Third, the economic resources of the Near East are vastly greater than is
generally.nnderstood. The variety of products, afr well as the quantity of pro-
duction, have nuule it the seat of empireS and long ago fastened upon it the
eyes of iperli dreamers in Berlin as well as in Petrograd and elsewhere.
The story of Turkish dominion in western Asia reveals the reason for the
backwardness of the 'development Of these resources, mineral and agricultural': '

Most complicated of all the factors is the racial. From the Ihilkans to the
Caucasus. from the Black to-the Red Sea, the mixture of races is like unto
that in no other part of the globe. The Caucasus rvgion has its peculiar
sroblvms. shared only partially with the eastern Asian tablelands or the
Mesopotamian region. Second only to the Caucasus,' the Balkan peninsula
Presents differences of race the most complicated and here, of course, such
differences are the more important from the fact that the 'Balkans are at the
front door of Europe, not in a corner distant from civilization but vitally
affecting the whole of. Europe, white similar conditions in the Caucasus or in
eastern Asia Minor might go on, as history has demonstrated, from bad to
yorse without seriously interfering with European affairs.

The religious factor is by do means the least important. The Chilstian
element is found in every quarter and so is the Mohammedan. Even in
Messipotamia, along the upper reaches of the rivers, are the Nestorians;'and,
on the other ha ad, the Mohammedan element in the Balkans and in the Caucasus
needs consideration. It will not do, moreover, to stop with any superficial

, distinctions. It may make a very great 'difference, Nine:Illy whether the
tribe or nation which 'you Call Moham nedan is Sunni or Shiah, or whether
a people are Greek Christians. Armenia , of: Georgian, especially in AWa Minot .A possible diviion (the figures appended suggest relative weight) of such a
course based upon 90 lecture periods might conceivably be as indicated below:.

(4) Ancient empires and civilizations (before Alexander theGreat).(3) Greek influence in the Near East
(2,) Roman influence in the Near East.
(34 The Byzantine Empire.
(6) Islam and the Arab conquests.
(20) The Turkish Empires.
(18) The Balkan peoples.
(2) Egypt in modern times.
(7) Austria-Hungary and the Near East.
(13) Russia and the Near East.
(5) Northern Africa.
(9) TheNear East as a focps of international relations.
Something should he said to bring out the salient facts concerning the great

empires of antiquity whose seat was the Mesopotamian and Egyptian river
valleys, a word about the Greek penetration under Alexander and hia successors,
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and another concerning the influence of Rome. A brief study of the By7antine
civilization should be followed by a sufficiently clear exwsition of Moha-
medanism and its influence upon the peoples accepting it. There should be a
more intensive investigation of Turkish institutions, the development of the
Ottoman. Enipire and a most tikoroug,h study of the origins of the Armenians
and Georgians, the Balkan peoples anti the Balkan Slates. The f onn ec t Ion of
the European rowers with the peoples of the Near East, involving some e.xcut
sions-knto European diplomacy. should be patientl. unfoliitsl. I. to about
17(X), Constantinople as.,- the center of power; since then it has teen the
center of intrigue. Up to then, from the Bosporus had gone out the word of
law eastward and westward. northward and st.;11twartl. Since then, the raedat-
ing lines point toward the Bosporus front London. Paris, Vie'min, Berlin, and\ Petrograd. 'Flt,-, interests. etenolitit: as well as political, of ncli European
State,. including those of the Balkans, in any quarter of the Near East need to
be set forth anti amply explained to the full comprehension of all students.

Under these topics should he considered the pnnon& as well as the political
conditions, the trail() routes of Christian and Molitimmedan the resources, a gri-
culturnl. mineral. etc., of various sections during each Important period. Prob-
ably the geographical factor would be taken up first, but it must also he
referred to repeatedly as the trade conditions and productivity of each section
need to be noted. The diplomatic factor grows in strengthlis the course w.tie(s
town into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. No course of this kind
could be complete if it did not bring out the eeenomic and political reasons
why the Neat East has been the-hotbed of so many European wars.

Tlw history of the Near East and Africa can be covered properly in a mini-
mum of one year (two semesters) of three hours a week of lectures, snp-
plemented by Outside reading. The presentation of the subject. should be a
proper compromise between the chronological and the ftrplcal, with Increasing
emphasis upon the later periods. Preferabl;- it should -come in the junior or
senior year of college work, since the new environment, netv names, new tacos,
new conditions are apt to appall the less mature student. Such a course might
in some colleges he combined with one in Russian history and institutions,
but this is to cramp both subjects. Russian history should be studied inten-
sively, of course, any students of the Near East. 'Then! again, it should
is' preceded by one course at least in general European history, and, if possible.
by a course in European governments. Stich a strong European background
is absolutely essential. Courses in 'transportation, clitemerce, goyermnent,
modern languages, and the like Night profitably he pursued simultaneously with
one on the history of the Near Vast,. to mutual ittivitttnife.
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THE FAR EAST AND ALTSTRALLS1*

By PAY SON TREAT.

//iAt,,ry. Le/nil Stattfortl,1Jr.,, rotirersity.

The traveler or sojourner in a foreign land will profit from his visit
In proftotiun to his preparation to make the must of his opUrtunity. The
man who knows nothing about the people with whom he comes in contact, their
history, I tio rise anti dveloftmnt of their institutions, Will MON ts 'intone them
as it were with a flint over his eyes. And inno part of the world is it more
important for the American business man or Government official to be familiar
with the life of the people than in the Far East. Because' WC utitaOSS it Ellr0-
!wall. civilization we find much that us easily intelligible as we 1 ravel in Europe,
in `oath America, or In Sfrit'u, where all the hunts are untie! European eon.
trol. Sioreoer, in high school and college the history of -European States is
offered tat the staittnts. But in East era .\sin, as well As In Turkey and Egypt,
the Ameripin. comes ik contact with ancient civiliZatiollS Wit MI present few
puin44.4 contact with his own, except in so far as IlIy'llny eell 1110(1141C41
in the reeent years of European intercourse. In. India and Imi-China, the
East Indies, China and Japan. the American cfin not interpret native life in
terms of his westetn experienee. He must know something of the history of
the people inn, their elvilizotittn. This Alin lie obtained best through. study.
Rarely does a man on the gnaw(' have time for thoughtful rending, although
he acquires a mass of detailed Information through experience. It should be
the duty of the American college. to offer Instruction which may help such
students as enter the foreign trade or the Government -serviee to understand
the new environment in which they must serve.

Australss presents a far simujer problem, There, in Australia and New
Zenland, 11 ..511lorituit finds a purely British people engaged in mastering a con-
tinent, as t: e people of tharnited States And Canada have done and are doing.
Tbe eiviVzation is British, modified by certain loyal natural conditions. The
history of the people is economic and social rather than military and political.
The American who knows English history and is,familiar with modern social
_And industrial progress can easily follow the development of the British people
of Australasia.

A college course in these fields, designed to meet the needs of Americans who
are to serve libroad,.may be worked out in several ways.. et program, which
has been in use for 1 years, is much as follows. The eountrieR,of Agin. front
the Indus River to Bering Straits, are treated in one course; and Australasia in
another and much briefer one. In the former course, a brief historical back-
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ground, with reference to the development of the politi4?1, economic, social, and
reilizious idenq of the people, Is presol t ell. Then, In vonnection tt lth I Le 1111'0.
pearl fSSI'MRi0111. In the Far East India.11t410-rhina. Netheilltuds Itont.
berla it 'VII n.fill study is made of the way in which the, conquest tel eeeninitiolt
lams effect t41, This calls for a P.N.C.11I ad). 1 the ri,e 1 the British 1:41ipire
in indin. %%ith tkeNittlet.entietit stales of rhisat.11.epat,, atol Siam,
tin' viiplia,is tt, upon the ev.ols slice the estalel,s:eittent twat. relit-..
thins :1 0pen rol(1111eree ith those hatoot.-.1ili I In. 1 III11;114. of 1 nitieteenth ,
et:41(.00. SS the elts.lIssiott at)vati, iiito the more ille.dern ',crow], the clinsidera-
tioteeoliies more .1113,11NI. -S1441,11 "101'haSiS it la l'an I hi' deN ''1"I 'went of
fo ign rights tinder ,.11Cee14SIVC treaties, awl lipou the growth of 1,.rvii.at
The course wdl nee41 a l'eriain amount of readjust latent ery yein"iit order
to allow for it etaisideratin of the most recent events, such- as, for
Sltio-Julstiew negotiations, the Far East it. the World War, the 1-ansing-1AM
Hoes, and the 11'..11;110a

Such a totu.se should he offered pyiniarily 'Tor upper classinen. Th. student
will profit most froneit who has taken courses In European and Ataetiiiit his-
tory alit! (1111 ^orrt,141 events ill .1 iinil west, A `.1 tld ) of unfolqillor I,4s1.1es,
customs, and institutions, cults for n certain" maturity of judgment ttlliclt a
freshman rarely etlt,tys. As at plpal'Ul kill for foreign berviee, it should lb tatketi
as near the close of the college course and the beginning of overseas employi
HO possible.

A COO rm., as outlined, should lit' allowed at least three hours a week for two
ts011Water:;, or live hours a %keel lot' ('to quarters. 11 it is desirable ( 4",10111t.
the consideration to eastern Asia alone, omitting India. MahiNa gam! the 1 :114
119es; Holt awe scaler:4er 4.r tli quarter ..would Nu).let%nut 11 thought is given
to atilt vaStness of the area to bc Covered, the ilea0 States and 14401 VS, the t W.0
great Chi! 17A( 'at withli which the average student faits had coutio4 hatever,

Wand- the ',end I importance of eastern Asia in the future, flaw :IR 11111,11 blue)
will Ite given to this sultjeet its to any. of the major courses in history °tiered by
the Just nut ion.

In the case of Australasia. alt I woItolir course for a semester. or three hours
for a quarter, would suture, 'This would give. than for a ettoly of the history of
the two regions, and fur a study of the political, econoniii*,und social life of
the people: to-day.
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POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. .

By Fa EnEmc L. PAxso's,
Professor of History, University of Wi.scons4n.

For practical use in the .field of foreign trade and business the background
of American history must include two main groups of facts, (1) the underlying
historical ideals that form the basis of political discussion, and (2) the appli-
cation, during the last half century, of these ideals to the changing world in
which we find ourseh-es. It is not possible to understand the present without
constant recurrence to the ideas and events of the last three centuries; and it is
equally impracticable to use to immediate advantage the history of the United
States prior to 1877 unless the connecting links between that year and the
present are clearly seen.

The history of the colonial period and the constitutional period to the close
of the Civil War presents a picture without it parallel of a people reduced to the
simplest terms, pushing their organized life across a continent, and striving in
their agencies of government to meet the problems raised by their daily ex-
istence.

A,

The big- problems that were met and solved were those of
(1) A practicable- freedom; for farmers working alone, or in small groups,

were free In fact, and there was neither existing power to bring them into
subordination nor desire on their part to surrender liberties.

(2) A basis for representation, in solving which they had no option but to
dwell -Upon the equal rights of similar areas or groups in determining their
.common destiny ; and which forced them to drift away from any workable basil
that the British Empire meld understand:

(3) A compromise between local freedom and central control, which was
reached when the 13 colonies formed themselves into a Federal Republic of
enumerated powers.

Democracy, representation, and federation, as thus enumerated, contribute all
the basic ideas to the history of the United States. On top of these, the
colonial period takes its true proportions, giving the opportunity for democracy
to take shape In the wilderness and ripen into self-consciousness.
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The American Revolution in its relatiOn to representation has always been.

regarded as a consequence of the different experiences of the British peoples
astride the Atlantic. .We are now coming to see in it more and more of thereaction of frontier democrats againkt a society whose doors were nearly closed
and whose social layers had become stiff and impermeable. Tle democratic
revolutions that elected Jefferson in 1800 and Jackson in 1828 were only repeti-.tions of the original concussion that rent the British Empire.

The.- growth of a National, Government in America between its inauguration
in 1789 and its survival in the Civil War provides the details for the study offederalism. In a simple people the place of any Federal Government was neces-sarily that of judge and soldier and tax collector.. The really Important per-Sons] matters were local in character; and just ds our colonists detested taxa-tion without representation, their border-state grandchildren disliked to besubordinated to absentee control. The States' rights principle came to themat this point, and for 80.years we see a gradual evolution, as society became
more and ever more complex and as relationships became. too broad to be con-trolled by any State.

Before the death of John Marshall the law had been provided for as broadan extension 01' national powers as necessity might dictate. Slavery-and terri-torial control, and land and railways then proceeded to dictate that necessity,
until at last the balance was swung, in the sixties, from a Feder ti Government
prevailingly local in emphasis to a National Governnet eneroavning of necea,sity upon local powers.

In the groups of facts related .13 these processes we find the whole vocabulary
of political debate in America. go American tinder, at home or abroad, canilt himself informed uthiess he understands these facts in their correct settings.
and relationships. Nor can he use his information to best advantage unless hesees, in much greater detail, the steps by which the new Nation lids broadened
its ramifications since the Cfvll War, though ever preserving its organic con-nection with the fundamentals of democracy, representation, and federalism.
The whole world to -day can have from this phase of our history more that isfull of promise for International reconstruction than it can from all the restof history.

In the 40 years just past an industrial society has replaced an agricultural,
bringing with the change alterat,ous in kind and quality that are not yetappreciated. Freedom has. ceased to be a matter of little law, or none, as
Jefferson wanted it, and has become a matter of much law and wise law. Ina crowded world the right to be free is matched by the rights of others to belet alone: The police power has arisen to abridge rights that ran unques-
tioned in the open farms.. Our States have been made over in theprocess of
meeting these needs, whil6 the National Government has unfolded power after
!lower.

fr
Political history must deal with new varieties of facts because of these

changes in the nature of government and can not be prevented from taking
on an economic and social aspect. The tariff, the currency, banking, railroad
und corporation control, and social legislation have all crowded' into -the halls
of internal politics, while nit subject-matter of international relations has
become each year more completely a problem of trade relationships.

The American abroad needs to know the relation of his country to all those
currents. He needs to see bow a tariff in the United States, perhaps, may cur-
tail an export business in It neighbor country and by reducing its people to
indigence cut .off their buying power. so greatly as to stop their imports from
a second neighbor, wherebt,,through the double cessation of trade, a third power
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may find ita ships lying empty and unneeded at its docks and its shipyards
no longer able to buy the steel and iron of the American miners. The world
has become *complexso complex tint only an historical interpretation, re-
inforced by all that economics and sociology and political science can add, can
hope to clear Its tangles. But now, as never before, there is the hope that
in the next generation the world will meet its problems with science and sin-
cerity, and may find in our history some clue to the interactions of jealous
'autonomy and common interest, of private freedom and public efficiency, that
may make it easier to promote the next great step toward international coopera-
tion.

For general reference purposes Uelican political history there is no bet-
ter guide than A. B. Hart's The American Nation, A History. In the 28 vol-
umes of this cooperative work may he found not only the essential facts of
history, but useful classitied bibliographies un all important topicis. For class
use the four small volumes in the Riverside History of the United States, by
Profs; Becker, Johnson. Dodd, and Paxson, cover and interpret the whole
period. Useful textbooks Sor the period since the Revolution are C. R. Fish's
National Development, and F. L. Paxon's Recent American I-history. With these'
works as a base it is possible to conduct the course in American history at
any -place in the college course, but with particular advantage later than the
freshman year. In ninny universities. general American history is a basic
course for sophomores. If two years can be given to the subject, the second
course. may. well be restricted to recent American history and come in the
senior year. 'For the best advantage at any point the course or courses must
he thoroughly coordinated with the basic courses in political economy and g,ov-.
eminent.

COMPARATIVE POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS AND POLITICAL %S-

-TORY OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

By FREDERIC A. Oca.
Professor of Political Science, University of Wisconsin.

That persons preparing for employment in foreign trade should be familiar
with the political systems of the principal nations and with modern political
history is eminently desirable; for admission to the foreign service of the Gov-
ernment such training is indispensable. Obviously there are here two subjects:
(1) Comparative government and (2) political history. Under the severest
limitations that can be adopted, both are, in subject matter, very extensive; and,
although Interrelated, they may be taught to best advantage separately.

Instruction in comparative government should he based upon, or he so planned
as to convey, ,a thorough understanding of the political institutions of the United
States. State and local government call for relatively little attention. But.
the Federal Government must be known in detailthe nature and limitations
of its powers, the processes and effects of legislation, the operation of the courts,
and especially the organization and workings of the administrative system. The
treatment of the,subject in thlr usual courses in civics in the secondary. schools
will not Hance.' On the legal, and administrative sides particularly, the candi-
date must carry his study considerably further.

Grounded in American Government, the student must be made familiar with
the political institutions of other nations. What' foreign GovernMents will be
,studied must depend somewhat on the amount of time available. The English
government must, pf course; be included. The French and German systems are
hardly less important. The political scientist pays. much attention to the Swiss
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system, but for purposes of foreign trade and foreign service-the native land ofthe initiative and the referendum may he largely ignored. The Italian, Dutch,
and Scaaulinavian Governments can he surveyed very briefly. And a small
a nieunt of HMO b Oltbi bo reserved for Japan and Latin America.

The Study of these Governments should he primarily descriptive. but with agood deal of comparison. The first requisite is that each political system shall
be understood ns an.entityits origins and gorowth thriefiy),

.. the structure of
the executive, legislative, and judiehtl mitelminery_the divisions and limitationsof po'wers, currefit problems of reform or reoeganization. the character and influ-ene of political parties. Wherever comparisons can accurately be drm NM , theyore likely to prove illuminating. The composition of legislative bodies, theworking of enbfoet systems, the control of the central guthorities over local
government, the suffrage, .conmiittee systemsthese and ninny other things canadvinitiV414msly he viewed on comparative lines.

'lime held of plitical history is so enormous that it becomes a mutter of con-siderable difficulty to mark oft the portions that are most essential to students
of the type under consideration. A working knowledge of-the general history ofthe United States must be assumed. Beyond this, the principal need is familiar-ity with the political history of modern Europe. If the student can he given
systematic instruction in Enropean .history from the Period of the rise 6

m
themodern nations, so uch Bthe better. But at any rate his stedies must verEuropean national and international developments since the era of Napoleon,and, with special fullness, since the Franco-German War. Ile should be familiarwith the main currents of domestic history of at least a half-dozen of the lead-ing nations, and with the larger phases of diplomatic and military history. Hecan not he too well informed on the national policies, the party programs. thegreat pieces legislation. the industrial and commercial methods and achieve-ments, of the decade preceding the World War; and it does not require argu-ment that he should know the history of the war, and of its reactions uponnational conditions and policies, in all of their Inure striking phases. Outsideof the European field, the political history most worth giving time to is thatof the Far East (especially China and Japan) and that of Latin Aintrica, chiefl`ythe "A. IV. (1. Powers."

The most desirable allotment of time for the two subjects of comparativegovernmeht and political history is a year to each, that is, a year course, withnot fewer than three class exercises a week. Next to this would be a yearfor political history and a half-year for government. After this. a alf-yearfor each subject. Finally, it is poiAsible to handle the two subjects together,in a year course or, in what must be a pninfully inadequate fashion, in a half-yea r course. A combination course would, presumably. be in the main politicalhistory, with parenthetic surveys of the important governmental systems.Whatever the time given these subjects, the courses should be taken only afterthe student has attained a fair degree of nintnrity, normally by persons in timejunior and senisr years of our college and universities.
No ) single method of presentation is under all circumstances to be preferrpl.A judicious emnbination of lectures and class discussion (with frequetft writtenexercises) is likely,'Irr most cases, to give best results. Whatever the methodin the classroom, much stress must he placed on the student's reading and study.Approximately half of this reading should take the form cif definite require-ments'made of all students In the course: the remainder should he selectedby the student, in accordance with his interests and tastes, from hooks andother materials recommended by the instructor. There is much adaramitage inrequiring each student to make an intensive study of ail comparatively small

but important topic, with a view to: a written report or thesis.
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DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.

By CART. RUSSELL FISH.
Professor of American History, University of Wisconsin.

The importance Of the study of the diplomatic history of the United States,
in training for a career in foreign commerce is obvious, for what is our
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diplomacy but the dealing of Americans with foreigners? Exactly the same
problems ,of differing national characteristics 'and points of view have con-
fronted our diplomats, as daily confront our merchants. The same prin-
ciples, the same methods, mean success for the one, as for the other.

Nor is it probable that the subject need he handled in tiny special way for
students intending to go into foreign trade. The fundamental principles of
bargaining by men responsible. to others tire always the same! The nearer.
one gets to what is fundamental In agency, and the handling of unfamiliar
sensibilities, and the harnmaizing of conflicting interests, the nearer one gets,
to what is valuable to any man engaged on the mercantile side of business,
foreign or domestic, and the nearer one gets to what is fundamental in
diplomatic history.

One distinctive advantage of diplomatic.history over ether fields for teaching
purposes is that the actual human handling of eases can be studied with greater
minuteness.. We can See Men actually' about the council table. can follow the
argument as it goes leickward and forward, and often know what the con-
testants thought about when they went home that night. This is an oppor-
tunity which one can not afford to miss, and the purpose of the teacher should
not be a smooth, proportioned survey of the whole. Of course there are facts
that all should knew, and general tendencies are of the essence of the thing
taught. In spots, however, there should 1)e enough time and emphasis,to
bring out every detail of the picture, while connections and setting may be
impre;zsionistically skethelln, provided that one remembers that impression-
ism is art at d not chaos.

The effort should he made to so select the leading episodes as to show
Americans in negotiation with a variety of nationalities. Individuality must
not be neglected. for its imitortunce and the ,importance of a man's knowing
himself, and adopting the _method suited to his personality, can not be O'er-
emphasized. Yet characteristics that are prevailingly American, or Spanish,
or Japanese, can he made strikingly apparent, and are permanently a factor.

Naturally, diplamadic encounters should he. so handled as to bring out as far
possible .the permanent relationships between the ,United StaTes and the

several nations of the world, for in most cases the causes of diplomacy are
the causes of business. Of course this is not always the case, for much busi-
ness flows without producing any international. commotion. Consequently,
careful attention should be given' to the structure of ordinany diplomatic rela- .
tienships, the working and changes of our State Department and diplomatic and
consular services, through which this stream of noncohtentious intercourse is
kept smooth. On the other hand, many' sensational diplomatic episodes that
filled the'press for a. time may he scantily mentioned or altogether neglected,
if they proceed from ,purely accidental cause. Yet enough such cases should
be handled to show that accident, or apparent accident, hes signifieance.

A course in diplomatic history should not be a course in international law,
but it involves a familiarity. .with it, and,an understanding of its fundamental

,erineipim in much the same way as does the life of a merchant dealing with
foreign countries.

Personally I began by 'giving an all-year course of two hours a week. This
ran over the whole 11 1d of our diplomacy. In the revolutionary period em-
phasis was centered on diplomatic method ; in the period of the Napoleonic and
Civil Wars, on international law. The clash of unconscious national Tendencies
Was brought out in connection with the expansion of AmeriCan territory, partic-
ularly between 1830 and 1860. The Monroe doctrine and its corollaries make a
logical story about which to unfold the course of American policy, and our mod-
ern Caribbean and Far East+ policiet form a transition from the old to the new.
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With-fhe beginning of the recent war I have trenied the subject in a three-
hour, one-semester course. leaving out the expansion e!.-\'. meet, and devoting
the Avhole time to the technique of diplomacy and evolution Atnerivan dicy.

It has been my experience that the subject matter of the course, the handling
of legal concepts, long-continued policies, and 'particularly the funitainentals
of human contact in negotiation, make it too advunced for sopliewores. Juniors
and seniors sneered neeortiing to their ability. On the other h.: nil, maturity
is relatively more important than spetial training, and I have not found that
students without historical background are under any greater I lisadvautage
than they are In any advanced course.'

A courselin diplomatic history is' best given by lectures, textbooks, and lava-
SiOnal quizzes. If the lecturer tries to give all the tissue o conneting incident,
it takes up so notch time that there is not sufficient opportunity for interpreta-
tion. Int the other hand a text-1).1k can sea rcely give the detail necessary to get
the full \--nine from the personal sale of the negotiations. Wit:tont quizzes, .1 he
precision of conception neressay appreciate the legal points is not alit to
develop. The snide's*. also should have an oportunity to use the sources.
Almost any collegiate library contains the basic government and
the works and lives of the leading' American diplomats. such as Franklin, Jay,
the Ad411118eS, Seward, and Ilay, as well as some foreigners: one should
be allowed to escape some contacts these men.

Two popular toisconceptiiins hai tended in Ilse past to elitist. the public, to
neglect our diplomatic history. in the first place, most men of present-day
affairs have long held the belief that our foreign relations have been without
coherence or significance. A moment's thought should convince them that
events at least must have had a trend, and that of infinite significance to our
everyday life. A little study will convince them that the ablest men of the
Nation united their wisdom to form a logical policy for dealing with our
international relationships; that not only have our foreign relations been vital
to us, lair we have had a diplomatic record of which to be proud.

The second reason for our neglect td study this aspect of our life has been
becanse Americans have lived convinced (halt we had full'etnployment for our
energies at home and should so employ them. The very fact of our lack of
interest In- our national diplomacy has a close reintionship to our failute in
the,hpast to grasp our full conimereinl 4,) pportunities in other hinds. Interest
in and knowlodge of the one is largely dependent upon that of the other, and
a study of our foreign relations and the development o'f Mir foreign trade
logically should go hand in hand. ,
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The subject Is the hundred years of peace between the two countries followingthe treaty of (them.
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Frahldin; the Metiolir.: of J. Q. Adams; Frederic Bancroft's Life of W. 11. Seward (New
York, Harper .S Bros., 1S99. 2 vols.) C. P. Adams's Life of C. F. Adams (Boston. Hough-
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THE 'FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES.
By JOHN n. LATANE,

Professor of America,' History, Johns Hopkins University.

" A democracy which undertakes to control its own foreign, relations ought to
know something about the subject_"F.t.inu Roots.

Prior to the Spanish War and the acquisition of the Philippines only casual
ilthIstItiott was given by the American public to the foreign relations of the
United States. The Monroe doctrine defined our Latin - American policy, while
the tratlitb.11 of isolation had been so rigidly adhered to that we gaN'ti little heed
to what wits goingon in other parts of the world. The threatened partition of
China, the announcement of the open-door policy, and the participation of
American troops in the relief expedition to Peking in 1900 brought us for the
first time into the full current of world politics. Our diplomacy, which had
hitherto been concerned excillSiVely with American questions, now became ex-
ceedingly complex; and our historic policy of isolation, still cherished as atradition, ceased to correspond with the actualities of international re-lations. Our entrance Into the World War in 1917 was the natural and 'Inevi-
table consequence of our position as a world power interested in the same
degree with other powers in matters which concern the peace and welfare of
the community of .nations. Questions of foreign policy will undoubtedly be
among the most vital issues of the future. and the study of our foreign rela-
tions must be given a place in the currietilum of every American college and
university.

The whole subject of American history need§ to be taught in a broader way,
so as to be brought into more vital relation with world history. The method
hitherto employed of treating it solely from the American point of view, as a
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detached and isolated subject, has helped to accentuate our feeling of political
isolation and has made uS to a'greater or less degree blind to the duties imposed
upon us by membership in the community of civilized nations. But a change
In viewpoint and method in the general courses In'Arnerican .history, while
highly desirable, Is not alone sufficient. Diplomatic history, in order to receive
scientific treatment, must he taught in, a separate course. It must not be pre-
sented, after the manner of -certain even recent textbooks, as a collection of
interesting incidents.. It is a subject which is capable of being treated system-
atically, and it can be taught to advantage only,in close connection with the
subject of international law.

There is a difference of opinion as to whether international law or diplomacy
should come first in the college curriculum. International law furnishes the
principles,. and diplomacy the Incidents and cases. Diplomatic history should,
therefore, if the inductive method is to he followed. either come first or he
accompanied by a course in international law. The course in diplomacy should
be preceded bY a course in American history. In most college courses Atnerivan
history conies as an elective in the third or fourth year. If courses in diplo-
matic history and international are to be introduced, American history
should-fall in the third year, and diplomacy and international law in the
fourth. In the fourth year two orranu.Tements are possible r parallel courses in
diplomacy and internatral lay running throughout the year. or, if time .can
not be found for two courses. (hen u course in diulonincy during the first half-
year and a course-in international law during the second half-year.
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CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS.
By Amos S. IIFttsnry,

Profepeor of Political Science' and laturnotional Law, Indiana Unfrenity.
The study of international relations deserves much more attention in ouruniversities, colleges, and even in the public schools than it has hitherto re-ceived. Prior to the outbreak of the World War, instruction along the-se lineswas so scant as to lie scarcely worth mentioity.. OW' profound ignoranceof the causes of the struggle and of the issues involved. In the public schOola

problems of foreign policy like the Monroe doctrine may have received someconsideration in the course on American history, but they were dealt with instrictly historical fashion, aid it is to be feared that there was little discussionof present-day problems or tendencies. It is possible that questions of inter-national interest were occasionally discussed in connection with current eventa,but necessarily in a fragmented and superficial manner.
In our colleges, and even in our universities, conditions- were not much better.

Frequently a course in international law was given, but, speaking relatively, inonly n few of our universities have advanced or more complete courses in thisimportant subject been offered. Courses In Altierican diplomatic history haveusually formed a part of the university curriculum, but little attention has beenpaid to European diplomatic history or to our relations with the Far East.Consequently. the ignorance of even the educate(' American public has beenmuch greater on international than on domestic questions.
Since the outbreak of the World War there has been some slight improve-

ment in respect to the study of international relations.. At least courses ott,the "causes of the war" have come into vogue, and instructors in Europeanhistory seem to be more alive than formerly to the importance of the peril!since 1870.
,

Nevertheless, there appears even yet to be a very inadequate understanding
of the importance and scope of international relations. It does not seem to be
clearly realizedthat international law forms a relatively small field in the far
vaster area of international relations, where motives of policy and nationalinterest are apt to prevail rather than standards based upon legal or ethicalconceptions.

The writer is also convinced that our socalled knowledge of international.
teltitions usually rests upon too narrow a basis, or is derived too exclusively
from official or diplomatic souwes. Official documents are excellent material'in their way, if Properly interpreted. They are, indeed, indispensable, though
not always trustworthy. But they only furnish keys to a few of the doors
which we wish to open.

82180 ° -22 8

residence at the court of lAindon. Second series,It

Trace Conference of 1599 rind 1907. 2 vols. Bahl-09.
ie relations between the United Stales and Japan.Hopkins Press. 11417.
the War of 1812. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press.
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A knowledge of international relations _should be bas 'c1 upon a study of
realities, a proper sense of which is often strangely lacking in diplomatists.
The great modern journalists are often much Kilter guides.

Ideally speaking, the student of interoational relatiOns should have both a
mcoprehensive and Intimate klowledge of nil litItiois 141141 peepleSi ilieluding, of

'course, his own. Ills tirst need. 'writ:ins, would be all into the national
psycjinlogy of the pe011eS or nations he is studying. Thou he should have
knowledge. of their intellectual as well us material reources. their trade re-

lations, their history, 'industrial and politiettl sy-tcms, etc.
But shim "art is long and time is fleeting," the student ittlist perforce con -

tent himself with a more modest program. He will perhaps do Veil, at lirst
at least, to ronrine himself largely 01'11 study of national polieies those of
the 21141tre ib.trine on ..the " Open OsirerfTr International problems like
those of sea- power or the -40510111 of the seas, nod to the cause's of Nviir, with
11 view to discovcrite; reni..des or preventives. The re,:,...111 la I hnowled;z0
of all Whites lo nit .111.11 interests 1111(1 plicies and to ottrrelatioos with our
real friends and neighbors.

Too nitch stress' slnin!,1 not be laid upon mere giograpliical contignity
cnntinentat isolation. Thus, our relations with the A. ti. t'. powers (Ar:.:,nthio,
131-111941, and 'Chile) are iniportunt, but not important as ;ire our relations
with Canatlit. the countries of western Europe. or with the peoples ordering on
the AmericanMetliterranean, 1.o.. the (bill of Mexico and the Carlhbean Sea.

As an illustration of the courses which tight be offered, attention way per-
haps be culled to the work in contemporary international relations offered at
Indiana I'lliVrt:ity during the Past few years.

Since the outbreok of the World War an Imperfect attempt has been made to
till in to $01110 eNtellt this reat gap in our eurrleultun. In add;t Ion to the'
former course in internati 01 1. 1 therelere have been offered eourss on "The
causes of the tear," "European international relations," " Problems of the 'Fnr
East," "Problems 'of Allierie;111 fOreigll iry," "Our relations with Latin
America," and "America and the war."

-As to scope and method _of treatment, it may be said that two or three hours
during a serupester hale Usually heel) given to each subjeet. Naturally, Ihe.re bt
nu almost complete lack of textinsths. The lecture method of instruction, if
used exelushely, is neither practicable nor desirable. 'ow:Nue:My. if the
classes arc not too large. the r:eminary mottos! of study and instruction seems
best minimsl to the situation. The student is given assigned reodings and re-
ports, and these assignments are made the basis of ilisussion in the cin,srnotn,
To insure logical arrangement, outlines of the reports should always be written
on the blackboard. At the end of the WU:osier u .thesis 1 With outline,
bibliography, and nairmil footnotes) on smite particular tnple way be re-
quired. An intensive us well as extensive knowledge of the subject lx thus op-
tallied. The members of the class its a whole should be required to purchase
at least one book. and, if possible, several books, which should serve as a
basis for-general study and discussion-.
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Foreign Relotioas u( the Coated Stain.
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THE STUDY OF AMERICAN DIPLOMAtir. TREATIES..AND FOREIGN
POLICY.

B.
Professor of Governmertf, Herron, 'f.Talreritity.

TWO types of learners cults,' to drink at the 1 'it st than fount of diplomatic
proeedure* and historythe man who studies by himself, aim the matt woo
hues the iiiiporttunity of systematic advanced tiistructio. The ;ipproach to the
desired goal neell.sarily ditIqrs 111 the two cases. The college Man is piloted
from the beginning to the end of his voyage; the self-worker can acotoplish
nothing unless he has the, propelling. power necessary. to drive- him through
written materials an.1 lisehssins, and-the habit of putting his results together
in a consecutive and logical thrill. lie must somehow get into his mind, for
himself; an analysis of the subjeet With which he is dealing.

This is a hard task without soul.' sort of prelltainary guidance.' The best:
way to begin is on a systematic book. not too technical, dealing with inter -
.national law, such SS A. S.- Hershey, Ks:A(4111111s of International Law; or Wilson
and Tacker, lotertnttional.law : Lawrence, Principles of international
Law ; or Hall. International Law. It is a good practice to go through
such a book. pencil in hand, underlining skgulticont words and phrases and set-

!limn eonitnents and queries in the margin.
The Anterlean student is bound to take special aeeount of the PrinelPlee

adopted and applied by the State Department and by American jurists. He
needs. therefore, to be acquainted with the leading cases, particularly. those of
the ',Were' Supreme Court. Convenient material is now provided in the primly
Collections of select cases particularly Cobbe(t, Cases and Opinions on Diterna-
Alma Law ; J. B. Scott. Cases; L B. Evans, Cases. Many important faltics may
be foUnd.in thi Cyclopedia of American Government (use the cross references).
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. One of the main materi* for international law Is treaties; and the stand-
ard edition of United States treaties edited by W. N. Malloy, in two volumes,
and the additional volume edited by U. Charles. are easily available.

For the Diplomatic Service a knowledge of American diplomatic history is of
course indispensable. The student who is working by himself should therefore
read with care and attention diplomatic stories of America. of which C. R.
Fish, American Diplomacy, is the best for the purpose, inastiluell'as it is writ,
ten ,%ith broad knowledge- and appreciation of the student's needs and di111-
milks. This.may be supplemented by miffing the41iplontatic chapters In The
American Nation, a history which in the twenty-seventh volume of text brines
the nitrrative clown to OM Nearly every volume contains chapters on Mph).
matte history, which taken together make a cnseentive arrative. Au ob.
solutely indispensable parallel, volume Is J. W. Foster, Pnictiee of Dipbtillaey,
which is based on the author's lung experience as a diplomat.

More detalled.studies of particular questions ha International law and of
specific episodes in American diplotnatli' history eats t.ittIlly Is' fount! thrum:II
the brief articles In the Cyclopedia of Anterlqin l:overnmet and their refer-
ences; and through Canning. Hart, and Turner, Guide to the Study moil
Reading of American History, with elaborate bibliography of the earlier anti
especially recent diplomatic problems. A. It. Hart's Foundations of Foreign
Tolley includes a -list of authorities in American diplomacy down to WM. In
A. B. Hart, American Iaptoacy, and Government. will Is' found at
sections 64-95 a set of 90 tople,i, with brief outlines and sPecitie referenees;
also at sections 100-19ti, a net of 30 special topics with more elaborate
references.

The young man who has the opportunity of college and university courses in
International. law and diplomacy has the broader pportunity of Mang his
work In with other fields. In a sequence of formal courses. The first neeessity.
this applies,a100 to the selfreparing yoUllg manis good grounding In
English composition. Including the declining art' of spellieg. :The ordinary
pneesses of arithmetic are useful to any public Atrial. anti an thorough
edge of gegTilphy, physical and political, is essential. Somewhere in lbe course
should etue a study of French, Spanish, .anti Cerman swill lent to enable the!
student to read hooks and njwspapers in those languages with ease; and also
to possess a speaking knowledge of ul !cast one. It Is of prime importance
that the future consul and diplomat should be able to Uliderstand -what the
other fellows are doing.

Of course. the future diplomat will make himself familiar with the history
of Europe and of the. United Suites. so its to know what has been going on in
the big world of which t9plo nits take notice.; and -as tat trace the develop-
ment of ititt:rnational and t present questions of territory, trade,
colonization, and national Wine ce. 1..celletst Instruction for reader" anti
student are I'. In. floret,. French Revolution, ad Europe. since 11415. or Carlton
Hayes. and Social Illstry of !Thaler, r . S. Bassett. United
States, adds special courses on Russia, Latin America, 111111 the Orient. fields
In which future diplomacy is likely to be particuMrly VIOL

A formal course In international law, should come In the second or third
year of a college course, on top of and alongside the narrative historical
courses. A good parallel is a course in American constitutional law or in com-
parative government. Later In the college course the student must take ad
vanced and special courses in International law and dIplomatte history. He
should not fail to study the history of trade and commerce. At least one system-
atic course in economics should be taken.
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In these murses, especially those on internationni iftr and diplomacy. us
stu list should t abundant written work. Nothing is more useful to ft pub e
num than facility in getting up and clearly presenting information cat a specific
subject. It is very desirable to write lit least one elaborate thesis on some one
topic in American diplomacy requiring the application of principles of inter-
national law.

lab...
Al) this Oar -work should be supplemented by good private_ reading in Ids-.

tor.. government, and diplomacy. Rend lives of practiced diplomats. such n%
William E. Seward and John Hay. and -reminiscences of men like John AV.
ostC;r and Andrew I). White, to reveal the inner-workings ofAthe State Dnivi-

ment and the embatedes; .

The self-teacher and the university man.alike must Galli the habit of bring-
tug thelooselves to book, by making rIvf aledructs of the colorises that they
handle, by trulnig outlines of important subjects with Whit-11 they deal; by
submitting six such examinations and Its na are Ilasslide : Ia' tiling to bring
totether into one group their remembrances and thuglitik so tint( whilleoer
they Ills read, study. 1r think about will bear upon their main subject of study.
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COLONIZATION AND COLONIAL POLICIES.
By G. F. ANDREWS.

Preparation for colonial service is not merely a m atter of training young
men for offiClal positions in the foreign posSessions of the United StateS, and
for service in developing the commercial interests of thesespossessfrns; there
is also urgent need of men in consular posts and in commercial entcrrr;ses,
who by their previous training are qualified-to advance the commercial interests
of the United States in. the possessions of other powers. New outlets for the
products of our factories must be found, and new sources of raw material
developed, if we are to hold and increase our share of prosperity.

Some light on the subject of what .special preparation is needed may be found
in the experience of the great commercial and colonial powers. Great Britain,
Frtince, and Holland have been principally concerned with training men for
service in their own possessions. Germany, with foreign possessions offering
a field of activity for only a limited number of Europeans, has been concerned
with the problem of securing the trade of the possessions of other powers, and

. in this she has been notably successful. This has been due. in no small
measure, as English authorities frankly admit, to the superior, special, practical
training given in the colonial schools of Germany. On this subject Evans
lkWin said, in 1914: "Conditions are changing. New nations employing new
methods have entered upon a livce competition in colonial development. *
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The natural products of the sea and the land are being studied and exploited
not only on the spot, but are also being investigated in the lahoratoriespd
schools of Europe. The economic prize is more and more likely to-fall to those
who have 'fitted themselves by a preliminary training hefore undertaking the
rougher work of actual exploitation."

England has believed in a high degree of general education, designed solelyfor mental training, followed by some study of colonial subjects (languages
spoken by natives of her possessions.' colonial law, history. etc.), supplemented
by lectures on colonial administration, hygiene, medicine, etc., academic rather
than practical in character, and this followed by practical training -during aperiod of apprenticeship in the colonies.

It is generally admitted that these methods no longer suffice andthat prepara-, tion in France and Germany is now superior to that given in England. A newcolonial college' is proposed for practical training: The following headings
show the subjects which it is thought should be taught :

A. Theoretical course:
1. British colonial historyHistory of foreign colonies.2. Colonial law(a) Commercial law(b) Native law and customs

(r) Administration of the Empire.
3. Ethnology(a) Comparative religions(b) Languages.4. Geography of the EmpireClimate.
5, Sociologicalcal and political conditions in the dominions and colonies.6. Theory of the Empire (comparison with other empires).B. Practical course:
1. Tropical hygiene.
2. Agricultureforestrycommercial botany.
3. Comperee and industry of the Empire.
4. Conservation of resources.

Preparation in Holland offers no important suggestions fol. this brief state- rnitmt.

France has three notable colonial schools. (supplemented by important lec-
tures giten at the Sorbonne and under the auspices of the colonial societies).

A. Ecole Colonial (Paris). (Two-year course open to French and nativesof the colonies and dependencies.)
SnbjectsPractical administrationcolonial law and languageshis-tory and geographyethnologyhygieneeolonization, etc.B. Ecole Pratione Coloniale (practical commercial education). .Cfmrscs in hygiein-, history, geography, administration, etc.C. Institut Colonial de Marseille (two-year coarse).
1. Study of vegetable, animal, and mineral products.2. Commerce andcolonization.
3. Hygiene, climate, agriculture, etc.

Germany: also has three important schools:
A. Hamburgische Kolonial Institut (special training for business and com-merce. as well as for colonial officials).
B. Deutsche Kolonial Schule (practical colonial training).
C. :40111111/1r fiir Orientalische Sprachen (purely tins wetict9-11 Courses in

languages, administration, economics, and advanced science.
We Americans may well take to ourselves the words of Evans Lewin: " We

Britishers know to our. cost that where Germans have outstripped us they have
done so by virtue of superior educational facilities," and we may add," andothers" to Germans.

The industrial development of Germany was, to a considerable extent, based
on an investigation of the sources of raw material In the colonies of other
powers. The palm product trade of Dahomey is controlled by Germans, and we
buy from Hamburg second-grade palm oil, extracted in Germany from kernels

I See Evans LewlnThe Germans and Africa.
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imported from the French colony, and palm oil is a product of increasing im-
portance in this country. The important trade 'in hides, in india, is controlled
by Germans who have studied India and the trade to some purpose.' These are.
butinstances of German enterprise backed by careful preparation.

In suggesting a course for preparation for colonial, service, it is assumed that
the student has taken subjects offered in a general course of preparation fol-
foreign service, modern languages, commercial and maritime law, etc., modern
Listory, diplomatic and political history, foreign exchange, etc. The' colonial
course should, therefore, be offered to seniors, and possibly to juniors. It is,
of course, desirable that the student should have some knowledge of the
principal language spoken by the natives In the colony where he inteials to
serve. A,satisfactory course should extend over twit half years, but could be
covered with considerable profit in one half year, three hours per week, If
some subjects included in the suggested plan were covered in usual courses
in history, economics, etc., and such subjects as.hygiene, tropical medicine, etc.,
were taken up in special lectures'.

A course proposed for prei:trittion for colonial service:

A. Outline history of colonization (with special reference to modern times).
B. Present systems of colonial government, including dependencies I with par-

ticulars reference to the possessions of Great Britain, France. Gerinany,
and the United States).

1. Colonies for coionizatiou.
2. Colonies primarily for euntercial develornuent.

C. The relation of the colony to the mother country. The question of trade
following the flag.

D. The future of colonies, ns affected, for example, by the chaineter of the
N.pulation, by climatic conditions, etc.

E. The question oficolonial self-determination in respect to form of govern-
men: and policies.

F. Investigation of representative colonies:
1. Nature of products and probability of increase.
2. Nature of importswhat goods not now imparted should find a

market in the colony under discussion.
-3. Tariff system and special loyal charges on commerce and -business.

-What opportunity appears to be opeim to the United States'as buyer
or WO.

How would local discrimination in such matters as banking and ship-
ping facilities bffect trade with theUnited States?

G. Hygiene and tropical medicine.
11. Foreign possessions of *Ile United States:

1. History of the foreign possessions of tile United States.
2. Analysis of conditions in each of the ssessious.

(a) Administration.
(b) Population, language. customs, laws.
(c) Products, imports, exports.
(d) Growth of commercecommercial relations with the various

countries.

The suggestion that some of thesd subjects could be treated by extenalft
other regular courses is possible but certainly not desirable; they should be
studied in their relation to each other,and this can not be done if the student
gathers his knowledge bit by bit from courses not directly concerned vith
colonial questions.

Textbooks (Nuld not be used to advantage. The student should have access,
at least; to a small, well-selected library on colonial questions. But most of the
works should be found in any well-equipped college library.

2 It is interesting to note that in 1913 and the first six months of 1914 Germany
enormously Increased. her Imports of hides from India.

1.

.
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The term "interNationalism " has been found difficult of definition, and its
conootation has been variously conceived for the reason that it applies to a
relationship which is dual or multiple in its aspectsrelationships really actual
in some phases, potential in. some others, concrete from certain points of view,
itbstract from ethers. Reference to the widely differing efforts of various
lexicographers shinks that the term is susceptible more readily of description
than of definition. Dr. Furies has defined and describegoit,effectively, as fol-..lows;

.

Internationalism may be defined to be that cooperation between governmentsor their citizens which tends to coordinate their efforts toward material bettermeta in the interests of the whole social order. Such * * may be offi-ial. * * or may be unofficial * *. We are warranted * * * itkincluding \ vithin internationalism that cooperation of the citizens of varioukr`s,tuitions which may fall far short of international law.(The Rise of Inter-nationalism, 12-13.)
A reastmahly satisfactory short definition appears in Websters International

Dictionary, 1913: "Internationalisminternational organizatiom intluence,or
common participation."

Intermit ifillailS111 has its political manifestations, its economic manifestations,
its occupational, its cultural, its social, its humanitarian, and its purely senti-
mental manifestations, some formal. some informal, some accidental andscarcely to be observed. Organization, effort. thought, which "goes beyond the
boundaries of a single national state becomes international; the more con-
sciously, deliberately, and widely it goes, the more evidently and conclusively
does it belong within the connotation of the term "internationalism."

In. presenting this subject to any class, the first problem to be solved is that
of orientation; the second is that of establishing Mutations. The great dif-
ference in the backgrounds of different groups and the unevenness in the prep-
aration of the individuals composing any given group challenge the perception,
and the skill of the instructor. Under ideal conditions there would be, pre-
rehnisite to taking this course. preparation In general history. the, principles
of economics, the elements of political science, of sociology, and of psychology;
also, highly desirable, a knowledge of comparative government, constitutional
law, and international law. This list might be expanded ; but, brief as it is,
few students will have the point of departure which it suggests. and some will
have little knoWledge of any of those subjects.

In the attempt to treat the subject with due regard to the preparation and
needs of the average class and within the time limitations of, say, 30 periods
of 50 minutes each. it is desirable to hare' a definite and formal plan 'of pro-
cedure. To keep the furrows straight and at the same time cover the field
within the allotted number of periods, this is absolutely essential. The invi-
tation which the subject gives to discursiveness, abstraction, and mere specu-
lation must at no point he accepted. The instructor should demonstrate by
his arrangement of materials and handling of discussions that the subject is
of vital and practical, not merely academic and cultural, interest.

A working outline for such a course, susceptible of modification, especially
of omission, may Include the following subjects:

I. Introduction and elementary concepts.
II. Wong and the family. of nations. The growth of social conscious-

ness and of political and legal practices.
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III. The intercourse of states: Diplomacy, conferences. congresses, and 41
trey t

IV.. Intertiatilmal differences and methods of settlement, historical and
actual.

v, :%loNements Inward anti evidences of Cooty,ration and organization:
A. Deductive Pacifism -Ilistttry and Charactriz:aion.
11. Inductive

Task.
2. Agencies and methods.

C. International practices. instruments, and influences-
1. International law.
2. International' leagues.

Intcrmillonal soiniissions.
4. International alliances.
5. International court,.
(. International arbitration.
7. International unions, official and 111).01cl:11.

,S. Illielliational conferences and congresses, otliciat and ant

9. International movemtnts based on effinnoinity of inter-
est or ill,ught in connection with legislative, economic,
scientific, etitivatbmal, artistic, rel.gions, eres
ational, rind miscellaneous voentionai nvoeittionni
activities.

10. International n11111(411'0 of thiancini, eonnaertial, and in-
dtistrial developments,

II. International influence of the developioent of ne;tns of
trair-l!Wttti011 rott111111111C:it101.. illi;Mttinti, travel,
diSSellthlation of news. and 1.01)11Ir education.

VI. Proposed Intermit tilldliding leagues. fetterations,
and a world state).

VII. obstacles and Difficulties. Diversity of languages, race, location, and
physical environment.

VIII. Problems of the 110111ediate Future. Diplomatie mtditistmetit and set-
tlement. ltetsnistruct lead, economic, rhySiCal,
psychological, philosophical.

Nb two Instructors will adopt identicat outlines -nr employ the same etlitsls
of presentation. The following is a possible procedure: At the outset the
instructor *psts an extensive bibliwraphy, containing references both of a
general and of a particular nature; and he distributes syllabi in which there
appear under each of-the above titles references (a) to required reading. (b) to
optional reading, and under some of the heading)-; a series of subtopics and
divisions. Each of the titles becomes the subject of a preliminary lecture. The
earner titles must be treated briefly, from consitieration..,. 01' time and proportion.
At each meeting of the class an opportunity is given for asking questions and
for brief discussion. After the eighth lecture a whole period or more is given
to extensive quizzing and gene cu. (..scussion. From this point on, the burden,
of presentation is thrown more and more. upon the students. To economize
time, certain of the subjects are assiA.,rned to individual students for special
preparation and organized reports, the recitation period assuming something
of the character of a seminar. After the nineteenth title (C. 11) has been dis-
posed of, the task of presentation devolves again chiefly upn the instructor.

Throughout the course it is essential to emphasize the evolutionary asActs
of political and social development, to refer constantly to historical examples,
to direct and redirect the latention of the student to inherent and fundamental
facts. In the problems presented, human nature and human histitutionsare
the beginning and the end; they represent what is. and their potentialities
are the limitations of what may be. The student must learn to distimmish.
between that which is susceptible of itnniediate aecomplishment and that which
can only be achieved or consummated in timee short period or a long. In
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no other field has the In,tructilf better opportunity to demonstrate the differ-
ence between deductiVe HMI inductive constructive reasoning, and to show In,
reference io political prob!eitis the futility of mere speculation and benevolence
of attitude without substantial knowledge of facts and scientitic respect for
fundamental considerations.
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THE TEACHING OF CHINESE AND JAPANESE LANGUAGES.

By E. T. WI11.1A118,

Agasat: Profeettor of Oriental Lanymayes and Literatorr, Umirersity of ailtformta.

The advantage of being able to speak the language of the people with whom
one trades Is so obvious us scarcely to need mention.

American commerce with the Far East begaq In 1784 with the very 1)eginning
of our national history. It is already of great importance, but undoubtedly
it iti destined to have rapid increase after the war. In the past it lias been
conducted very largely by the aid of the Chinese compradore, who has been
the medium of communication between the American and the Chinese merchants.

lu the good old dos of Salem shipowners and clipper ships, when there was
n wide margin between the price OW to the producer or the native merchant
:cal that _paid by the consumer, the commission of the compradore was not a
matter of great concern; he grew_ rich, but the firm also prospered. In these
days. however, of keen competition, the margin of profit Is comparatively
small, and the firm that can remove unnecessary handicaps will. havean

,. advantage. German houses doing business in the Far East hewn years ego
to send out young men to study the languages of the countries in which they
wr're,to he located, and through these agents they have beAn able to come into
direct communication with native firms.

,
Some American and British companies have followed this example. The

Standard Oil Co. has given considerable attention to the matter, and the
British American Tobacco Co. has met with enviable success in so training
their young men in China.

It may not be desirable to get rid altogether of the compradore, especially
in certain lines of trade, for he has a wide acquaintance with the merchants
with whom it is necessary to deal, and he has the expert knowledge of the
conditions of the trade, but the firm that can on occasion be independent of
the compradore Is by so much in advance oft the rival company that Is wholly
dependent upon him.

The study of the Chinese and Japanese languages, however, is not easy, and
it is more than doubtful that anyone can acquire a workable knowledge of

. colloquial in either tongue without the aid of a teacher. There are, to be
res;t., ,re, pocket vocabularies and phrase books which a travel! r will find useful ,.
and which will enable him to 'make known his most p fng wants, but to
lye able to conduct business negotiations. one must have more than this, and
that will require him to get the pronunciation from the lips of another. This
is especially true of the Chinese, for the meaning of a syllable in that language
changes entirely with a change of the tone in which -it is spoken. The mean-
ing o(the written or printed character can indeed be learned without a knowl-
edge of the pronunciation, and it is possible therefore for the student to Wadi
himself to read a book or neWspaper, but this would be of small advantage
without the ability to converse in the language. The tones can not be learned
from books.

82186*-22--9 123
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With Japanese It Is different, list there are oilier diffienities in acquiring that
language.

The Amerlesii thwernmnt since 1902 has 11111111111111041 classes of young men
at the legation h1 Peking and at the PIIIIIV:!le in Tokyo and Constantinople
for the study of the languages of China, Japan. and Turkey. These young men
after two sears' stilly at the legation or embassy als. sent to the various con-
sulateS of the United States in the countries mentioned to.he assistant inter
preterit. Grednally they are advanced in rank and beetme vice consuls. consuls.
Consuls general, and language secretaries at the embassies.

The salloft colIrs.4, is ollopted by the 11`riti.,11, het net. 1111111;PM lan Coven
It has been found that a two years' course in the language at Peking or Tokyo
enaides the student to speak upon ordinary topics with some facility and to
translate with the aid of a dictionary the dispatches passing between the
American officials and those of the country to which they are accredited. lint
it. is still iss-essary for them- to have the ossistance of a Chinese or Japanese It
Writer to insure that their translations front English into Chinese or Japamise
am without fault. -

It would seem advisable, therefore, in introalleing the study of these Isio
gaol's into American. colleges and universities to require not less than a two
years' course in either. The student even thou can not expect to acquire
facility In speaking, for he can give but a small part of his time to this subject.
and he will rarely find anyone with whom to converse. Most of the Chinese
in the united States do not speak mindarin Chinese and do not understand. it.

Numerous textbook.s have heen prepared for the teaching of C ahinese nd
Jopanese. In the British legation at Peking, In the Chinese customs service,
and formerly in the American legation the students were required to use the
Trio Rrh Chi of Sir Thomas Wade. This is a °work in three large volumes,
Published by Messrs. Kelly & NN'alsh. of Shanghai, and by W. H. Alien &.Co.,
London. It gives a course in the spoken language. For 1114 wr;tten language
there iso companion V.olinne, known us "The Doeumentary Series."

The students In the American legation at Peking, after some experience with
Wade, made trial of Mteer's "Course of Mandarin Lessons." publish'sl by the
Presbyterian Mission Press at Shanghai. This on the whole will be found more
useful than Wade. This university has been using It in preference to sy
other available. Two objections Ile against it ; it is too bulky and was pre-
parts! primarily fur the use of missionories. It is therefore not so useful
as it might be for men preparing for a business career. This loiter ohjection,
however, is less Important- thou might epper upon first thought., for one can
abridge the lessons and supplement Mein with books of conversation to be
mentioned below. A smaller and less expensive book for beginners in Chinese
is hailer's "Mandarin Primer," also published by the Presbyterian Mission
Press at Shanghai. This, too, is especially arranged for missionaries. Other
very good hooks for beginners are those by Sir Walter Miller and by a former
.British consul, Pullock. 111111er's has been used to some extent in the American
legation at Peking. "An Introduction to Mandarin." in Chinese and English,
is on sale in Chinese book shops in San Francisco, and is a good book for begin-
ners. kis published in two small volumes, price $L50. For a study of the char-
acters, a work in two volumes by Dr.:Leon Wieger is excellent. It is called
"Chinese Characters," and is published by the Ho Kien Fit Catholic Mission
Press. The best Chinese- English dictionaries are those of Gillet:, published by
Kelly & Walsh, Shanghai and Yokohama and Williams' Syllabic Dictionary..
published by the North China Union College, Peking. The English - Chinese
dictionary is published by the Chinese Maritime Customs,. prepared by K.
Hetnellng.



No matter with what book one begins. it is well to supplement it after a
few month* with the Kuan Rua Chili Nan." or "Guide to tiaudarin," a book
of toiner-attionS, prepared by a Japanese stulent of Chiteae, and thoroughly
idiomatic. A similar work, which introduees many of the newer terms asset
%Minale on cis amount Is the "Tan Lun lulu rim." Thth also was prepared
in Japan and may be purchased of Messrs. Kelly and Walsh, Yokohama and
shit ngliai.

'Fits student ought to begin to write the characters at the very beginning.
even while givinik his 14110)11011 Chiefly to OW. colloquial. At the era) of two

ew rs lie should be able to reegnise and to write 3.0(1 tharacters. The seeontl
year he should find time to acquaint himself with portions of th Chinese
.t lassies, a few hapters Irma the AlIatletIS of Conf.:trios and the works of
31encias, but fur business use a study of oewspaper nod du m:nem/try Chinese
will be of more service. 11'ade'a or Lay's I woeumontary Chinese will he found
good. A Chinese newspaper Is excellent for this rpose. The use of partieles
and the method of construction are well explained by Birth's "Notes on
Chinese Doeumentory SO le." Kelly & Wnkb,

As ithnuted alive. It Is not at 411111%111( to teittCh oneself Japanese asCinese. For beginners there are iskeral good isado4: -A Textbook of Col-
10(041 Japanese," by Dr. Rudolf Lange; published by the Methodist Vublishing
llouse, Tokyo; " lion' to Speak Japanese Correctly." by K.. Akatia and J.
Sattoni, published by it. 7.. Oktotaklya Co.. Tokyo; " Mimes Conversation
Grammar." Brentano 's. Nest York and 'Washington.

THE TEACHING OF GERMAN AND DUTCH FOR FOREIGN SERVICE.
By HERMANN AIMST1111T,

Brod of Departsniof of Qrr.eusic Loousagto. Umitsfralify of .11.4000ri.
With the elevation of the United States of .1tnerien Intel fife front rank of

a world power moues the grave responsibility of training comprehenSively
and efficiently for foreign service. Their representatives of this Nation,ohrad,
whether they represent the (overnment or stand sponsors to great commercial
or twili:Will enterprloett, shout hi reflect honor and credit 11114)11 their eouniry.
This they can do only if, to state a minimum, they are esteemed as on a par
intellectually, educationally, and ejihlurally with those whose interests for the
line being are their interests, and kith whom they are expected to communicate

and to transact business.
Among the educational requirements for really intelligent and surefefirtli

foreign service a facile knowledge of the langonge of the foreign country
becomes at onto a fundamental demand. Without a full control of the lan-
guage one's understanding of that foreign country is made difficult, if not well-
Mgt impossible, and thus the funetIn of fore'gn service is reduced and i-
paired. Interpreters and translations may become good makeshifts but he
who controls the idionintic side of the new foreign language controls the onuree-
brad ; and it Is this kind of power and control that we wish our foreign repre-
sentatives possess and to he able to exerchte.

Butt not Only for proctieal anti immediately utilitarian put-:imes Is it MCP/4-
SO ry that Our foreign representative know fully the language of the country
to which he Is assigned. There is. also, a larger and. Ideal point of new with
ue'gurd to modern language instruction which it bellOVOS us, now that America
has left its sphere of parochial isolation, to consider with a feeling of t*ered
obligation both to ourselvet and to the rest of the world. This larger tune-
tin of the modern languages is nothing more nor less than its service in estab-
lishing International understanding, amity, sympathy,. and good wilt:

t
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This high ideal of what the modern languages should accomplish was in the
.minds of the reformers who set about in the eighties tq vitalize the modern
languagie instruction and thus save it from the impending rate of being crushed
under the heavy weight of classic tradition. If misunderstandings are Possible
betWeen persons of the same speech, how much greater is the possibility of
misunderstanding. between persons, or nations, of different speech? And mis-
understanding is the mother of all' the evils of prejudice, bias, and enmity.
It appears, then, that in the large and responsible work of reconstruction,
not only of immediately national affairs, but of international relations, the
Modern languages are called upon to do a service which is at once as prac-
tical as it is high and ennobling.

Granted this function of the modern languages in the service of international
ideals making for mutual understanding and friendship, it becomes our
bounden duty to encourage the study of the world's niodern languages and to
raise the standard of instruction in these languages to a high plane of efficiency.
Our foreign representatives are entitled to the pest instruction that can be
given them.

What is the best instruction in modern languages for those who represent
this Nation abroad? In a sentence, it is that instruction which makes for
the goal of giving the student a comprehensive control of the new speech habits,
and does so by using a method which is scientifically and pedagogically unas-
.sailahle. At once it is clear that instruction far foreign service does not differ
in fundamentals from the instruction for any other kind of service. That is

, preeminently the point.
Any language is, at best, a tool which when thoroughly controlled may he

easily turned to any kind of service; it may serve as a key to unlock the
treasure house of literary values, or it may become a function for practical
ends. At any rate,*withOut a thorough mastery of the tool, the, function or
service of this tool is inadequate. The recognition of this programmatic point
of view can only be salutary for the future of modern language instruction.
It means that thorough instruction in the language as language shall precede
any attempts to use that language in its various and possible functions. The
emphasis would not discotfrage literary values, even at an early stage in the
acquisition of the new tongue, but it would insist that Correct speech habits
be learned and thoroughly mastered. The whole question really is one of time
allotment to the various phases of learning and one of emphasis as to what
discipline shall precede or follow.

The brief limits of this paper can merely state what is in the minds of
progressive modern language teachers to-day with regard to how to teach and
how to learn a living tongue. Axiomatically expressed it is this injunction:.
If German, for instance, is a living modern language, then teach it as such.
The implication is that every appeal is utilized which makes for the vital aoqui-
sition and live use of the new speech habits. Not only the eye, but also the
ear and the speech organs are called upon in the learning. The progressive
view makes more of pronunciation than was done formerly. It frankly uses
the foreign tongue in the classroom and urges. the student to do so. It tries
to teach the language, and not only the grammar. It insists on genuine -read-
ing of a connected text, and stresses reproductive work in the language itself
rather than translation. In short, it makes every sense appeal that it is pos-
sible to make and conserves every moment possible for the use of, and drill in,
the foreign language to be mastered. -Then, too, in a modern language, having
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to do with a modern people, the content of texts and paragraphs will deal with
matter pertaining to that modern people to-day. That is to say, the customs,
habits, institutions, and general life of the foreign nation will receive attention.
In short, when we demand that a modern language Shall' be heard and spoken
in the classroom, we are pleading liot for the lingual facileness of a waiter or
a porter, but for a discipline which more adequately and comprehensively than
in the past permits us to realize the aim of modern language instruction which
is and always will be the acquisition of new speech habits.

It is such intensive training in modern languages that should be placed at
the command of our foreign service: We can not afford to do less. The train-
ing for modern languages should be begun in the seventh and eighth grades,
with full opportunity of election throughout the four years of the high school.
Only then can we hope to carry out an important mission really well an.d with
telling results.'

THE TEACHING OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES.

,By VICTOR E. FRANcOIS,

Associate Professor of French, College of the City of New York.
We take for granted' that for au American, student preparing himself for

foreign service, French, the language of diplomacy for the last three centuries,
is considered indispensable.

For obvious reasons, Spanish comes a close second in importance, and we
are ready to concede that rt should take precedence of French in schools of
States bordering Mexico, since this plan of studids concerns not only students
intending to enter the foreign service, but also those anxious to pursue a
commercial career.

Our choice for the third language is Italian, not because Portuguese `1s of less
value, but because it is so similar to Spanish that it should be easily mastered
by students who have a good knowledge of the latter.

May we be allowed to point to a few causes of the so much talked of fail-
ure of foreign language teaching In the United States?

There is no denying that there is poor material among teachers of modern
languages; some are trying to teach a subject that they themselves have never.

'What has been said applies, of course, to the teaching and learning of modernGerman and modern Dutch, with this comment, that of these two modern Germaniclanguages, the former is more important and should receive the greater emphasis inthe curriculum. For German, ViStor's Deutsches ussprachewOrterbuch, 2d edition, isfundamental in learning the pronunciation. For training in commercial German thefollowing books may prove helpful: (1) Graham and Olivor, German CommercialPractice connected with the Export and Import Trade, 2 volumes. Vol. I (1904) ;Vol. II (1906). Macmillan, London. (2) Arnold Kutner, Commercial German, 1903,American Book Co. (8) F.,Coverly Smith, Introduction to Commercial German, 1903,Macmillan, London.
2 Some time ago a committee of well-known business men and educators, appointed

by the Government df Great Britain to investigate th1 problem of education for thosewishing to prepare for foreign trade, recommended that a much greater time be given
to the study of French, French being " by far the most important language in the historyof modern civilization."

A strong plea for the study of French and Portuguese was made by a Brazilian,Clinton D.Smith, before the Educational Conference (.e training for foreign service
on December 41, 1915. .(See Bul. 1917, No. 87, pp. 85-86. Departmeht of Interior. Bu.of Educ.)
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been able to master, and the situation is worse ,00w than before the war.' One
of the greatest difficulties which American educational institutions are facing
is to find well qualified teachers of French, Spanish, had Portuguese. flood
teachers of Italian can be found In sufficient numbers, but school authorities
are clamoring for experienced teachers of Spanish, and a real teacher of
Portuguese is a rare (iris. As far as French is concerned, we expect that the
problem will soon _ be solved. Many alumni and illumine (;I' American col-
leges and universities have been in France for one and even two years, We
hope that a large number of them will turn to the teaching of the French lan-
guage. They can not fall to becogy Inspiring teachers.

But the best teacher of modern languages is absolutely helpless as long as
his classes are as large as they aro: 20 to 40. The number of students iu any
class in the department of modern languages should not extevil 20. All arer-
age of 15 should be tla rule, if good results are to be expected.' Imagine
piano; teacher trying to teach :10 or 40 students simultaneously bow to play
the piano in a short period varying from,' 40-to 50 minutes. One minute's
attention to each boy. That is flue condition teachers of modern languages
are facing even. day.

Another stumbling block in the path of teachers is the itidifferent attitude of
the average American student toward his studies. Is it not greatly due to
the fact that he has not the least idea of the career he may wish to follow later
in life? Whether he will pursue this special vocation or not, Is hnmaterial.
His choke of the future profession, even if vague, need not lead to a pre-
mature specialization in his studies, as some seem to fear: besides_ being ass
incentive, It would serve as a kind of beacon to guide hint through the maze
of his college curriculum. Having no definite aim, he gropes his way Inward
a general education by taking a motley combination of courses which leads
him nowhere.

To remedy this (k -feet, a thorough psychological test should be given to every
boy before being _admitted to a high school. and a report sent to his parents
or guardian with proper directions as to the kind of studies his mental ability
fits him to take most profitably.,

Another serious drawback is the lack of memory training in our elementary
and secondary schools. A boy 'with a poor memory will never become a good
linguist' .

Time to be devoted to the preparation of students: Schedule I obtains if a
Junior high school is available; -schedule II, if there is no Junior high school;
Schedule III, if no romance language has been studied in the preparatory school.

' See the Modern Language'dournal, March, 191R, p. 284: " On a motion of Professor
Smith, of Wisconsin. a resolution was passed calling attention to the very real danger in

_the flelds of French and Spanish due to the slat of poorly prepared and unorympathtle
teachers from other branches, and expressing the section's strong disapproval of such
changes being allowed by administrative officers In colleges and secondary schools.

See Bulletin of High Points, tvlitrd I.y A. Wilkins. in charge of modern
. languages in high schools. Board of Education, of New York City. March, 1918. p. 14 :
" A It artier who gives only a portion of till time to Instruction in a subject may be called
it 'tractional' teacher of that subject. In the 24 high schools there are 141.97 teachers
tat iierman engagedjn giving Instruction to some foreign language other than German."

5 See an article by Henry Zicie in Bulletin of High Sellout Teachers' Ameociation of
New York City; April, 191(1, p. 41: "I visited, in all, eight secondary pullouts in and
oat of London. All the schools I visited had four excellent features: (1) They laid
'ress on a good pronunciation and used sound-chords ; (2) the worIP was properly
graded; (3) the teachers had a good command of the foreign language, and (4) the
classes were small, from 10 to 25 pupils."
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SCHEDULE I.

lustros Mon Scrion..

First language.

First year
Second year

5 periods per week.
5 periods per Week.

litait Scnom.

Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year
Sixth year_

First Second
language. language.

periods . periods .
periods . 5 periods .

4 periodc 4 periods ....
3 periods 3 periods ....

Third I Fourth
language. language.

5 periods
4 periwig
3 period, ... 5 periods.

COLLEG

Three periods for each language throughout"

SCHEDULE H.

than SCHOOL.

First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year

- First
language.

Second Third
language. language.

6 period;
i periods.... 5 periods
4 periods.... 4 periods ... . 4 periods
3 periods.... 3 poriod.1..... 3 periods

Fourth
language.

5 periods.

Comeov..
Three perlials for each language throughout°

SCHEDULE nt.
COLLEGE.

First Second Third Fourthlanguage. language. language. language.

First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year..

5 periods
5 /wind :t periods.
3 period, 3 periods 3 periods ....3 periods ' :i periods Iperiods 3 periods.

MICTHODS.

SCHEDULE I.

JUNI011 Elicit SI'llOOL.'

First looms/ 4e.
a

First year: Five periods per week. .Pronunciation (daily traiaing). Description of theclassroom, the school, persons, animals, familiar objects, pictures; representing sisipbsscenes, common actions to bring out important verbs (present indicative, past deflafte,future). Maps, numbers I-100; days of the week, seasons, months, dates, weather,time of day, the five senses, games, little songs and short poems to he memorized.
If three languages are studied instead of four, which is likely; the periods for theBret aad second languages any be increased to four ;-if only two languages are studied,the periods may be increased to dye.

/ A detailed description of these courses Is given because they are still in the erperimental stage.
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No formal grammar. Emphasis laid on correct . pronunciation. Mostly oral work,
carefully graded. The best teacher should be in charge.

It French Is the first language, use such simple books as First Year In French, by Syms
(Aintlrican Book Co.), or First French Book. by J. Greenberg (Charles Merrill Co.),
leaving the translation of English exercises for the very end of the ye.ar, if at all, or
Berry's books for children (Wm. Jenkins), pictures such as Tab leaux Martins* De Bleat;
(Hachette and Co.. London).

tK If Spanish is chosen as first language, use such easy hooks as Wormnn's Spanish books
(American Book Co.). The pictures mentioned above may` he used for Spanish as well.

Second year: Five periods per week. Continuation of the work done during the first
year along the same lines. Daily drill in pronunciation. More pictures, more maps, more
games, numbers 1- 1000; notions of history, geography, arithmetic, fractions,. metric
systems, etc. ; the three kingdoms of nature, all in the language to be' learned. A very
easy reader, with a commercial bias if possible. Rudiments of the grammar taught from
the reading. Oral exercises of all kinds also based on that textbook. Very little transla-
tion of the foreign language into English should be done ,sxeept to show the pupils how
to go about it. No literal translation should be allowed. Frequent dietetic& of short
sentences, of short stories. Songs, short stories, or short poems memorized.

Counszs.

Third and fourth years: In the third and fourth years (respectively the first and second
years in attetilatve) graduates 9f a junior high school should he able to do the work
that is done at present during the first three years in a first-class high school.

Any method suiting the Individuality of the teacher and leading on the part of the
pupils to thorough work and self expression should be encouraged. Whatever may be
the method, the teacher should adhere to the motto : A minimum of grammatical rules
and translation, and a maximum of oral work.

If formal grammar is started, it should proceed slowly, with special stress on funda-
mental principles and constant 44111 on verbs.

Translation of the foreign language Into English should be done only in the case of
difficult passages and idioms. A careful selection of the texts on which to base the
lessons will minimize that kind of work. Translation of English into the foreign language
should he attempted, if at all, only toward the end of the first year as review work.
Later on easy composition may be used.

Teachers may ease their work by using textbooks provided with exercises giving material
for drill work along up-to-date lines.

In the program of the first three years of high schools, books with commercial
tendencies are seldom rend. To fill that want, numerous dletations on the country, the
language of which is learned, its climate, customs, daily life, government, general industry,
commerce, etc., should be given. Proverbs and easy idiomatic sentences should be
memorized.

Fifth and Ai.rth. years: So far academic and commercial courses can go hand in had
with a commercial flavor if the majority of students are preparing for a business career.
Now the -work should he somewhat specialized and commercial textbooks put into the
hands of the pupils, with the same methods as described above prevailing. Constant
oral work, much dictation by the teacher or leading pupils, a minimum of translation
of the foreign language into English. etc.

FIom now on one hour per week should he set aside for the reading of an easy text
or newspaper in the first language at sight, a student rending aloud, one paragraph at
time, the teacher translating or better explaining the words unfainiliar to the class, and
a second student summing up the paragraph in the language taught. Reading at sight
should start for the second language at the beginning of the sixth. year. This kind of
work Inereases the confidence of the scholars and encourages independent reading.

They should also be urged to avail themselves of every occasion to ithprove their
practical knowledge of the language in which they are interested : (a) An exchange of
letters with youths of their age abroad ; (b) participation In a foreign lanenage club ;
(e) use of a dictionary purely French or Spanish; (d) sermons,letures. plays, news-
papers, and reviews In the foreign language; (c) acquaintance with people speaking
that language, etc.

FRENCH.

Fifth, year.

Notions de commerce,. by Coudray and Cuxnx DunodE. Plant, 6diteurs, 47, Qual
des arenas Augustine, Paris).

Elements de commerce et de comptabfltts, par Gabriel Faure (Masion et Clerediteurs
120, bouleviird St. Germain, Pasts).
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At sight. Edition W/owe/aim du Courtier des Etats Unlit. New York City, or Letit Journal, published by Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Sixth year.
F'syneli Commercial Proetiee ill parts), by Graham and Oliver (Macmillan & Co.,London).
At sight. Lo France qui taraille, by .logo ( D. C. Heath & Co..'Boston).or
lef rue commercial' et inotunteielle fruncoamericainc, published by Le Courrier desEtats-Unis. New York City.

SPANISH.

Flifth year (if first language).
Harrison's Spanish Correspondence (Henry Holt & Co., New York City).111cilale's Commercial Spanish (. C. Heath & Co..; Boston).At sight. Albes: I:iajando por thud America edited by Warshaw'(Ilenry Holt & Co.,New York City).
or

U.El Er() (I woubleday. Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.).
Dietiot)ary: Prqueno,Larousse ilustrado (Larousse, Paris).

Sixth year.
Spanish Commercial Correspondence by Whittem and Andrade (D. C.' Heath & Co:,Boston) .
Fuentes and Ellis : Manual de Corresiondenein

'o., New York City).At sight : Nelson's The Spanish American Reader (D. C. Ilea & Co., BoatOn).or
La Prensa (daily New York City.

COLLLGP.

On entering college after six consecutive years of the first language students shouldbe able to speak 4t fluently and correctly and to write it idlomaticully. So college coursesshould be. Poked upon as seminar work, aiming at retaining and improving the graspof the language learnt in the previous years!,
Such courses should be conducted entirely In the foreign language and based on tech -nical publications, such as foreign consular reports, reportsof foreign touring chubs Indchambers of commerce, commercial and industrial reviews, the bulletins (Spanish andPortuguese) of the Pan Atnerican Union, etc., With one hour per -week entirely devotedto sight reading.
iliwher lugMuttons should create for such- students a special atmosphere that wouldreelnee, pill only of course, a sojourn abroad. A large room should be set aside forthem where,,they would constantly meet other ,young men interested in similar studies,and find a library answering their needs, foreign newspapers and periodicals of all kinds,n miniature museum didplaying Industrial, mining, vegetable products, etc., with theirnames in several languages, various wall maps. lantern slides or moving pictures showingthe daily life, industry, commerce, natural beauties,, etc., of foreign lands, the scenesbeing explained in the foreign laziguageor forming topics for general discussion, roundtable conferences, frequent lectures, games, a phonograph with records of foreignsongs, etc.

This environment, artificial, it is true, but indispensable: could be more thorough bythe cooperation of the departments of history, geography, mathematics, economics, law,etc., in using foreign textbooks in their elective courses.
Students should be urged to visit during their summer vacations the country the.language of which they are studying. Scholarships for stich trips might be offeredby the Federal Government or the colleges through competitive examinations.
Auxiliary languages (I, e., third and fourth languages). The methods and directionsgiven for the first and second languages should be followed, but the dais would be ableto proceed at n much faster pace.
Schedule II (high school and college).See methods and directions for Schedule Liebut the work would necessarily be slower, especially during the first two years.

If students preparing for foreign service are not numerous enough to form a sec.Ma by themselves, they may fallow advanced literary courses, but special courses shouldbe given them Miring their junior and senior years.
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Schedule III (college only).The work should be intensified along the lines de-
Bered in Schedule I for high schools and .colleges. Students should not take more
than two languages, a fact which would permit them to devote five hours a week to
both languages right along. ..
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0 Economists 1101111glIPZ. Lisboa, Portugal.

0 institute, rnivertdty re VoImbre. Portugal. 1:7
Prism!. Manual de cerrespondenela comereial porttigneza..linepli. Milan, Italy.

0 Jornal de Commercio. ah de Janeiro.
Pan-American 'Union. Bulletin, Washington, D. C., Portuguese text.
Portuguese official reports and tmiletlas.
Revitita de Comercio. Idaboa Portugal
Uniao portuguesa (weekly). San Francisco.

THE TEACHING OF SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES.
BY GISLE IIOTHNE.

Mead, Department of Soandlnarion Languages, Vnirersity of Minnesota.

One result of our country's participation in the great work( struggle will
be the demand for an improved and intenive study of modern languages in
Our educational institutions. If any country ever had the call to assume and
strive to maintain leadership among the nations, not'only politically and com-
mercially, but also in almost all fields of human activity. that certainly has
come to our country. In order to trade most Intelligently and profitably with
other peoples, and in general to deal with them iii a spirit of sympathy and
understanding of their peculiarities and characteristics: it is necessary to have
that Intimate knowledge which only the knowledge of their language can give.
And we shall want to maintain henceforth most Intimate relations with the
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nations of the world. Alread1 England and France are rearranging and ampli-'lying their school courses for the purpose of giving the foreign languages aLunch more prominent place than before. And the Scandinavian language'shave not been overlooked. England established during the recent war lerture-ships in the Scandinavian languages at the University of London and otherplaces; and France, in addition tool professorship in the Scandinavian lap-guliges at the University of Paris previously established, invited boys fromthe Scandinavian countries to (Ville 01 her schools in order to get a thoroughtraining in French. in addition to the subjects required by the correspondhe4schools at home.

The schools and colleges of our country have Omen excellent instruction inmodern languages in the years gone by, but much more will be demanded inthis line in order to lit our young men and women for foreign service. Thelanguages for which there will he the greatest demand will undoubtedly heFrench, German. Spanish, Russian, Italian. But also other languagel4 will
be taught. among then' the Scandinavian. The Scandinavian languages com-prise Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish. While philologists will continue tocultivate the study of Icelandic, which in its modern form is spoken by some100.000 people, the other modern Scandinavian languages have much addedvalue in modern times. These languages are spoken by 12 millions who belongto the most enlightened people in Europe. While the three languages are dis-tinct. knowledge of one will make the effort to acquire the other two compara-tively easy. The grammar of Norwegian and Danish Is somewhat simpler thanSwedish. but the student may start with any one of them as he has the oppor-tunity, and a little practice and effort Avid help him tn acquire all.

Great writers have dtiveloped the Scandinavian languages into almost perfect instruments of expression in all fields of human thought. All who arefamiliar with the subject will know that the Scandinavians have produeedwriters of a high rank, and that their literature has a value far beyond whatmight be expected from their numbers. It is probable that America will be-eonie the center Of international scientific research, taking the place in theworld occupied by Germany before the war. Our country has this mission onaccount of _the cosmopolitan character of the population, the idealism. en-thusiasm, and vigor of the people, the rapid advance in scholarship made withinthe last 48' or f') years by great universities and scientific institutions, thewealth and liberality of our country. After we entered the war, steps weretaken to make the Scandinavian countries such a center. And there is muchthat speaks for a venture. apart from the fact that they have struggledhard to remain neutral in the great World War.
The Scandinavians have moducted many scholars whose names are familiarto students in many fields, some, indeed, having attained the highest eminence.For years Scandinavian scholars and writers have been intelligent observersand keen interpreters of scientific achievements and political principles andevents in the leading countries. And what has been written in the Scandinavianlanguages on these lines has a value of its own. Just one example: Those whoare familiar with Bh4rnson, the great writer and orator, whose familiarity withEuropean politics was almost astounding, and who was one of the few Euro-peans whose words were listened to by the real leaders of Europe with respect,will remember his characterization of Prussianism, just as apt to-day as when-it was written 50 years ago, his championship of the oppressed peoples ofAustria-Hungary, just to mention a few instances. He even predicted years agothat the next great wan-would begin with Austria, though no doubt he had noidea of the colossal dimensions it would assume. An additional argument infavor of the Scandinavian countries as an international (outer of scientific
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The waterfalls of Norway and Sweden are rapidly making these countries

and Germany, and to America in the fields of science and scholarship, in litera-
ture, the arts, and politics: and they are inclined, while ,they take pride in
having produced men who take rank with some of the best, to give each country
its due.

great centers of industry. Denmark's agricultural leadership is well known.
Thes)hipping industry of Norway has been one of the important fate-

so common in the great countries of Europe, which are reluctant to admit the

are under the greatest obligatimins to European countries like England, France,

research Is found in the fact that they are almost devoid of the national pride

superiority In any field of another nation. The Scandinavians feel that they

tor In the ,lifld's trade. The .establishment by the three Scandinavian

Mao commercially the Scandinavian countries have a growing importance.
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countries' of chambers of commerce and banking institptions in New York
shows the importance of the trade relations between these countries 'and
America. Here we have a great field which must 1w enlarged, mind everything
Must be done to maintain cordial relations with the Scandinavian countries.
The opportunity is there. The feeling of the Scandinavians toward America.
is as that of the smaller boys to the big brother. Americans of Norwegian
descent number almost as many as the whole population of Norway ; Americans

--of Swedish extraction almost one-half of Sweden's population; and while the
emigration from Denmark has not been proportionately so-large, the Americans
of Danish descent are a most valuable element of our country.

The great ha( of the people friun the Swndinavian countries whO came to
this country to settle have mule their homes in the Northwestern Stat., of
which Minneapolis may he called the center. It seemed only natural at the
Scandinavian languages, If taught in America at all, would he tang t in this
section of the country particularly. And that has been and is y' the case.
Scandinavian church bodies have estaflished in this territory Camay schools
where excellent instruction in the Scandinavian languages h s been given.
Americans of Scandinavian descent differfittle from other Americans. And why
should they he different? As the history of the Senialinavian.cduntriZs shows a
constant struggle for national existence and real democracy, they fall readily
in with the American way of thinking, and as an element .really reinforce our
American ideals. On the language question the Americans of Scandinavian
descent reflect as a rule the prevalent opinion of the Amerlian communities
where* they reside. Among the Americans of Scandinavian descent there is
unanimity as to the necessity of knowing English, the language of our
country. That is not a matter for discussion at all.; Even those extremists
who would exclude from all our schools all foreign languages have represelita-
tives among the Americans of 'Scandinavian descent. There are- quite a few
also of Americans of 'Scandinavian.descent, as there are of other Americans,
who hold rightly that a knowledge of foreign languages, including the Scandi-
navian, is highly desirable. We all know.the class of Americans who believe
the American type is-sonmething fixed and rigid, created some time, ago and the
pattern for all "foreigners" who come to make their homes here. 'There are
others who believe real 'Americanism consists in considering the American type
a .living OrgSnitim developing into the most perfect typf of man by retaining
the glorious spirit and faith which created and has maintained this Nation and
by absorbing with the many national elements of our population also their
best characteristics.

But we shall take more interest in the peoples of Europe and the world.
We shall 'want to learn foreign languages. Id this -Nation, united as never
before and with a unity of spirit and purpose, not created, but made manifest
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by the war and a marvel to the world, one group of Americans will cease to
treat with condescension and distrust American citizens of " foreign" descent,
their equals in all essentials, a thing that, has done more to create national
groups in our country than anything else. We shall all learn from one another,
one American group from the so-called foreigners, as the foreigners gladly
have learned so much' front those who were here before. And there is plenty
of room for improvement along these lines. The -time will come when the
history of Minnesota and North Dakota, to mention examples, will be written
and taught in our public schools, giving full Credit to the Scandinavian element,
as true and loyal. Americans as any, and the countries they come from. The
Minnesotft Historical Society now has a department contaluing the largest
collection in America of all sorts of publications that throw light on thehistory .of the Scandinavian element. And the Scandinavian languages and
history will he continued to he taught at the universities nnti in the high schools
of Minnesota and adjacent States, because we all as Americans demand that
there shall be given instruction in this country in these languages, valuable
from so many points of view.

The Kniversity of Minnesota gives complete courses for the study of the
Scandinavian languages, and a number of other universities -give all such
instruction that there is any demand for. In Minneapolis and St. foul five
high schools give instruction in Norwegian and SwediAL and in many places
in Minnesota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Tower-bud Illinois there is an oppor-
tunity to learn these languages. The study of these languages was introduced
into high schools only a few years ago, and the line of textbooks is not as
complete as desirable. But enough is available for American students to acquire
knowledge of these languages, and there are indeed many teachers who are
fully equipped to teach them. There are also hooks for English-speaking
students for self-study in these languages, though I think all of this clasS of
hooks have been published in England. A competent teacher is, of course,
always preferable.

A two years' course In college, corresponding to a four years' course in n high
school or secondary school, might he summarized nefollows:

FIRST YEAR OR ELEMENTARY COURSE.

The purpose of this course is to acquire an accurate prommelation, an under-
standing of simplellanguage when spoken, the translatton of easy English
phrases and sentences into the Scandinavian language taught, Norivegian,
Swedish,- or Danish, to express in these languages ideas aboittordinary expe-
riences in life and about tie content of the texts used. Of the methods used
may be mentioned, reading aloud by both teacher and class, dictation. the
students memorizing conversational prose and easy verse, oral and written
translations from English, questioning the class and Pequiring answers in the
language taught, using as material whatever texts the clogs has. It is not
proper to -merely translate the reader or the literary selections, but the students
should be trained to express in the Scandinavian language taught the ideas he
found in the text. And there should be constant drill in the elements of
grammar.

Grammars used in this country: P. (froth : Danish Grammar. E. V. Otttt: ThoDanish Language. P. Groth: Norwegian Grammar. J. A. Holvik Beginner's stook InNorse. M. Mihelet : Flrht Book in Norse. A. Louis Elmquist : Swedish tlranunar, alsoSwedish Phonology. E. J. Vickner: Swedish Grammar.
Intended for self-study are H. Forehhammer: How to learn Danish, C. A../Thimm'sNorwegian Self-Taught, Swedish Self-Taught (London).
Norwegian Self-Taught. (Sixth edition by Prof. (lirondahj, London University, Marl-borough Co., London, is very good.)
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SECOND YEAR OR ADVANCED COURSE.

The elementary work should be continued in the intermediate and .advanced
courts. There should 1w more conversation and more expression of connected
ideas in the language taught, and nihre translation of Eng Usti prose. There
should be a diarussion by the class in the language taught of the contents of
the readers or hooks used. The teacher should furnish material relating In
the history and geography of-41w country studied. and the clam should tell what
they have heard in the language tauglit. Students should prepare in Norwegian,
Swedish, or Danish rOftutniva of material dlacusaed in class, deliver them in
writing or give them orally. There should also be writing of themes and letters.
The teacher should tell or read storieS or newspaper articles, and the students
reproduce them. The study of the grammar should he continued, with the drill
required.

REFER EWES.
Norwegian books for American students to Is. used In throe eoui"ca have principally

been published by th Augsburg Po IlishIng. house coil Free Churi-li hook t. oneern InMinneapolis, Swedish tests by the Augustan* Publishing Douse, Rock Island, Ill., and
Engeig-ilointherg Publlidling Os., Chicago.

A cheap DnisleNorwegianEnglish Dictionary has been edited by Johannes Mrtgnussen
J. Rrynildsen's Norsk.Engelsk ordbg and EngelskNorskDistisk Ordbo.; ate rely toss.So are B. J. Birkman: Svensk- Engelsk Ordboli, and E. Wentitrom' and Wm Lindgren:
kingelsk-Mrensk Ordhok. T. T. Evantlis has recently published "Norsk og dansk Ilondel-
slekalkon." J. Guinchard's "Sweden " is an eict4lent hook In English. A similar puPli-
cation "Norway." published hi 1000, is now somewhat out of date, but (sclpting much
interesting Information. " Roken om Norte (5 was.) has been publjshed in Christiania
for the use of American students and contains much excellent material. Swedish Year-
book On.Englandi was published In Stockholm In 1921. -

in connection pith the Danish. Norwegian, and Swedish Legations at Washington.
D. C., are press attachtla who are willing, when called upon, to give information relating
to many Scandinavian subjects.

THE TEACHING OF THE SLAVIC LANGUAGES.
By Lao Wiz rant,

Professor of Riao4o Languages and Wert:tom Harvard Un4rereity.

The study of the classical languages has long been endangered by the en-
croachment of the practical into the college curriculum. Indeed, the classical
languages would Jong ago have suffered a complete fiasco were It not for the
important philological bearing that they have had in the German school system,
to which even the American schools have subscribed blindly. With the defeat
of the German State there is hound to come a total reorgiutization of the
schools, at least as regards language instruction. The philological raison (1'0re
of theelassical languages must give way to a training in languages, (*.hex for
the general purpose of linguistic discipline, whatever the language pay" be,
or for the specialized training in modern languages, that is, for the practical
purpose of immediate application in daily needs. In the highest type of a school
these two purposes will be indissolubly joined.

There are,-proluthly, In the whole range of the European languages none so
fit to unite these two purposes as the Slavic languages, more eipecially Russian.
Polish, Bohemian, Serbian, because they combine in an admirable manner the
qualities of the classical languages, as trainers of the mind, with the practical
side of linguistic study to serve as aids in the vocational training. The Slavic
languages in structure resemble Latin and Greek very closely. There is the
same grammatical complexity ana delicacy of shading, the same wealth of
word building, the same intellectual appeal. Contrary to all current prejudice,
the Slavic languages are not more difficult than either Latin or Greek, or
French or German. The popular prejudice is due to the unfamiliar appearance
of the' 'Inseam alphabet, the newness of the vocabulary, and the- complexity
of the declensional aid the conjugational system, all of which strikes the
student in the very beginning of his studies. But these difficulties are easily
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overc ome in a year, after which the great simplicity and freedom of theirsentence structure, the utter absence of the periodic. which, for example, in
German, keeps increasing, rather Chun decreasing, In successive years, and
the unlimited power of word derivations from a limited basic vocabulary, which
is characteristic of the Slavic languages, make them the 'host fascinating- aswell as the easiest for direct use in business or science. The Slavic languages,
especially Russian, have but one norm for all purposes, whether literature,
wimp, or business. After a two years' course one should be able to correspond,
with the help of the dictionary and letter writer, on any usual subject, and athree years' course should give one a ready use for all practical purposes.

. From a mere intellectual standpoint our high schools should provide an-
optii.ti in some of the modern latatagisi for those who decline 1, take aclassical eourse. The schools can not afford to abondon language study en-tirely : and Slavic- languages, especially Rusgitin, should receive an equal
treatment with Spanish and French. Front a practical standpoint Gni Slavic
lunguages sIstuld appeal to young Americans as no other European language.
The St4bians and the ,Boheiians consider America t,heir best- friend, andPresident Massaryk has mid siguiticantly that Bohemia would never forget
America. and that it knew how to be grateful. This simply means that end-
leSS opportunities will open to young Americans who want to connect in abusiness way with the Slavic States. The Mule Is true in regard to Poland.
but while Serbia, Bohemia, and Poland can at most -muster 30'111011mi people,
Russia, with its 150 million people, offers unlimited potwiliiiitles to generationsof Americans. America is almost the only untion which the Russians trust,
and to which they will look almost exclusively for help in their reconstruction,
and to which they W'ill intrust business of every description. It would. be a

iburning shame if Americans did ant is time take advantage of this ext Ttionalopportunity to become the associate of Slavdom . We must begin at uce to- prepare young men for the tusk which will be required of them.
We shonld at once begin by offering a two years' course in Russian in all the

reputable high schools and business schools, wherever 'a proper Russian in-structor (u be obtained. Our colleges and hikher business schools should offerthe some two years in Russian, an additional year or two In Russian, and oneand two years' courses ill Polish. Itollenlii111, ikipl Serbian. All these courses
should he so arranged that they should lead either to a men' literary course ordinctly to a business career. This is comparatively easy in the case of theSlavic languages, because, as pointed ottt above, there is but one norm for allliterary styles. - Unfortunately we possess no good textbooks.or grammars for
English-speaking-people in Polish. Bohemian, or Serbian, but these can easily
be supplied if a demand is created for thew. But for the study of Itussianthere Is no no lack of textbooks. Above all of these towers Bondar's Sim-plified Russian Method, a masterpiece of a textbook. which from the very startfurnishes material for a literary antrit business course. In shoolsor in self -instruction it can be used Advantageously for two years. Then there are the
excellent accented texts published by the Oxford University and Cambridge
University presses, and the several textbooks and a grammar by Neville Forbes,
Of the many dictionaries in existence, Alexandrofrs is still the best.

..NoTg.Frequentrennests for bloke helpful in the self-study of the Russian languageinduced the editor of this bulletin to issue early in 1918 the following list of books con-structed and adapted largely with the object in view:
Bondar. Simplified Russian method. London, Effingham Wilson, 1915.

fondar's Russian readers, Nos. 1:5. published by same Rim, may be used shortlyafter beginning the grammar.
Forbes, Neville. Russian grammar. Oxford, Clarendon Press.Karraehy-Smith. Lessons lu Russian. London, R. Low, Marston & Co., 1915.A key to the exercises of this grammar is pea published by the same publisher.
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Magnus, L. A. A concise grammar of the Russian language. Lan Ion. .1. Murray, 1916.Matutsovich, Boris. A Russian manualer self-tuition. London. Kran Paul, Trench,Tri Ritter & Co., 1915.
Motti, Pietro. Russian conversation grammar. London, D. Nutt.Rappoport, S. 113asfeld's new practical method for learning the Itu,Nlan language.London, 11:raehfeld 'Bros., 1916.
Rio la, Wary. how to learn Russian. Rased upon the 011endorMan-aystem and adaptedfor self-Instruction. London, Regan Paul, Trench. Trtibner &

It is advisable for self study to purchase the key to the eiervit.ea of Rio la's gram-mar. This key is published by the same firm.
Russian grammar simplified. Published by lingo's Institute- for Teaching Pot-elan

= Languages.
Russian reading made easy. Published by Ilugo's Institute, etc.

. May be used soon after beginning the grammarr
SOlonionolf..1. Russian composition. Parts I, 11, and Ill. London, Regan Paul. Trenal,Trithner & Co., 1916.

Mr. Solomonon la instructor ip the London County Council venIng commercialbunt utes
The serious student of Russian will find it advisabls to buy early in the study .1 the

language simple dictionary. The Russian dictionary, by A. Wassilieff to the Langham
series, published by Charles Scribner'sSons, contains the u.ual words -with tbAr pro.
nunclallon figured. David McKay, Philadelphia, nubile:hes 11111's Vest pocket Engli,h
Russian dictionary. W.J. liernan, New York, City, publishes a sthail phrase book of
about AO pagesWhat you want to say and how to say it In Russian.

IMPORTANCE OF TURKISH AND ARMENIAN LANGUAGE: 'FOR
FOREIGN SERVICE.

By ABRAHAM YOHANNAN.

TURRIsH.

Turkish' was the language of one of the greatest euntries in Europe and
Asia during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A power which once in-
fluenced half the world., It overthrew and established empires, usurped the
thrones of Venda, Arabia, pt, and Greece, and was dreaded by Italy, France,
and Germany. Even now the Turkish language is spoken by Onions of people
belonging to a vast enqdre, and is more or less used in official circles from
Tunis in Africato the walls of China. It is the court tulip/tip. of western
Persia ; and in many provineei of south Russia and Afghanistan it is spoken as
much as Persian. There are at least 25 written in liglillgPS 11Sell in the Ottoman
Empire, yet in spite of ibis babel of tongues, which 18 found chiefly at Con-
stantinople, the strong individuality of the Turk has manifested itself in
polities and goverdment.

kola a regrettable fact that-such a language has hitherto received little or
no attention in America. The complete ignorance of it on the part of our
countrymen has, from time to time, greatly impeded proper minunnieation
and intercourse between (he two nations and 'given rise to most SeriOLIS miRunder-
standino and difficulties- in diplomatic as well as Cottimercial affairs. A pray:
seal knowledge of the Turkish language is a requisite of diplomatic and cm-
mercial relations with the Ottoman Empire. It is essential In conducting the
export trade-of this country with the Mohammedan world, and in unfolding the
treasures of modern science to the population.

It is expected that In the development of international relations there will
in all probability result a closer connection between Turkey and the United
States, and a growth of mutual* interest. The secret of the snceess of certain
European nations who gained prestigejn dealing Ivith-;the Turks, as .well as
with other orientals, lies in the fact that they learned thOr langunges,adopted
their customs, wore their costumes, and learned their itode of living: hence,
they gained an intimate knowledge of their character, \their needs; and re-
quirementaand dealt with them accordingly. Europea, manufacturers, for
instance, unterstood perfectly the kind and style of goods aOid articles that were
generally used by the orientals, and they aupPlied articles that style, though
it seems in many cases to be very clumsy and unwieldy to iwesterners. Barter-
ing with a Turk is a complicated process and very vezatioits, especially to one
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who does not speak his language and know his habits. Scarcely a shopkeepersnakes even a pretense of having as tined price.. lie asks more than he expects,allowing a %vide margin for dickering. If he should get what he asked, heworth! regret that he (lid not ask more. We must lose no opportunity to placeourselves in close communication both with the governing Ottoman element and%Oh the numerous races subjed to its sway.

While it Ie true that .English-speaking
interpreters are available In the prin-cipai centers, yet it is intluitely preferable to conduct negotiations of any .kinddirectly, rather than by means of intermediaries of doubtful accuracy. And inthe smiler towns it is practically impossible to find persons with sufficientcommand of English to render them Stlit4111 le us interpreters. Furthermore. itiS important for commercial enterprises to be able to prepare Information and- catalogues, and lists in Turkish, since English is understood oul.y by an in-finitesimal part of the population.

A system of courses should be'established by colleges and universities, de-Mimed to prepare students for foreign service in Turkey, either in the serviceof the United States Government, In business enterprises, or in scientific,. In-vestigations. The ourses thus offered should flint to make the students familiarwith the getwral tillbjeCIS required' for successful work in Turkey, to enablethem bymeats of this knowledge to -gain quick mastery of general problems.that presiit themselves in various occupations. The courses sluiuld in-clude something of the customs, history, beliefs etc., of the country, to develop
as Undll'SI Onding of the people, and to enable-one to avoid wringothtse through imarince of prejudices or superstitions.

The Turkish language is of Tfirtar,origin, a member of Urni-Altaic family,dominated by the law of vowel harmony and nirgiutination. Turkish hasa4-mitted a large number of Arabic and Persian words, grammatical forms, 'and,even entire sentences. it Is .best. coordinated wills the study of Arabic orPersian, from which languages the great bulk of its vast vocabulars- is drawn.Vr this reason the study or Turkish presents unusual difficulties to anyonetiot acquainted with spree oriental language, nod for the same rell4.0114( shouldnot he introduced too early in a college course. The course should I framedfor graduate student's, but should also he open to specially qualified studentswho have not completed the full college course and to those who have had con-siderable linguistic training.
The successful completion of the courses offered will normally occupy threeyears In the case of candidates for diplomatic service and two years for thosewho prepare for commercial or other foreign 'service, In each case two hoursper. week will be sufficient. After a preliminary 'survey of the grammar it isbest to take up at once the. reading of easy texts, the details of the grammarbeing explained as they are exemplified.

11EFERENCi8.
Hagopian. V. It. Ottoman- Turkish conversati.n grammar. London, 11107.Jehlitschka. Holm Tfirkische Konversatious-grammatik. Heidelberg. 1M) .Midler, August. Tiirkisehe grammutik. Mit Paraaligmen, literature Chrestomathle and'Glossar. (Clossli-mi.) Berlin. 1859.
Itedhouse, Sir -Shines W. A Turkish and English lexicon. Constantinople, 1890.A lexicon. En fish and Turkish. London. 1861.A simplified 'grammar of the ottoman-TurkIsh language. London, 1884.Minim. C. A. Turkish self-taught. Laudon. 1845. . .With English phonetic pronunclation, eonthloing vocabularies, elementary gram-Idiomatic phrases and conversations. English and Turkish dictionary. money,weights. and measures. ./Tien. Rec. Anton. A Turkish grammar. London, 1890. .

ARMENIAN.

The study of Armenian is made difficult by the alphitbet, which closely re-sembles that of no other language, and by the fact that, although it Is an 10°-8218V-22-10
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'European language, the words seem totally unfamiliar to the learner. For this
reason it should not be introduced too early in it college course, but rather
reserved for more mature students or those who have had considerable linguistic
training. There is no subject related so closely as to be coordinated with
special advantage. Before taking up the reading of texts, considerable atten-

., tion must be paid to the grammar, the details of which are of course taken up
in connection with the reading of texts. To obtain results of any practical value
the course must extend over not less than two years. A purely conversational
method does not give a proper command of the language, but conversation-
exercises can be introduced to advantage in the second year's work.

REFERENCES.
Aucher, Father Paschal. A dictionary, English-Armenian and Armenian-Euglish. 2 vols.Venice, 1821.
Bedrossian, Rev. M. New dictionary, Armenian-English. Venice, 1875-1879.Chakwaldian, 11. H. Armeno-American letter writer. Boston, E. A. Yeran, 1914.Gillian, K. H. Elementary modern Armenian grammar. London and New York, 1902.Petermann, Jul. Henr. Ports linguarum orientalum, brevis linguae anueulacue. Leipsie,1872. (Classical.)
Yerau,12. A. Armenian- English conversation. Boston, Vertu' Press, 1913.
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PART IV. PERIODICAL LITERATURE..

USE OF PERIODICALS IN EDUCATION FOR FOREIGN TRADE
SERVICE.

With Bibliographies of Periodicals and Periodical Articles.

By Jolts COTTON DANA,
Librarian Fire Public Library of Newark, S. .1.

It seemed quite simple to compile a list of periodical references which might
be found useful in training for foreign trade and consular service, but as we
investigated the subjet we discovered three things: That such a list printed
this week would be out of date the next; that any given list to be useful must,
above everything else, be up to date; and that the value of periodicals in train-
ing for foreign service was far greater than' we had supposed it would be.
;We, therefore, deckled to give the iesults of our investigation in this field, feel-
ing that it might prove useful to know how we arrived at our conclusions.

Our first search for articles on the subject in general was met, not unexpect-
edly, by a dearthnf material. The papers and reports in English, Spanish, and
Portuguese coutained in the Pan American Scientific Congress Proceedingb for
1915, the abstracts of these papers in the report on the commercial education
subsection of this congress by Glen Levin Swiggett (Bur. Educe. Bul., 1916,
No. 25), and those given in 'Dr. Swiggett's "Conference on Training for For-
eign Service " (Bur. of Educa. Bul., 1917, No. 37), none of which are to be
classed strictly as periodical references, were the only ones having construc-
tive tendency. Other leads'ended in expressions of opinion that such special-
ized training did not, but should, exist In some standardized and adequate
form.'

TurNiing to the 0lndividnal subjects requisite in a .course oh foreign trade, we
found an abundance of material on the subjects themselves, with little on
methods-of teaching the use of it. During the last four years articles by the
thousands have appeared, all or any of which might be suitable for collateral
reading, but with little or no measure of their permanent, ephemeral, or com-
parative worth without an expenditure of much time in going through the mass
critically. For it must he understood that the, usual factors in discrimination
do not hold in this instance and that ordinary processes of selection on authori-
tative grounds can not he consistently followed, That what a certain, author
writes or a certain magazine publigies on a given subject should be worth
attentionds ordinarily a workable rule for sifting references previous to exams=
nation of material. In modern business, facts take precedence of authorities,
information is not valued for its verbal dress, and timeliness outweighs prestige.
It is of small benefit to learn a noted jurist's exposition of a law if to-day's
newspaper gives an inch of space to its amendment or repeal. This is espe-
cially true just now, since war action is annulling the past, mistabilizing the
present, and promising for the future permanent change. Nor is length a factor

I Since the ahoy% was written: certain other articles have appeared which are given inthe references:
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in determining value. To reject for brevity, a correct procedure in other cases,
becomes here arbitrary and unwise. For example, that an American chamber
of commerce for Spain has begun active work may be the most important
item in the " World's Markets" for June, while almost every article In suc-
cessive issues of " The #0itericas," 2 although short and generally ;unsigned, could
be used, as could eaeh article. in the department of international banking and
finance of the "Bankers' Magazine." This applies to all the subjects except
three, which touch the historical element in commerce, government, and law,
and find their best treatment in .books. Hence fact, recent and timely, seem9
the criterion for

this
valuation.

To recognize this makes clear the inadequacy of any bibliography of articles.
It is inclusion, not selection, that is needed here, it continuous inclusion of
all that may he useful (accompanied by a continuous rejection of what has
passed its usefulness), continually collected, or, to use the librarian's technical
word, cumulated, to date. No fixed list, however carefully approved at its
printing, can do this. Daily Its items become out of date, and their Detention,
which gives them a false importance% becomes an obstruction. Then, also, a
really representative list would appall by the number of.- its items, although a
short one chosen to show the sort of thing that may be found, and understood
to be of intrinsic value only at thedate of printing, may serve a useful pur-
pose. Such a list we have Prepared and appended.

There are two ways, one direct and one through bibliographic aids, that
offer a; feasible solution of how periodical literhture may he used here to the
best advantage. The first is the obvious one of seeing the magazines themselves.
We give a selected list of the most suitable, slightly annotated and roughly
classed. Aniarrangement of periodicals under the numerous headings chosen
for the list of articles would, of course, Merin frequent repetition of titles.

But the problem of inclusion"maY he more nearly solved, we believe, by sup-
plementing direct use of periodicals with that of some such at as is given in
the StandardDaily Trade Service, published by the Slanda 54tatistics Com-
pany, 47 West Street, New York City, at a subscription pri 'e of $120 a year.
This is a combined digest and. index to ia6vspaper, periodical, an 1 otherlsourees
of basic exporting information, supplying current news and f recasts in full.
It consists -of daily issues not exceeding S -pages in length, for insertion in
a loose-leaf hinder, a monthly index whose every second issuel covers the last
two months; Weekly tables and graphs of trade and financial figures of the
United States fora period of 15 years. A personal service to subscribers is also
furnished without additional cost.

This service gives full digests and excerpts of articles in newspapers,
some 88 trade periodicals, and Covernment publications of the United States,
.Europe, Latin America, and the Far East ; digests of legislative bills, procla-
mations, and other documents, and much direct information from its bureaus
:n Washington and Paris, the former keeping in such close touch with all
governmental activity as to furnish 'within 24 hours data regarding legis-
lation, court decisions, Federal Departments, boards and commissions, the Pan
American Union, and similar organizations, and the latter supplying similar
European information from two to four weeks earlier than it would otherwise
reach the United States. French, Russian, Spanish; and Portuguese publica-
tions also are translated and digested. Subjects such as trade relations of
countries, commercial products, export and import legislation and regulation,
financial legislation and conditions, credits, international banking and exchange,
foreign transportation facilities and projects, foreign commercial development,

s Publication now ceased.
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shipping, marine insurance, and patent laws and their interpretation, aretreated in themselves and many of them also as subdivisions under country
and locality.

It seems to na that this short cut to current foreig4 commercial informa-
tion could be used to distinct advantage by instructors ind students.

Also useful is the foreign trade section of the Prentice-Hall Business 'Digest
Service, published by the Prentice-Hall Inc., 70 Fifth Ave., New York City;
subscription, with quarterly cumulations, $30. This weekly digests all the
articles of certain business periodicals and certain articles of more general
magazines. .This service is primarily an index-digest to pert-0111(2111 articles, while
the Standard Daily Trade is primarily a news purveyor and forecaster.
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Ia n gun ges. 132-136.
Brokerage, practice, 50-511.
Business administration and organization,

study. 37-39.
Business lh'ngiitth, 9-11.
Business -ethiea. 36-37.
'tuskless tunthernatIcs, 31-35.
ilusintsta psychology, 36-37.
Cheint.try. indtistrial. 24-27.
Cherington, I'. T., foreign markets and

Trade problems. 20-24.
Chinese language. teaching. 123-125.
Citizenship and immigration, 77-80.
Colonisation and colonial policies, 114-1113.
columbia University, business course*, 11-.

13 ; ports and terminal facilities, courses,
49-52.

Commerr.., chemistry of 24-27.
Commercial geography, foreign countries.

15-17.
Commercial law, 111-$3.
Commission and brokerage practice. 56-58.
C.11FIlinr regulations. 66-70.
Consular aervice, 75-77'.
Corporation laws and finnnce, 41 -63,
Crecraft., H. W., the Consular Service.

75-77.
Cross. I. 11.. International banking and

foreign exchange. 55 -30.
Custonts, legislation, 05-70.
Pane. J. C.. use of periodicals in educa-

tion for foreign trade service, 141-152.
Diplomacy. United States, 102,-105.

109-114.
Duncan, C. 5., comtnerclal organizallon for

foreign trade, 1-4.
Dutch language, teaching, 125-127.

Kast, Fter. and Australia. history, 95-99..
East, Near, history. 90-95.,
Eeonotnic history. United State.. 13-15.
EcottomIt-s, 1 -71.
English, business, 9-11.
Ethics and psychology. hOsIness, 35-37.
Europe, history sines 1t40. $0-S8.
Finanee, comparative. aryl taxation, 50-40.
Fish, C. It.. diplom,tic history of the

United State4 .102-105.
4,rt,ro rosin.count, it. comparative political

history and itatitutiotio, 1041-102.
Foreign .exchange, S5-541.
Foreign langnitges 123 -140.
Foreign relatqats. Unite41 Sisley,, 105-107
Foreign servile, study of FUrnpet111 history

since 11350,',80-8 14.
Foreign (nth-, commercial organisation,

1-4; periollical literature, 141-152.
Francois.. V. ;1R.. teaching of ItoMancs law

gnaws. 127-13'2.
French language. Fes Romance languages.
German language, teaching. 125-127.
Gengteniterg, C. W.. compares corpara-

Hon laws. and flaanee, 64
Cireography. economic. (Omit., eonntries. .15-17;

Industrial Gael commercial. 4-41,
11;overnment, 75-121.
Grove, 1', C., lousiness mathematics, 31-35.

- Hart, A. B., glumly of American diplomacy.
trestles, and foreign policy, 109-114.

Harvard University, foreNn-trade courses:
22-23. ,

Hatfield. II. R.. investments, stock and pro-
duce exchnnge. commission and brokerage
exchange. 56-58.

Iletshey. A. k., contemporary InternatioUal
relationa, 107-109.

Illatory. diplomatic. United States, 102-
1.115 ; economic. Cnited States, 15-17:
political, foreign countries. 10n-102.

Hornbeck, il. IL., modern internationalism.
1111-121.

iloteltkias. (1. 11., business litufill1111. 9-11.
Ilubbart, 41. II., advertising and salesman

ship. 11-13.
Huebner. 4I. (I., transportation and ship-

ping in their relation to foreign trade.
47-49.

Hygiene, tropical renources, 21-.31.
Immigration and citisenship. ;7 -SO.
Insurance courses, preparation fur foreign

trade work. 03-65.
International law, 80-81.
International relations, contemporary.

107-409. -
Inie-rnationallsm. modern, 119-121.

".
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Investments, 56-58.
Italian language. Sec Romance languages.
James, J. II., the chemistry of commerce,

Japanese language, teaching, 123-125.
Jones, E. P., domestic markets and trade,

17-20.
Languages, foreign, 123-140.
Ltaml, J. IL, foreign relations of the

United States, 105-107.
Latin-American Republics, history, 88-90.
Law, commercial and maritime, 81-83;

international, 80-81,
Litman, Simon, domestic and foreign com-

mercial policies, 70-74.
Lough, J. E., business psyChology and

ethics, 35-37.
MacElwee, R. S., port and terminal facili-

ties, 49-52.
Maritime. law, 81-83.
Markets, domestic, 17-20; foreign, 20-24.
Mathematics,'business, 31-35.
Money and credit, 52-55.
Norwegian language, teaching, 132-136.
Ogg, F. A., comparative political institu-

tions. and political histo-ry of foreign
countries, 100-102.

Paxson, F. L., political history of the
United States, 98-100.

Periodical literature, use in education far
foreign trade service, 141-152.

Polish language. .icc Slavic languages.
Political history, foreign countries 100-

States,
Politics, economic' background, 83-86,
Porter, C. R., money and credit, banking,

banking organizations and practice, 52-
55.

Ports and terminal facilities, 49-52.
Products, commercial, 7-9:
Psychology and ethics, business, 35-37.
Putnam, G. E., comparative.sfinance and

taxa t ion, 59-60.
Railway traffic and rakes, 52.
Riegel, Robert, Insurance courses in the

preparation for foreign thle. work,
63-65.

I, !I Rivas, Damaso, tropical resources and
hygiene, 27-31.

Romance languages, teaching, 127-132.
Itoorhach, G. B., economic geography of

fo'reldn countries, 15-17.
Rowe, L. S., study of fiscal and customs

legislation, 65-70.
Russian languages. See Slavic languages.
Salesmanship, 11-13.
Scandinavian* language, teaching, 132-136.

Secritt, Horace, statistics as applied to
business, 41-44.

Serbian language. Nre Slavic languages.
Shepherd, W. R., history of the Latin-

American republics, 88-90.
Sioussat, St. G. L., history of Inrope since

I860 as a study preparatory for foreign
service, 86-88. .

Slavic languages, teaching, 136-138..
Smith, J. R.. industrial and commercial

geography, 4-6.
Social legislation, 77-80.
South America, tropical resources, 27-31.
Spanish language. See Romance languages.

-Statistics, applied to business, 41-44.
Stock and produce exchange, 56-58.
Swanson, A. E., study of business admin-

istration and organization, 37-39.
Swiggett, G. I.., Introduction, iii.
Tariff, 44-47.
'i'aussig, F. W., foreign trade and tariffs,

44-47.
Taxation and comparative finanee, 59-L110.
Terminal facilities, 49-52.
Trade, domestic, 17-20.
Trade (foreign), 20-24; accounting ap-

plied, 39-41 ; tariffs, 44-47; preparation,
37-39 ; shipping and transportation,
47-49.

Transportation and shipping, relation to
foreign trade, 47-49.

Treat, I'. J., Far East and Australia, 95-98.
Treaties and foreign policy. United States,

-114.
Turkish languages, teaching, 138-139."..
United- Staten, diplomacy, treaties, and

foreign policy. 109-114 ;
diplomatic history, 102-105;
economic history. 13-15;
foreign relations, 105-107;
political history, 98-100.

Usher, A. I'., the economic background of
modern world politics, 83-86.

Van Tnyl, G. II., business arithmetic, 6-7.
Wassam, C. W., commercial -products, 7-9.
Wiener,' Leo, teaching of' the Slavic lan-

guages, 136-138.
Wildman, J. IL, accounting applied to for-

eign trate, 39-41.
Williams, E. T.. teaching of Chinese anti

Japanese languages, 123-125.
Williams, !Intik I'., immigration and citi-

zenship; social legislation, 77-80
Wilson, G. W., international law, 80-81.
Yohannan, Abraham, irnportan of Turk-

ish and Armenian languages for foreign
Service, -138-140.




